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ABSTRACT
Recovery from the 377 billion barrels of the residual oil (in the U.S.) in reservoirs after
primary production and secondary waterfloods is becoming increasingly important to
cater to the energy needs of the country. Gas injection, the fastest growing enhanced oil
recovery (EOR) process, holds the promise of significant recoveries from these depleted
and abandoned reservoirs. However, continuous gas injection (CGI) in the conventional
horizontal flooding patterns leads to severe gravity segregation and poor recoveries. To
improve the sweep efficiency, the Water-Alternating-Gas (WAG) process has been
widely practiced in the industry. The potential of improved reservoir sweep and reduced
gas requirements have been the primary reason for WAG’s wide application. Although
conceptually sound, the WAG process has not measured up to expectations as evidenced
by the low (5 – 10%) recoveries observed in 59 field applications. These poor WAG
recoveries appear to be largely attributable to less than expected mobility ratio
improvements and increased mobile water saturation. These result in water shielding,
decreased oil relative permeability and reduced gas injectivity. The newer variants of the
WAG process employing foams, CGI and WAG combination processes (such as
DUWAG and Hybrid-WAG) and gas thickeners, which aim to mitigate gravity
segregation, are still in the experimental stage and not yet part of the commercial
technology.
On the other hand, the gravity stable mode of gas injection has carved its niche as one
of the most effective methods of gas injection EOR technology. It has seen limited
applications in the dipping and pinnacle reef type reservoirs. The Gas Assisted Gravity
Drainage (GAGD) process, being developed at LSU through the financial support from
the United States Department of Energy, aims to extend these highly successful gravity
stable applications to horizontal type reservoirs.
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The dissertation attempts to address six key questions: (i) do we continue to ‘fix the
problems’ of gravity segregation in the horizontal gas floods or find an effective
alternative?, (ii) is there a ‘happy-medium’ between single-slug and WAG processes that
would outperform both?, (iii) what are the controlling multiphase mechanisms and fluid
dynamics in gravity drainage processes?, (iv) what are the mechanistic issues relating to
gravity drainage?, and (v) how can we model the novel GAGD process using traditional
analytical and empirical theories and (vi) what are the roles of the classical displacement,
versus drainage in the GAGD process?
To facilitate fair and effective performance comparisons between the WAG and
GAGD processes, as well as to decipher the controlling operational multiphase
mechanisms and fluid dynamics in the GAGD processes, the dimensional analysis
approach was employed and ten gravity stable and eight WAG field applications in the
U.S., Canada and rest of the world were analyzed. A newly defined ‘index of
productivity’ and five dimensionless groups, namely Capillary (NC), Bond (NB),
Dombrowski-Brownell (NDB), Gravity (NG), and Grattoni et al.’s N group were
calculated for these gravity stable field projects. This dimensional analysis not only
provides an effective starting point to elucidate the mechanisms and dynamics associated
with the gravity stable gas injection processes, but also serves as an effective means for
‘field-scaled’ experimental design. This dimensionless experimental design appeared to
capture and characterize most of the spectrum of the operational forces in field gas
injection projects.
Extensive literature review and laboratory experimentation (GAGD corefloods) were
conducted to investigate and characterize the effects of various parameters on the GAGD
process. The parameters investigated were: (i) gravity segregation, (ii) miscibility
development, (iii) spreading coefficient, (iv) reservoir heterogeneity, (v) reservoir
wettability, (vi) injection fluid type, (vii) injection mode, and (viii) gas cap control.
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The original contributions of this work to the existing literature are summarized as: (i)
first demonstration of the GAGD concept through high pressure experimentation, (ii)
experimental demonstration of the superior oil recovery performance of the GAGD
process in secondary (immiscible recovery range: 62.3% to 88.6% ROIP) and tertiary
(immiscible recovery range: 47.3% to 78.9% ROIP) processes, in both miscible (avg.
secondary miscible recoveries: near 100% ROIP; avg. tertiary miscible recoveries: near
100% ROIP) and immiscible modes, and in varying wettability and rock types of porous
media, (iii) experimental verification of the hypothesis that the GAGD process is largely
immune to the deteriorating effects of reservoir heterogeneity and that the presence of
vertical fractures possibly aid the GAGD oil recoveries, (iv) experimental demonstration
of the possibility of gas breakthrough control, (v) definition of a new ‘combination’
process between single-slug and WAG processes, (vi) preliminary mechanistic and
dynamic differences between the drainage and displacement phenomenon have been
identified and a new mechanism to characterize the GAGD process fluid mechanics has
been proposed, (vii) a new parameter was introduced in the Li and Horne (2003) model to
accurately predict the dynamic behavior of the GAGD process which resulted in more
accurate predictions of GAGD oil recoveries, and (viii) a new dimensionless number to
predict GAGD oil recoveries in both the miscible as well as the immiscible modes has
been identified. Excellent correlation between the newly proposed number and GAGD
immiscible recoveries was observed, and although the correlation’s regression fit was not
as good in GAGD miscible floods, the holistic nature of this correlation, makes it a useful
tool for predicting GAGD oil recoveries.
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1. INTRODUCTION TO EOR BY GAS INJECTION
1.1 Need for Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR)
In 1978, the United States Congress commissioned the Office of Technology (OTA,
1978) to evaluate the state of the art in U.S. oil production. The OTA concluded that the
300 billion barrels of known U.S. oil were economically unproducible by conventional
methods in practice at that time. The OTA report (OTA, 1978) also evaluated a range of
Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) techniques and their potential for improving the prospects
of extracting a sizeable fraction of this known resource base. These major political and
administrative amendments triggered increased interest in EOR in late 70’s and early
80’s, most notably in California and the Permian Basin of West Texas.
Now, 25 years later, there is again a strong interest in improving domestic oil
production (Nummedal et al., 2003), and the total ‘unproducible oil’ referred to in the
OTA report (OTA, 1978), has increased to a whopping 377 billion barrels (Maddox,
2004). The need for oil in the U.S., as well as globally, has been constantly on the rise,
except for the temporary drop during 1979 - 1983 (Figure 1) (USGS, 2000).

Figure 1: Oil Production and Imports of the U.S. (USGS, 2000)
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The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS, 2000) notes that the proven U.S. reserves
(Maddox, 2004), about 21.9 billion barrels, as of January 01, 2005 (USEIA, 2005), would
be depleted quickly at the current production rates (USEIA, 2005) of 5.4 million barrels
per day, and the probability of finding newer reserves is diminishing (Maddox, 2004,
USEIA, 2005). The most important conclusion of this report, from oil self-reliance point
of view, is that the EOR techniques have not been tried for most of these reservoirs.
Therefore, the potential for EOR applications in the U.S. are very large with a target of
377 billion barrels (Moritis, 2004).

1.2 U.S. EOR Scene
The EOR processes today contribute a significant portion (~ 12% (EOR Survey, 2004))
to the U.S. domestic production, and its importance continues to rise in light of the recent
high crude oil prices of about $57 per barrel.
The U.S. EOR scene is dominated by thermal methods used in heavy oil production,
followed by CO2 gas injection (mostly miscible) and finally hydrocarbon gas injection.
These three processes account for almost 98% of the U.S. EOR production.
The changes in the U.S. EOR application and distribution scenario from 1984 to 2004
are shown in Figure 2 (Kulkarni, 2004). Figure 2 shows that except for the CO2 and
hydrocarbon processes, all the other EOR processes, namely thermal, and Nitrogen, have
significantly decreased and the and chemical methods are nearly extinct. The share of
CO2 and hydrocarbon gas processes has increased from 18% (1984) to 48% (2004) in just
two decades.
1.2.1 EOR Status
The U.S. EOR share patterns (Figure 3) demonstrate a clear shift in the oil industry
towards more efficient EOR processes, and the steep rise and equally quick downfall of
2

Figure 2: EOR Application and Distribution Scenario 1984 – 2004 (Kulkarni, 2004)
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Figure 3: EOR Project Distribution Changes from 1971 – 2004
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the chemical based EOR in the past 3 decades. The thermal methods are indispensable
due to the presence of extensive heavy oil reserves. The gas injection process applications
have steadily grown in use to become the main EOR process for light oil applications
(using CO2 or hydrocarbon (HC) gas). EOR survey (Moritis, 2004) shows that the gas
injection processes are applicable to almost all medium-to-light oil reservoirs, with
various fluid and reservoir characteristics. Thus, the gas injection processes hold the
promise of significantly enhancing the recovery of the oil left behind by primary and
secondary operations.
1.2.2 Gas Injection EOR Status
As demonstrated earlier, the gas injection EOR processes would be instrumental in
tapping the 377 billion barrels of oil left behind in the U.S. reservoirs after primary and
secondary processes. Moreover, as most of the U.S. oil reserves can be classified as
medium to light, with average API gravities of over 28o, except for the ‘Thums’ and
‘Kern River’ oils (Platt, 2005); gas injection process has become indispensable in the
U.S. EOR scenario.
Further scrutiny of the gas injection EOR performance shows that within the last
twenty years the miscible CO2 projects have increased (Moritis, 2004) from 28 in 1984 to
70 in 2004 and their production during the same time period has grown by 6 folds
(Moritis, 2004) from 31,300 BPD to 205,775 BPD. The production from miscible
hydrocarbon gas injection projects in the U.S. has also steadily increased from 14,439
BPD in 1984 to 124,500 BPD in 2000 in spite of their decreasing numbers. However, this
trend was reversed in 2002 and 2004 when the production from hydrocarbon gas floods
fell to 97,300 BPD, perhaps due to the increasing price of natural gas (Rao et al., 2004).
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Studies of the gas injection EOR status (Figure 4) show that only two injectants, CO2
(miscible) and hydrocarbon (miscible and immiscible) gas, have continued to grow, while
all the other injectants namely, CO2 (immiscible), N2 and flue gas have declined or
become extinct. The overall effect is that the share of production from gas injection EOR
in the U.S. has more than doubled from 18% in 1984 to 47.9% in 2004. This clearly
demonstrates the growing commercial interest that the U.S. oil industry has in gas
injection EOR projects – especially CO2.
U.S. Gas Injection EOR Production
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Figure 4: EOR Project and Production Distribution Dynamics (1986 – 2004)
1.2.3 EOR by Gas Injection
The target oil for the gas injection processes is the ‘left-behind’ oil in reservoirs that have
been already discovered and deemed unproducible by current technology, which amounts
to 377 billion barrels of left behind U.S. oil identified in OGJ surveys (Moritis, 2004).
The growing importance of the recovery of this oil is evident from increased efforts in
EOR, especially gas injection EOR.
Injection of gases such as hydrocarbon (HC), carbon dioxide (CO2), air, Nitrogen
(N2), flue gas etc. for improved light oil recovery has been practiced since the early
1920’s. Gas injection refers to those enhanced oil recovery (EOR) techniques whose
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main oil recovery function is extraction, vaporization, solubilization, and condensation.
However, some of the injectants such as CO2 possess other, important oil recovery
mechanisms such as oil viscosity reduction, oil swelling and solution gas drive.
In the earliest applications of gas injection, both liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) and
lean hydrocarbon gases constituted the major share of injectants for gas injection EOR.
However, this process became economically unattractive with increasing natural gas
prices. In the 1970’s, renewed interests in gas injection methods, especially CO2, were
observed, mainly due to the increasing oil prices and improved capabilities in oil
recovery estimates by gas injection (Stalkup Jr., 1985). The last two decades have shown
a significant increase in CO2 injection EOR and the hydrocarbon gas injection is losing
its applicability due to sustained high natural gas prices (Moritis, 2004). Hydrocarbon
injection is still widely practiced in large offshore fields such as Prudhoe Bay, where
limited gas processing and transportation facilities are available.
1.2.4 Importance of CO2 as Injectant: U. S. Perspective
CO2 injection remains an important EOR method in the U.S. in-spite of oil price swings
and ownership realignments. The CO2 process leads the gas injection processes spectrum,
complimented with nitrogen and hydrocarbon (HC) processes. This is especially true in
the Permian Basin of West Texas and New Mexico. Over 95% of the CO2 flooding
activity is in the United States and mainly in the mature Permian Basin of the
southwestern U.S. and dominated by injection under miscible conditions (Christensen et
al., 1998; Moritis, 1995).
CO2 floods demonstrate lower injectivity problems due to its higher viscosity,
compared to other common gas injectants. Furthermore, the lower formation volume
factor (FVF) of CO2 and lower mobility ratio make the volumetric efficiency higher for
6

CO2 than other solvents and solvent mixtures. Another beneficial effect of CO2 usage is
the likelihood of higher gravity segregation within the high water saturation zones of the
reservoir than in the higher oil saturation zones. This effect is useful when targeting
pockets and bypassed areas of oil and drain them effectively (Hadlow, 1992). The
increasing price of natural gas, higher incremental oil recoveries by CO2, compared to
hydrocarbon gases (Rogers and Grigg, 2000) as well as the additional benefit of carbon
sequestration tips the scales in favor of CO2 for future gas injection projects.
The lower costs for implementing CO2 floods (Figure 5) are due to large gas
processing facilities as well as huge reserves of almost pure CO2 (Mississippi, West
Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, North Dakota, Colorado and Wyoming), supported with
extensive CO2 pipeline infrastructure (Kulkarni, 2003). Projected oil recoveries from
these projects are in the order of 7-15% OOIP (Christensen et al., 1998; Rogers and
Grigg, 2000). Improved simulation capabilities and reduced development costs have
made the CO2-based processes even more attractive for commercial applications in recent
years.

1.3 Field Implementation of Gas Injection EOR
Field-scale gas injection applications have almost always been associated with design and
operational difficulties. Although, the gas processes demonstrate high microscopic
displacement efficiencies, especially under miscible conditions, the volumetric sweep of
the flood has always been a cause of concern (Hinderaker et al., 1996). The mobility
ratio, which controls the volumetric sweep, between the injected gas and displaced oil
bank in gas processes, is typically unfavorable due to the relatively low viscosity of the
injected phase. This difference results in severe gravity segregation of fluids in the
reservoir, consequently leading to poor flood conformance controls.
7
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Figure 5: Estimated Cost of New CO2 Flood based on $18/BOE Price (Shows a Profit
Potential of more than $7/BOE (Petroleum Engineering International, 1995).
Commercial gas injection has traditionally been classified into primarily four types of
applications: water-alternating-gas (WAG) injection, down-dip injection, crestal (gas cap)
injection, and gas recycle mode injection. WAG injection is generally practiced in normal
horizontal reservoirs, where down-dip injection is difficult; and the beneficial gravity
effects are difficult to obtain. During WAG applications, water and gas are alternatively
injected in predetermined slugs to offset the gravity segregation phenomenon and achieve
a uniform and stable flood front (Christensen et al., 1998).
The down-dip injection, with or without WAG, is mostly favored in sloping
reservoirs for targeting waterflood residual as well as the ‘attic oil’ (Jayasekera &
Goodyear, 2002). Down-dip injection has been proven to be beneficial even under
immiscible injection modes and in cases where reservoir characteristics do not permit a
miscible flood, mainly due to interfacial and three phase relative permeability effects.
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Crestal injection has been generally found useful to increase reservoir sweeps, in
saturated reservoirs with gas cap, and gravity stable displacements using miscible or
immiscible gas. Crestal type gas injection has also been employed on some continental
shelves (such as U.K. Offshore), but this has usually been driven by the need for gas
storage or to manage the position of oil rims under gas caps rather than enhanced
recovery (Jayasekera & Goodyear, 2002). Furthermore, improving the liquid recoveries
from rich gas condensate reservoirs has also successfully utilized the crestal gas recycle
mode process (Jayasekera & Goodyear, 2002).
1.3.1 The Water-Alternating-Gas (WAG) Process
To increase the extent of reservoir contacted by the injected gas, the water-alternating-gas
(WAG) process is the most commonly employed commercial field gas injection process.
Conceptually, the WAG process, proposed by Caudle and Dyes (1958), is meant to
‘break-up’ the continuous slug of gas into smaller slugs by alternating them with water.
In the WAG process, the counter tendencies of gas to rise upward and water to descend
within the reservoir are supposed to ‘compensate’ each other to provide a more uniform
reservoir sweep of the entire reservoir (Figure 6). The WAG process attempts to combine
the good microscopic displacement arising from gas injection with improved
macroscopic efficiency by injection water to improve the flood mobility ratio.
Today the WAG process is applied to nearly 83% (49 out of 59 field reviews reported
(Christensen, 1998)) of the miscible gas injection field projects, and is the default process
for commercial gas injection projects. The large-scale WAG applications have been
driven by proven improved EOR performances over continuous gas injection (CGI) and
their successes on both the laboratory as well as the field-scale(s) (Kulkarni, 2003).
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Figure 6: Conceptual Schematic of the Miscible Water-Alternating-Gas Process (Kinder
Morgan CO2 Company Official Website)
1.3.2 Problems Associated with the WAG Process
Since the WAG principle is to improve the flood conformance and ‘combat’ the natural
forces of gravity segregation, the best ‘WAG-effects’ have been observed in reservoirs
with negligible gravity force components i.e. in thin or low permeability reservoirs
(Jayasekera & Goodyear, 2002). However, these types of reservoirs represent an
insignificant fraction of the gas flood candidate reservoirs, which results in lower than
expected WAG recoveries. Even though in most of the reservoirs, the WAG process
helps dampen the water-oil-gas segregation due to gravity in the near-wellbore region,
the gravity segregation effects’ prominence increases as the injected fluids progress away
from the wellbore, resulting in a large bypassed zone attributable to the gas over-ride and
water under-ride as shown in Figure 7. Figure 7 clearly shows that although good
conformance is achieved by employing the WAG process in the near-well bore region,
the natural gravity segregation tendencies of gas and water eventually dominate the
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process, thereby resulting in a large un-swept region in the central portion of the
reservoir.

Miscible Zone

Oil Bank

CO2

Water CO2

Unswept Region

Water

Figure 7: More Probable WAG Displacement (Conceptually in Horizontal Reservoirs)
(Rao et al., 2004)
Furthermore, water injection for conformance control leads to other mechanistic
problems such as increased three-phase relative permeability and water-shielding effects
and decreased gas injectivity. These effects could collectively result in injectivity and
operational problems, as well as difficulties in effectively establishing gas-oil contact and
miscibility in the reservoir.
Apart from these reservoir problems such as high initial water production, water
shielding effect of mobile water, decreased oil relative permeabilities and decreased gas
injectivity; operational problems for WAG implementation like corrosion, asphaltene and
hydrate formation, and premature gas breakthrough are also perennial (Jackson et al.,
1985; Christensen et al., 1998; Rogers and Grigg, 2000).
A review of 59 WAG field experiences by Christensen et al. (1998) clearly concluded
that although the WAG process is conceptually sound, its field recovery performance has
11

been low. Of the 59 WAG field experiences they examined (Christensen et al., 1998), a
majority of the projects reviewed reported an incremental oil recovery in the range of
only 5 to 10% OOIP, with an average incremental recovery of 9.7% for miscible WAG
projects and 6.4% for immiscible WAG projects.
1.3.3 Proposed Solutions for Mitigating Field WAG Implementation Problems
Although, significant research has been put forth to increase tertiary recoveries from
WAG floods have provided with better understanding of the injectivity limitations and
WAG ratio optimizations (Christensen et al., 1998), they have had limited success in
terms

of

incremental

tertiary

recoveries.

Proposed

modifications

for

WAG

implementation such as the Hybrid-WAG, Denver Unit WAG (DUWAG), Simultaneous
WAG (SWAG), foam injection etc. have also met with limited success (Moritis, 1995).
Other research efforts such as gas thickeners (Enick et al., 2000) with gas-soluble
chemicals (McKean et al., 1999), and injectant slug modifications (Moritis, 1995)
targeted at specific formation types have also been proposed. Although these methods
appear promising on a laboratory / simulator scale; important issues such as feasibility,
cost, applicability, safety and environmental impact still need to be addressed (Moritis,
1995 and 2004). Furthermore, most of these process modifications are still at inception or
experimental stage and are yet to be tested in the field and hence are not accepted as part
of the current commercial technology.
It is important to note that all the above newly proposed gas injection methods are
still aimed at overcoming the gravity force (consequently the natural phenomenon of
gravity segregation) and an ‘attempt’ to improve the flood profile (Moritis, 1995 and
2004). Hence the full utilization of EOR potential (377 billion barrels of target oil) in the
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United States requires the development of new and more efficient gas injection processes
that would overcome the conceptual limitations of the WAG process and its successors.
1.3.4 WAG Process Literature Review
An extensive literature review of the WAG process, its characteristics, multiphase
mechanisms, flow dynamics and design parameters have been presented elsewhere
(Kulkarni, 2003), and only the important conclusions are summarized here:
1. The gas injection EOR processes today contribute a substantial portion of the oil from
light oil reservoirs (48% of total EOR oil), next only to thermal processes used in
heavy oil reservoirs and their importance is continuing to rise.
2. The WAG process has long been considered as a tertiary gas injection mobility
control process after a secondary waterflood and that nearly all the commercial gas
injection projects today employ the WAG method.
3. In the United States, most of the WAG applications are onshore, applicable to a wide
range of reservoir characteristics in the miscible mode with CO2 and hydrocarbon
gases being the major share of injectant types (~ 90%).
4. CO2 is ideally suited for the use as an EOR gas in the U.S. scenario due to available
technical know-how, abundant CO2 reserves and sequestration benefit.
5. The main design factors influencing the feasibility of WAG process are: reservoir
heterogeneity, rock type, fluid saturation and characteristics, injection gas, WAG ratio
and gravity considerations.
6. The issues of miscibility development and brine composition characteristics are also
important in gas injection EOR.
7. Previous field applications have repeatedly proven the inadequacy of the WAG
process, yet it has remained the default process due to absence of a viable alternative.
13

1.3.5 Scope for Improvement – Gravity Stable Gas Injection (Gravity Drainage)
In summary, the literature review (Kulkarni 2003) clearly shows that WAG process,
plagued with operational problems and poor recovery performance, has prevailed in the
oil field, primarily due to the absence of a viable alternative. Although less popular as n
EOR method, the gravity stable gas injection, is an attractive method of oil recovery. The
drainage of oil under gravity forces, either through gas cap expansion or by gas injection
at the crest of the reservoir, has proven to be an efficient gas injection method since it can
reduce the residual oil saturation to very low values, when applied in both secondary as
well as tertiary modes. These claims are well substantiated via both corefloods and field
investigations. These studies experimentally prove that a large amount of incremental
tertiary oil can be recovered using gravity assisted tertiary gas injection. Recoveries as
high as 85 – 95% OOIP have been reported in field tests and nearly 100% recovery
efficiencies have been observed in laboratory floods (Ren et al., 2003).
Conceptually, the gravity stable gas injection takes advantage of the density
difference between injected gas and reservoir oil that controls the extent of gravity
segregation within the reservoir. The density difference, between injected gas and
displaced oil, often cause problems of poor sweep efficiencies and gravity override in
horizontal gas floods (such as WAG), but can be effectively used as an advantage in
dipping reservoirs (Green and Willhite, 1998). Ironically, although the primary purpose
for employment of WAG injection is to mitigate the gravity segregation effects and
provide a stable injection profile, WAG or continuous gas injection (CGI) in downdip
reservoirs, in secondary as well as tertiary mode, have demonstrated better profile control
and higher oil recoveries (Hinderaker et al., 1996). These reviews underscore the benefits
of working in tandem with nature by exploiting the natural buoyancy tendency of injected
14

gas to displace oil downwards (Rao et al., 2004), and indicate that the gravity stable gas
injection process appears to be a promising alternative to WAG.
1.3.6 The Newly Proposed Gas Assisted Gravity Drainage (GAGD) Process
EOR field applications have repeatedly proven the inadequacies of the WAG process and
underscored the viability of the gas gravity drainage process. Furthermore, the
consistently successful field applications of the gravity stable gas injections in dipping
reservoirs and pinnacle reefs with widely varying reservoir and fluid characteristics, in
both secondary and tertiary mode, are also encouraging.
This leads us to the question: why not always inject gas in a gravity-stable mode at
the top of the pay zone in order to drain the oil downwards into a horizontal producer?
The newly proposed Gas Assisted Gravity Drainage (GAGD) process (Rao, 2001) aims
to address this question and to provide with a process which extrapolates the highly
successful gravity stable gas injection processes, that have been applied only to dipping
reservoirs and pinnacle reefs, to horizontal type reservoirs. The concept of GAGD is
depicted in Figure 8.
The GAGD process consists of placing a horizontal producer at the bottom of the pay
zone and injecting gas through existing vertical wells at the top (into the gas cap) to
provide gravity stable displacement and uniform reservoir sweep. CO2 injected through
the vertical wells accumulates at the top of the pay-zone due to gravity segregation and
displaces oil, which drains to the horizontal producer straddling several injection wells.
With increased cumulative gas injection, the CO2 chamber grows downward and
sideways which results in larger and larger portions of the reservoir being swept, without
any increases in the reservoir water saturation, thus maximizing the volumetric sweep
efficiency. The natural gravity segregation of CO2 not only helps in delaying (or even
15

eliminating) the premature CO2 breakthrough to the producer, but also eliminates the cocurrent gas-liquid flow mechanics, resulting in lower pressure drops and increased gas
injectivity. The oil displacement efficiency within the CO2 filled chamber can be further
maximized by maintaining the injection pressure near the minimum miscibility pressure
(MMP), which helps in lowering of the reservoir capillary forces: consequently the
residual oil saturations.

Produced Fluids

Vertical Injectors
for CO2
Gas Invaded
Zone

Horizontal Producer
Ref: Rao D N, U.S. DOE Research Proposal, June

Figure 8: Concept of the Gas Assisted Gravity Drainage (GAGD) Process (Rao, 2001)
For GAGD applications in water-wet formations, it is hypothesized that water is
likely to be held back in the rock pores by capillary and surface forces while the oil will
preferentially drain to the producer. Opposingly, GAGD applications in oil-wet
formations will be aided by the continuity of the oil phase, which would help create
continuous oil drainage flow paths to the horizontal producer.
The proposed GAGD process appears to be capable of not only eliminating the two
major limitations (poor sweep and water-shielding) of the conventional WAG processes,
16

but also of significantly increasing oil relative permeabilities in the near producing wellbore regions due to the absence of high water saturation and consequently increasing
recoveries.
Because the GAGD process utilizes the candidate field’s existing vertical wells for
CO2 injection and requires the drilling of only a few horizontal wells, GAGD capital
costs could be kept low. Additionally, the drilling costs of horizontal wells have been
continuously dropping due to advancements in drilling technology.
In summary, the proposed GAGD process not only possesses the potential of
significantly enhancing ultimate oil recovery, but also holds the promise of delivering
this incremental recoveries at production rates comparable to (or even higher than) those
achieved by the widely-applied conventional WAG process.
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2. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
2.1 Problem Definition
Although the gas injection EOR has seen steady commercial growth in the last two
decades, the overall recoveries have been disappointly low (in the range of 5 – 10%
OOIP). This implies that inspite of their economic success, the WAG projects do leave
behind significant quantities of residual oil in the reservoirs. Furthermore, the high
saturations of injected water existing at the end of a WAG project, makes the recovery of
the remaining oil even more difficult.
This raises several questions: Is there any harm done if the previous secondary
recovery was by water flooding? Just for the benefit of 5 – 10% additional oil recovery,
have we done more harm than good by injecting large quantities of water into the
reservoir during the WAG projects? Has the increased waster saturation rendered the
remaining oil even more remote to access? How are the mechanisms of oil recovery and
multiphase flow behavior by gas injection affected by increased water saturation? Is there
a happy medium between CGI and WAG that could outperform both? Should the gas
injection be in secondary or tertiary mode? Is gravity drainage an effective alternative to
WAG considering the fact that gravity stable gas injection projects have performed well
in dipping reservoirs and pinnacle reefs? How would the relative roles of gravity,
capillary and viscous forces change in gravity drainage process versus WAG or CGI?
How would the reservoir characteristics (heterogeneity and wettability) affect the gas-oilwater multiphase dynamics in gravity drainage? How would the fluid characteristics
(miscibility and gas composition) affect oil recovery performance in gravity drainage?
These are some of questions that this research project seeks to address in addition to
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gaining a better understanding of the underlying mechanisms responsible for the success
or failure of any gas injection EOR project.

2.2 Research Objectives
The major objectives of this study are to:
1. Study the operative mechanisms of multiphase coexistence in reservoirs:
(i) Identification of operative mechanisms via dimensional analyses.
(ii) Investigating the effect(s) of positive and negative spreading coefficients,
obtained by using various fluid triplets, on gravity stable gas injection performance.
(iii) Investigation of the effects of miscibility development on various commercial
modes of gas injection, namely CGI, WAG, Hybrid-WAG and the newly proposed
Gas Assisted Gravity Drainage (GAGD) process.
(iv) Identifying the effects of reservoir mobile water saturation, by comparison of the
performance characteristics of gas injection floods in secondary and tertiary modes.
(v) Characterization of the effects of reservoir wettability and possible wettability
alteration effects (if any) operational during gas injection EOR processes.
(vi) Identification and characterization of the relative importance of gravity / capillary
/ viscous force effects in gas injection processes.
(vii) Investigation of the effects of reservoir heterogeneity on gas injection EOR
performance.
2. Study the multiphase fluid dynamic characteristics in gas injection EOR:
(i) Characterization of the effect(s) of multiphase mechanisms (such as gravity
segregation, wettability, spreading coefficient, miscibility, etc.) on fluid dynamics
namely relative permeability and oil recovery.
(ii) Comparing and correlating various laboratory and field scale studies.
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3. GAS INJECTION EOR LITERATURE REVIEW
Schechter and Guo (1996) provided a comprehensive review of the gravity drainage
literature and suggested that three different gravity drainage processes can occur in
porous media, namely: (i) forced gravity drainage by gas injection at controlled flow rates
into steeply dipping reservoirs, (ii) simulated gravity drainage by centrifuging (existing
only in laboratories), and (iii) free-fall (or pure) gravity drainage which takes place in
naturally fractured reservoirs after depletion of oil from fractured or gas injection into a
depleted fractured reservoirs.
Since only the first and third gravity drainage processes discussed above are relevant
to the GAGD process being developed in this study, this literature review focuses on
these two gravity drainage processes. The literature review details: (i) displacement
stabilities for gravity stable gas flow through porous media, (ii) gravity drainage
fundamentals and traditional models, (iii) various laboratory studies on gravity drainage
and (iv) various field applications of gravity drainage.

3.1 Displacement Instabilities for Gravity Stable Gas Flow through
Porous Media
Although less popular as an EOR method, the gravity stable crestal or downward
displacement type injection, either through gas cap expansion or by gas injection at the
crest of the reservoir is an attractive method of oil recovery. The drainage of oil primarily
under the influence of gravity forces (gravity drainage) has been found to be an efficient
improved recovery method (Rao et al., 2004), since it can reduce the remaining oil
saturation to below that obtained after secondary recovery techniques. It is important to
note that the literature review on the mechanistic characterizations of gas injection
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processes is applicable to all processes; however the emphasis of this review is on gravity
stable gas injection.
The presence of viscous forces in a gas injection process may result in unstable flood
fronts. Gas injection for EOR results in a finite viscous force acting on the gas-liquid
interface. Because in any gas injection process (horizontal or gravity stable), the mobility
ratio is typically unfavorable, the development of unstable fingers during gas
displacements is imperative. The macroscopic and microscopic heterogeneities result in
unequal displacement rates between the gas and in-situ fluids, thus magnifying this
‘fingering’ phenomenon. In horizontal mode floods, various modifications in gas
injection protocol are followed to mitigate this phenomenon, but have met with limited
success – mainly due to the unfavorable gravity forces (as discussed in Chapter 1).
On the other hand, in vertical (gravity stable) gas floods, this unfavorable mobility
ratio is generally attempted to overcome by reducing the viscous force magnitude (by
decreasing the injection rates), and allowing the favorably acting gravity forces to
stabilize the gas front. The maximum (vertical) gas injection rate allowable in a given
reservoir to achieve a stable flood front is called as the ‘critical rate’. Mechanistically, the
critical rate represents the injection rate wherein the favorable gravity force effects are
overcome by the increased magnitude of viscous forces.
For miscible gravity stable flood, Hill (1952) derived a critical velocity expression to
predict the rates above which viscous instabilities can occur due to gravity forces being
overshadowed by viscous forces. This equation (Equation 1) assumed a single interface
contact between the injected and displaced phase with no mixing of solvent and oil
behind the front.
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VC =

2.741∆ρkSinθ
…………………………………………………...……………...…(1)
φ∆µ

Where:
VC = Critical vertical injection rate (ft/d)
∆ρ = Density difference (gm/cc)
k = Permeability (D)
θ = Dip angle (degrees – measured from horizontal)
φ = Porosity (fraction)
∆µ = Viscosity difference (cP)
Dietz (1953) also proposed a method of analysis of stability of a vertical flood front
with the following assumptions: homogeneous porous medium, vertical equilibrium of oil
and water, piston displacement of oil by water, no oil-water capillary pressures, and
negligible compressibility effects of rock and fluid. The Dietz equation is given by
Equation 2 below.
tan β =

1− Me
+ tan θ ..…with β > 0 being the stability criterion……….......…...(2)
M e N ge Cosθ

Where,
M = Mobility Ratio
Nge = Gravitational force
Dumore (1964) eliminated the limitation of the Hill (1952) equation which assumed
that for vertical gas-liquid displacements, the solvent and oil do not mix, and derived a
new frontal stability criterion (summarized in Equation 3). Interestingly, the Dumore
stability criterion is more stringent than the Hill criterion, and for all rates lower than Vst;
each infinitesimal layer of the mixing zone is stable with respect to each successive layer.
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Vst =

2.741kSinθ ⎛ ∂ρ ⎞
⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ ………………………...…….…...………...………………...(3)
φ
⎝ ∂µ ⎠ min

Where
Vst = Critical velocity for stable vertical flow of gas (ft/D)
Rutherford (1962; Mahaffey et al., 1966) developed a stability criterion for miscible
vertically oriented corefloods in laboratory. The equation is given as Equation 4 below.
(q / A) CRITICAL = 0.0439

k * (ρO − ρ S )
Sin(θ ) ………..………………...…….….….…....(4)
µO − µ S

Where,
(q/A) = Critical velocity for stable flow (ft/D)
µO = Viscosity of Oil (cP)
µS = Viscosity of Solvent (cP)
Brigham (1974) observed that the estimate of stability of a coreflood front could be
obtained by measuring mixing zone length. The mixing zone length could then be used to
calculate the effective mixing coefficient (αe) an important reservoir simulation
parameter. Perkins (1963) and Brigham (1974) solved the diffusion-convection equation
and concluded that by measuring the mixing zone between 10% and 90% injected fluid
concentrations at the core exit; the effective mixing coefficient (αe) can be easily
determined. Brigham (1974) suggested that in the absence of viscous mixing, the
effective mixing coefficient (αe) is a function of the porous medium only and typical
values for Berea are 0.005 ft in laboratory scale systems.
Slobod and Howlett (1964) derived a critical injection velocity equation for gravity
stable displacements’ frontal stability in homogeneous sand packs and is given in
Equation 5
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VC =

ko
(∆ρg ) ……..……..……………………………….…………...…....………….(5)
∆µ

Among all the available analytical models in the literature to determine the critical
gas injection rates (and promote stable displacement fronts) in gravity stable (vertical)
gas injection floods, the Dumore (1964) criterion appears to be the most popular in the
industry. The Dumore criterion has been widely applied, inspite of newer models being
available (Piper and Morse, 1982; Skauge and Poulsen, 2000; Pedrera et al., 2002;
Muggeridge et al., 2005).

3.2 Gravity Drainage Fundamentals and Traditional Models
Gravity drainage is defined as a recovery process in which gravity acts as the main
driving force and where gas replaces the voidage volume (Hagoort, 1980). Gravity
drainage has been found to occur in primary phases of oil production through gas cap
expansion, as well as in the latter stages wherein gas is injected from an external source.
Muskat (1949) provides a detailed review on the effects of gravity forces in controlling
oil and gas segregation during the primary-production phase of gas drive reservoirs. It
was suggested that the most efficient type of gravity-drainage production would be an
idealized case wherein no free gas is allowed to evolve in the oil zone by maintaining the
reservoir pressure above its bubble point, or by pressure maintenance at current GOR
levels (Muskat, 1949).
The literature employs the words ‘gravity stable gas injection’ and ‘gas gravity
drainage’ interchangeably. Identification of the conceptual mechanistic differences
between gravity stable gas injection, and ‘pure’ gas gravity drainage has been attempted
in this study, and are detailed in following sections.
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The importance of gravity drainage as an important oil recovery mechanism has been
well recognized. Gravity drainage has been observed to occur during gas injection
(Muskat, 1949) as well as in the stripper stages of volumetric reservoirs (Matthews and
Lefkovits, 1956). Field and laboratory experience has shown that that gravity drainage,
under certain conditions, can result in very high oil recoveries and also, that gravity
drainage is one of the most effective mechanisms of developing an oil field (see Section
3.4).
Inspite of the fact that one of the earliest gravity drainage models appeared in 1949,
the “…characterization and modeling of the (gravity drainage) process are still a great
challenge (Li and Horne, 2003)”. This review attempts to provide a mechanistic
understanding of the forced gravity drainage process, the fundamental mechanism
involved in the GAGD process.
3.2.1 Drainage or Displacement?

Literature seems to use the words ‘gravity stable gas displacement’ and ‘drainage’
interchangeably. Many authors suggest the drainage process to be a type of displacement
mechanism with the classical theories of Buckley-Leverett (1942), Darcy’s law, relative
permeability, continuity equation, and decline curve analysis (material balance equation)
to be applicable (Terwilliger et al., 1951; Hagoort, 1980; Li et al.; 2000).
However, Muskat (1949) suggested that although the classical theories of Darcy and
Buckley-Leverett are relevant, the decline curve equation, applicable to most
displacements, does not in itself provide any information regarding the gravity drainage
phenomenon. The decline curve method represents only the thermodynamic equilibrium
between the net liquid / gas phases in the reservoir and hence cannot characterize the
mechanistic and fluid-dynamic aspects of the gravity drainage process. This statement of
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Muskat (1949) seems to be supported by many researchers (Cardwell and Parsons, 1948;
Richardson and Blackwell, 1971; Pedrera et al., 2002; Li and Horne, 2003) which suggest
that “Gravity drainage can be modeled by conservation equation, Darcy’s law and
capillary pressure relationship (Pedrera et al., 2002)”.
Most of this confusion about gravity drainage characterization appears to stem from
ignoring the injection gas pressure distribution as well as due to the application of ‘pure’
or ‘free’ gravity drainage theory (Cardwell and Parsons, 1948) to forced gravity drainage
applications or vice-versa.
3.2.2 Gravity Drainage and Buckley-Leverett Displacement Mechanisms and
Models

To facilitate the differentiation between displacement and drainage, the original BuckleyLeverett (1942) displacement theory and the gravity drainage theory (Cardwell and
Parsons, 1948) were critically examined and the resulting inferences are summarized
below.
3.2.2.1 Classical Displacement Theory

Buckley and Leverett (1942) first described the mechanism of displacement and also
proposed an analytical model to determine the oil recovery by gas or water injection into
a linear (horizontal mode) oil reservoir. The Buckley-Leverett (B-L) model (Equation 6)
considers a small element within a porous medium and expresses the displacement rates
in terms of accumulation of the displacing fluid (material balance theory is applicable).
The B-L displacement theory also suggests that after displacing phase breakthrough,
the oil production rate changes (generally decreases) in proportional to its saturation.
Since the oil saturation decreases continually after breakthrough, the oil production rate
also drops with time. Additionally, for pure piston-like displacement (B-L displacement)
in water-wet systems (ignoring the capillary pressure effects), water floods demonstrate a
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‘clear’ breakthrough, i.e. no additional oil is produced after the water breaks through at
the producing well. If the capillary pressure effects are included, the size of the oil bank
increases with proportional decrease of the oil saturation from the leading to the trailing
edge (Buckley and Leverett, 1942; Welge, 1952)
q ⎛ ∂f ⎞
⎛ ∂S D ⎞
⎜
⎟ = − T ⎜ D ⎟ ………………………..……….……………..…………………(6)
φA ⎝ ∂u ⎠θ
⎝ ∂θ ⎠ u
Where, SD is the saturation of the displacing fluid, A is the cross-sectional area of
flow, θ is the time, qT is the total rate of flow through the section, u is the distance along
the path of flow, φ is the porosity, and fD is the fraction of flowing stream comprising of
the displacing fluid.
However, inspite the fact that the original B-L model was hypothesized to be
applicable to gas floods as well, the two assumptions used by B-L model, no mass
transfer between phases and incompressible phases, result in severely limiting its
application to GAGD type (gravity drainage) floods.
3.2.2.2 Buckley and Leverett’s (1942) Perspective about Gravity Drainage

The original paper by Buckley and Leverett (1942) suggests that the gravity drainage
phenomenon is “exceedingly slow” and is defined as the ‘mechanism in which no other
forces in the reservoir, except gravity, are available to expel the residual oil’. Although
Buckley and Leverett (1942) suggest that the ‘mechanism by which the area of high gas
saturation invades the area of high oil saturation is very similar to that by which water
encroaches into and displaces oil from a sand’; they also acknowledge that ‘in gas
displacing oil systems, simultaneous three phase flow in the reservoir results in nonpiston like displacements and complete displacement never occurs!’.
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3.2.2.3 Classical Gravity Drainage Theory

The earliest known analytical theory on gravity drainage was that of Cardwell and
Parsons (1948), which derived a gravity drainage model based on hydrodynamic
equilibrium equations in vertically oriented sand packs. The original theory assumed a
free gas phase draining a single liquid phase, and suggested that the liquid recovery is
equal to the percentage of the total area above the height versus saturation curve. One of
the most important requisites to gravity drainage is the absolute pressure equilibrium
between the gaseous and liquid phases. In other words, the gas zone does not exert a
vertical pressure gradient on the gas-liquid interface.
Interestingly, Cardwell and Parsons (1948) acknowledge that only a slight pressure
gradient in the gas zone is sufficient for the B-L theory to be applicable. This statement
seems to be the reason for non-distinction between displacement and drainage, since in
real oil-gas-water systems, reservoir pressure maintenance and gas injection result in a
finite pressure gradient on the gas-liquid flood front.
A gravity drainage model similar to that of Cardwell and Parsons (1948) was
proposed by Terwilliger et al. (1951). Terwilliger et al. (1951) applied the B-L
immiscible displacement theory and the ‘shock-front’ technique (using fractional gas
flow equations (Welge, 1952)) to match the steady state gravity drainage laboratory
experiments (assuming steady-state relative permeability and static capillary pressure
distribution). Terwilliger et al. (1951) also showed that recovery by gravity drainage is
inversely proportional to production (conversely, injection) rates and recommended a
“maximum rate of gravity drainage” or “gravity drainage reference rate” (Equation 7).
Equation 6 appears to be the theoretical basis for the “critical injection rate” and “frontal
stability” equations developed by various researchers (Hill, 1952; Dietz, 1953; Perkins
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and Johnston, 1963; Dumore, 1964; Brigham, 1974; Moissis et al., 1987; Ekrann, 1992;
Virnovsky et al., 1996) for commercial gravity drainage applications.
GRR =

KL A

µL

g∆pSinα ………………...……………….………………..………………(7)

Where, KL is the effective permeability to liquid at 100% liquid saturation, A is the
cross-sectional area of flow, µL is the liquid viscosity, g is the gravitational constant, ∆ρ
is the density difference between liquid and gas, and α is the angle of dip.
3.2.3 Traditional Gravity Drainage Models

Although Cardwell and Parsons (1948) and Terwilliger et al. (1951) models first
presented the governing equations for the gravity drainage process, the non-linearity of
the equations forced them to ignore two important parameters: (i) the capillary pressure
variation with saturation and (ii) capillary pressure dependence on permeability.
Although, Nenniger and Storrow (1958) provided an approximate series solution
(obtained from film flow theory) to predict the gravity drainage rates on a glass bead
pack, the next important development in gravity drainage modeling was the
generalization of the Cardwell and Parsons (1948) theory (Dykstra, 1978) by improving
the capillary pressure representation in the governing equations. Using similar analysis
and procedures, Hagoort (1980) also developed a theoretical analysis to predict forced
gravity drainage recoveries, by simultaneously employing the B-L and Cardwell and
Parsons (1948) theory. Although the model was significantly improved over the classical
gravity drainage theory by modeling the capillary function as a Leverett J function,
analytical solution of the model is not feasible due to the resulting non-linear governing
equation.
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Richardson and Blackwell (1971) presented a radically different ‘hybrid’ approach to
predict gravity drainage recoveries for a variety of scenarios such as: vertical flow
conditions, water under running viscous oils, gravity segregation of water banks in gas
caps, and for control of coning by oil injection. They combine the Buckley and Leverett
(1942), Cardwell and Parsons (1948) and Welge (1952) theories with the Dietz (1953)
frontal stability criterion to predict the ultimate oil recoveries, when the injection rate is
less than one-half of the Dietz’s (1953) critical rate.
Pavone et al. (1989) and Luan (1994) revisited the ‘demarcator’ concept introduced
by Cardwell and Parsons (1948) to generate analytical models for gravity drainage in low
IFT conditions and fractured reservoir systems, respectively. The ‘demarcator’ is defined
(Cardwell and Parsons, 1948) as the region of minimum gas saturation in the systems.
They also showed that assuming the demarcator at the bottom (or outlet) of the reservoir,
improves the model prediction.
Blunt et al. (1994) developed a theoretical model for three-phase gravity drainage
flow through water-wet porous media based on a wide range of experiments, from
molecular level to glass bead packs. These studies suggest that best tertiary gravity
drainage efficiency in water-wet systems occurs when the oil spontaneously spreads as a
layer between water and gas (under positive spreading coefficient conditions).
Li and Horne (2003) claim that “…the analytical models do not work well…” for
gravity drainage recovery predictions, an empirical approach is more suitable. They
proposed an empirical oil recovery model to match and predict oil production, which was
tested against experimental, numerical and field data.
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3.3 Gravity Stable Gas Injection (Gravity Drainage) Laboratory Studies
Mechanistic reviews (provided earlier in Section 3.1) on pure gravity drainage and
gravity stable gas injection processes suggest that they are the two ends of the gravity
stabilized (vertical) gas injection processes. This section therefore summarizes the
laboratory experiments conducted for the characterization and optimization of the vertical
gas injection process, since the forced as well as free gravity drainage processes are
relevant to the GAGD process.
Although, Leverett’s (1941) studies on capillary behavior in porous media appear to
be foremost of the documents suggesting the importance of gravitational and capillary
forces in immiscible gas injection processes; Katz’s (1942) studies on vertical sand packs
supplied the experimental evidence to confirm Leverett’s (1941) hypothesis. The
experimental as well as analytical studies (Stahl et al., 1943; Lewis, 1944; Terwilliger et
al., 1951; Higgins, 1953) that followed this pioneering work, stressed on the importance
of ‘gravity-stabilization’ of the flood front by controlling flow rates, fluid properties and
injection temperatures, for improved oil recovery factors from gravity stable gas injection
(gravity drainage) floods.
Since most of the latter (mid 1950’s to early 1970’s) experimental work involving
gravity drainage experimental studies, conducted for improved understanding of the
gravity drainage process, was focused on solving the non-linear gravity drainage models
resulting from application of Darcy’s law, Buckley-Leverett theory and continuity
equations to gravity drainage process (see Section 3.2), minimal mechanistic and fluid
dynamic studies are resulted during this period.
Dumore and Schols (1974) conducted gravity stable gas displacement experiments in
high permeability oil saturated cores. They observed that the presence of connate water is
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critical for achieving very low oil residual saturations during gravity drainage floods,
under high gas-oil capillary pressures, irrespective of whether or not the oil spreads on
water in the presence of gas. Interestingly, Dumore and Schols (1974) attribute the
achievement of low residual oil saturations to possible ‘film flow’. This appears to
contradict their previous inference that the oil spreading need not occur in presence of
gas, and that the contribution of oil from film flow in secondary gas caps is negligible.
Centrifuge gravity drainage experiments by Hagoort (1980) conducted using various
consolidated outcrop and field cores suggested that the gravity drainage was a “very
effective” process in water-wet, connate water bearing reservoirs. The results were
analyzed using the Buckley-Leverett displacement theory (forced gravity drainage) and
the author suggested that the oil relative permeability was a key parameter during the
gravity drainage process. It was also suggested that the centrifugal relative permeabilities
are representative of the gravitational relative permeabilities if the microscopic flow
regimes in the centrifuge were similar to those in reservoir floods, as characterized by the
Dombrowski-Brownell (NDB) number. Hagoort (1980) suggested that a value of less than
10-5 for the Dombrowski-Brownell number, results in the microscopic flow being
capillary dominated, and that a NDB value of greater than 10-3 would make the centrifugal
gravity drainage experiments unrealistic. These observations appear to be supported by
the experimental results presented by Danesh et al. (1989).
Tiffin and Kremesec (1986) conducted a series of gravity-assisted vertical core
displacements of both first contact miscible and multiple contact miscible type, with CO2
– recombined crude oil systems at various pressures and temperatures. The authors
suggested that downward gravity assisted displacement recoveries, even at injection rates
significantly higher than the critical rates, are more efficient than horizontal floods at
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similar rates. This inference appears to contradict the original gravity drainage theory
(hypothesized by Terwilliger et al. (1951)) which predicts similar recoveries for both
scenarios. Tiffin and Kremesec (1986) also attempted to experimentally determine the
mixing lengths required for miscibility development, and reported that while miscibility
development in vertical core displacements was at similar pressures as their horizontal
counterparts; miscibility was achieved in the downward gravity assisted displacements at
a considerably shorter core length. This study also demonstrates that component mass
transfer, similar to those in multiple contact miscible processes, strongly (negatively)
affect flood front stability and that displacement efficiency increases at lower fluid cross
flow and mixing conditions.
Kantzas et al. (1988) identified two possible mechanisms for gravity drainage
processes by conducting gravity assisted inert gas injection experiments in 2-D
micromodels and unconsolidated columns of glass beads. Along with excellent oil
recoveries observed (99% in unconsolidated columns and about 80% in the others), they
identified two distinct displacement mechanisms for gas injection into discontinuous oil
films, termed gravity drainage mechanism and leakage mechanism. For gravity drainage
mechanism, the injected gas (air) was observed to advance at slow flow rates, and an oil
bank was formed behind the free water zone and the bulk gas zone. On the other hand,
during the leakage mechanism, the injected gas advanced rapidly to the production end
and bypassed the isolated oil globules, resulting in poor sweeps. Interestingly, these
experiments demonstrated that the discontinuous oil globules can be reconnected and
displaced by decreasing (or stopping) the injection rate.
Chatzis et al. (1988) carried out downward displacements of oil by injection of inert
gas at initial and waterflood residual oil saturations. Very high recovery efficiencies
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under strongly water-wet systems in consolidated or unconsolidated porous media were
observed. Further experimentation with CT scans and regular capillary tubes for
immiscible gravity stable inert gas displacements concluded that very high recoveries
under these conditions were only possible when oil spread over water, the reservoir was
strongly water-wet and a continuous film of oil existed over the water in the corners of
the pores invaded by gas. The spontaneous spreading of oil at the water-gas interface
occurred in the case of water-wet rock samples and positive spreading coefficients. It
should be noted that this inference appears to contradict all the previously summarized
gravity drainage studies, which suggested that spreading of the oil is not required for
achieving very low residual oil saturations.
Meszaros et al. (1990) examined the potential use of inert gas (N2 and / or CO2)
injection using horizontal injection and production wells in scaled physical model studies
at experimental pressures ranging from atmospheric to about 609 psi (4200 kPa). This
investigation appears to be aimed at the verification of the Dumore (1964) stability
criterion and experimental verification of the two extreme scenarios obtainable during
gravity stable gas injection, namely pure gravity drainage and vertical gas injection
performance approaching horizontal floods (as proposed by Terwilliger et al. (1951)).
Numerical simulation coupled with physical model studies clearly demonstrated the need
for gravity-stabilization of the flood front for higher recovery factors and that a slanting
or horizontal front propagation (probably due to increased injection rates) results in
severe reduction in recoveries.
The experimental and numerical observations of Meszaros et al. (1990) appear to
fortify the original assumptions (hypothesis) of gravity drainage proposed by Terwilliger
et al. (1951) and Muskat (1949) (but contradict the inferences of Tiffin and Kremesec
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(1986)). The two extreme possible scenarios hypothesized are clearly observed in the
experimental results, however the oil production patterns appear to contradict the
Muskat’s (1949) theory. Muskat (1949) suggested that the ideal scenario for gravity
drainage would be wherein the reservoir pressure is held constant and oil is allowed to
drain only under the influence of gravity. Two important observations from the
experimental results of Meszaros et al. (1990) are interesting: (i) the pure gravity
drainage experiment produces at the lowest rate (i.e. higher pressured gravity stable
experiments demonstrate higher production rates), and (ii) the pure gravity drainage flood
continues to produce for a significantly longer time as compared to its higher pressure
counterparts.
CO2 cyclic (or huff-and-puff) injection in Berea cores using live oil samples for
gravity stable (vertical) displacements and dead oil samples with horizontal cores were
studied by Thomas et al. (1990). It was found that an existence of a gas cap, gravity
segregation as well as higher residual oil saturations increased overall oil recovery in
gravity-stable floods. Moreover, it was observed that gravity segregation (beneficial in
gravity-stable floods) helped deeper penetration of CO2 (hence better recovery), and
accidental injection of CO2 in gas cap did not have detrimental effects on recovery.
Mungan (1991) conducted miscible and immiscible coreflood experiments using
heavy and light oils with CO2. It was concluded that CO2 could increase heavy oil
recovery even without miscibility development. Furthermore an increase in breakthrough
recovery from 30% to 54% was observed when CO2 was used instead of CH4 as a
displacing fluid.
Karim et al. (1992), similar to Thomas et al. (1990), conducted CO2 cyclic (huff-andpuff) coreflooding experiments using 6-ft long Berea cores and Timbalier Bay light
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crude. The core inclination was found to substantially influence the oil recovery
efficiencies and gas utilization factors of the coreflood and the ‘best’ performance was
observed when CO2 was injected into the lower end of a core tilted at a 45 or 90o angle.
Barkve and Firoozabadi (1992) derived the initial (also the maximum) gravity
drainage rate (qo) for an immiscible process in a homogeneous rock matrix, and is given
by Equation 8.
qo =

ko

µo

(∆ρg − ( Pc

(TH )

/ L)) ……………..…….………………………….….…...…..…(8)

Where:
ko = Single phase oil permeability
µo = Oil viscosity
∆ρ = Density difference between injected / displaced fluids
g = gravitational acceleration
Pc(TH) = Threshold capillary pressure
L = Height
Infinite gas mobility during displacement is one in the assumptions used in the
Barkve and Firoozabadi’s (1992) derivation. The authors reported that in the initial phase,
the gravity drainage rate in fractured media does not exceed the un-fractured media,
provided the fractures have negligible storage. In developed flow conditions, the capillary
pressure contrast between the matrix and fracture, results in lower gravity drainage rates
in case of fractured media.
For miscible displacements (capillary pressure = 0), the (PC(TH)/L) term in Equation 8
becomes negligible and therefore, the initial (also the maximum) gravity drainage rate
(qom) in a homogeneous rock matrix is simplified as (Equation 9):
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qo m =

ko

µo

(∆ρg ) ……..…………..…………………………...………….…………...….(9)

Interestingly, comparison of Equations 5 and 7, shows that the capillary force term
becomes negligible during miscible gravity dominated flows. The decrease in the density
difference (∆ρ) term due to miscibility development also decreases the maximum
miscible oil drainage rate (qom) achievable, as compared to immiscible critical rates (qoc)
wherein the density difference (∆ρ) term is high due to negligible injected gas viscosity.
Kalaydjian et al. (1993) conducted sand-pack experiments in both horizontal and
gravity stable modes. These results were similar to the previous experimental findings
that the gravity stable floods had higher (approx. 30% OOIP) incremental recoveries over
horizontal floods.
Longeron et al. (1994) studied the influence of capillary pressure on oil recovery by
compositional simulation. The gas-oil capillary pressures were always found to be higher
in the presence of connate water, as compared to the capillary pressures displayed in the
absence of connate water saturation. However, the authors suggested that recovery was
very sensitive to capillary pressure input data, and “using scaled capillary pressures from
mercury-air data, the recovery is underestimated by about 6% PV”. These inferences
reinforce the general notion that effective modeling of the capillary pressures in gravity
drainage floods is still a challenge (see Section 3.2).
Catalan et al. (1994) reported the results on low pressure inert gas injection assisted
by (forced) gravity drainage experiments on short core plugs with varying wettability and
heterogeneity characteristics. They concluded that tertiary gravity drainage in water-wet
systems is most efficient when the oil can spread on water in the presence of gas.
Furthermore, the experimental results also suggested that the oil-wet nature of the porous
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medium was not detrimental to the oil recovery factors. These observations appear to be
supported by both theoretical as well as experimental gravity drainage floods in both
secondary as well as tertiary modes (Blunt et al., 1994; Oyno et al., 1995).The additional
contribution of Oyno et al. (1995) was that they experimentally demonstrated the
dependence of the time required to reach gravity/capillary equilibrium on oil-gas density
difference, oil-gas interfacial tension, and molecular diffusion between the two bulk
phases. However, the identification of the conditions at which individual factors
dominate is still an open question.
Chalier et al. (1995) employed the gamma ray absorption technique to visualize fluid
saturation distribution in the core as a function of injected gas volume at reservoir
conditions. The authors experimentally demonstrated that gravity drainage proves to be a
“very efficient” process in a water-wet (sandstone) reservoir under positive spreading
coefficient conditions.
Vizika and Lombard (1996) discussed the effect of spreading and wettability on
gravity drainage oil recovery in water-wet, oil-wet and fractionally-wet porous media.
The authors experimentally demonstrated that in water-wet porous media, oil recovery
depends on the spreading coefficient value, while the spreading coefficient “does not
affect the process efficiency” in oil-wet media. The highest oil recoveries were obtained
with water-wet and fractional wet media under positive spreading coefficient conditions;
while the oil recoveries were found to deteriorate when the spreading coefficient value
was less than zero (or negative). Numerical simulation to match the experimental results
showed that the lowest oil recoveries were obtained in oil-wet porous media. However,
continuous oil (wetting) films were still observed, but were found to be subjected to
strong capillary retention. This observation is extremely important for commercial
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GAGD applications in oil-wet reservoirs, and suggests that miscibility development (to
alleviate the capillary retention of oil) would be beneficial in such cases.
Saputelli et al. (1998) examined the physics of gravity effects that compete with
capillary forces, under different scenarios of wettabilities, density differences, and low
IFT differences for multi-phase coexistence in porous media. The authors reported that
for the same positive spreading coefficient values, the gravity drainage is significantly
less efficient in oil-wet system as compared to the water-wet system. Furthermore, the oil
recovery by gravity drainage was found to be independent of spreading conditions. The
authors also stressed the need for incorporation of the wettability effects and spreading
coefficient in Bond number correlation, since “…it does not describe wettability,
spreading coefficient or saturation effects, which are important at the microscopic scale”.
Sargent et al. (1999) performed a series of gas/oil and water/oil gravity drainage
experiments on sandpacks, with permeabilities representative of United Kingdom’s
Continental Shelf (UKCS) viscous oil fields. Experimental results showed that an
effective residual oil saturation of about 10% was obtained for gravity drainage of
viscous oils (about 100 cP). For gravity drainage experiments with oils with 1 – 1000 cP
viscosities, very low residual oil saturations (at gas breakthrough) were obtained with
gravity drainage at a range of reservoir permeabilities (1 – 5 Darcy) and gravity stable
displacement rates (about 10 ft/month and below).
Wylie and Mohanty (1999) conducted secondary near-miscible mass transfer and gas
flood experiments in both oil-wet and water-wet sandstones to study the effects on
wettability on oil recovery. The reported experimental results of higher oil recoveries in
oil-wet media, as compared to water-wet media; agree with the similar miscible gas flood
experiments reported previously (Rao and Sayegh, 1992). Gas flood experiments by Rao
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and Sayegh (1992) also observed a significant enhancement in the incremental oil
recovery in intermediate-wet systems, while the lowest incremental increase was
observed in water-wet media. Rao and Sayegh (1992) attributed this incremental oil
recovery in oil-wet media to wettability alteration, while Wylie and Mohanty (1999)
suggested it to be due to the higher water-shielding effects in water-wet porous media.
Although, the wettability alteration phenomenon, reported by Rao and Sayegh (1992),
was experimentally verified by contact angle measurements, the water-shielding
phenomenon, reported by Wylie and Mohanty (1999), does not appear to be the dominant
factor for the observed oil recovery increases, since Wylie and Mohanty’s (1999)
experiments were conducted in secondary mode and no water production was observed in
either of the gravity drainage miscible floods. Previous studies (Blunt et al., 1994; Oyno
et al., 1995; Vizika and Lombard, 1996; Saputelli et al., 1998) on spreading and
wettability effects on immiscible gravity drainage have attributed the relatively lower oil
recovery performance of oil-wet porous media either to the absence of continuous oil
films (the inability of oil to spread under negative spreading coefficient conditions) or
strong capillary retention of the continuous wetting phase (oil) films on rock surface. The
probable reason for improved oil recoveries in oil-wet systems, with minimal
improvements in water-wet recoveries, is probably due to alleviation of the strong
capillary retention forces due to miscibility development.
Li et al. (2000) discuss the results of the experimental work on CO2 gravity drainage
on artificially fractured Berea sandstone cores at reservoir conditions (Spraberry Trend
Area, West Texas). The authors suggested that fractures could improve the efficiency of
CO2 flooding, but suggest further experimental investigation for further clarification.
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Pedrera et al. (2002) examined the effects of wettability on (air) immiscible gravity
drainage by conducting secondary mode experiments with varying core wettabilities.
Their results appear to agree with the previous observations (Meszaros et al., 1990) that
higher production times are required for oil-wet systems as compared to water-wet
systems. However, the authors observed higher oil recoveries for oil-wet systems (64%)
as compared to the water-wet systems (52%), which appear to contradict the previous
experimental results (Blunt et al., 1994; Oyno et al., 1995; Vizika and Lombard, 1996;
Saputelli et al., 1998). The important contribution of Pedrera et al. (2002) towards
improved mechanistic understanding of the gravity drainage process was the
identification and characterization of two flow regimes operating sequentially during gas
gravity drainage: bulk flow followed by film flow. The authors’ numerical modeling
studies suggested that wettability has a weak influence on the bulk flow regime
(consisting of bulk displaced fluid, and capillary fringe region of high and medium oil
saturation (or oil bank)) of gravity drainage, whereas it has “great influence” during the
late film flow regime.
Li and Horne (2003) developed an empirical model for the prediction of oil recovery
patterns in free-fall gravity drainage. This model was used to predict the recovery
patterns of Lakeview Pool, Midway Sunset Field, resulting in a good match.
Ren et al. (2003) suggests that the incremental oil recovery obtainable by tertiary gas
gravity drainage consists of two-parts: firstly the bypassed oil, existing as a continuous
oil phase in previously unswept areas (by secondary waterflood), and secondly the
residual oil existing, at the microscopic scale, as isolated ganglia. It is suggested that the
injected gas improves the reservoir sweep by reestablishing the hydraulic continuity of
the residual oil, under positive spreading conditions, resulting in assured flow of this
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isolated oil into the dynamic oil bank. This connectivity of the oil bank, with both the
bypassed oil as well as the isolated oil ganglia, is implicit to facilitate their drainage via
the oil bank to the production well.
Muggeridge et al. (2005) studied the effect of the presence of discontinuous shale
barriers in the reservoir on miscible gas gravity drainage, both experimentally and
through numerical simulation. The experimental (as well as simulation) results indicate
that all the oil in the vicinity of the shales will ultimately be recovered; and that
“regardless of the miscible displacement conditions” it is “surprisingly difficult” to
bypass oil in the vicinity of shales over significant times.
Dastyari et al. (2005) investigated gravity dominated immiscible gas injection in a
single-matrix block using 2D glass micromodels, in both free and forced gravity drainage
modes. The authors reported that the free gravity drainage is initially a very fast process,
but slows down at longer times. This observation appears to be supported by the original
gravity drainage theories (Cardwell and Parsons, 1948; Terwilliger et al., 1951) as well as
other macroscopic experimentation (Meszaros et al., 1990). However, three other
conclusions of Dastyari et al. (2005) appear to contradict the previous observations.
Firstly, the authors suggested that the oil recovery in an un-fractured system appears to be
higher than that of a fractured system. This observation contradicts the observations of
Catalan et al. (1994) and Li et al. (2000) which indicate that the presence of fractures in
the direction of flow enhanced the oil production rates. Secondly, the authors stated that
the residual oil saturation increases to more than twice of the natural gravity drainage,
which contradicts the observations of Thomas et al. (1990) and Karim et al. (1992).
Thirdly, the authors reported that gas injection in both un-fractured and fractured models
results in higher residual oil saturations, which appears to contradict almost all the
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experimental studies summarized in this section, which suggest that gravity stabilized gas
injection can result in very low residual oil saturations.
3.3.1 Laboratory Studies Summary

1. Gravity stable gas injection and pure gravity drainage appear to be on the two
extreme ends of the vertical gas injection EOR processes spectrum.
2. Literature does not attempt to mechanistically differentiate between these two
processes, and the precise distinction between these two processes is not available.
3. Two different schools of thought are evident from the literature review on gravity
stabilized gas injection: (i) the drainage process is a type of displacement mechanism
with the classical theories of Buckley-Leverett, Darcy’s law, relative permeability,
continuity equation, and decline curve analysis (decline curve equation) are
applicable; and (ii) although the classical theories of Darcy and Buckley-Leverett are
relevant, the decline curve equation, applicable to most displacements, does not in
itself provide any information regarding the gravity drainage phenomenon.
4. Most of this confusion about gravity drainage characterization appears to stem from
ignoring the injection gas pressure distribution as well as due to the application of
‘pure’ or ‘free’ gravity drainage theory to forced gravity drainage applications or
vice-versa.
5. Characterization and modeling of the gravity drainage process is still a challenge.
6. Non-linear nature of the fundamental gravity drainage equation (Cardwell and
Parsons (1948)) has prompted application of numerical and empirical techniques to
gravity drainage process characterization. No single model to adequately define the
gravity drainage process is available.
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7. The forced gravity drainage process has been suggested to be consisting of two flow
regimes: bulk flow and film flow, and a ‘lumped’ approach between the BuckleyLeverett (1942) and Cardwell and parsons (1948) theory to accurately model forced
gravity drainage has been advocated.
8. Characterization and quantification of conditions of displacement instabilities and
critical injection rates are important for flood profile control and need to be evaluated
using 3D physical models and / or reservoir simulation. Various models for the
mitigation of these displacement instabilities in gravity drainage have been proposed.
9. Wettability influences on gravity drainage oil recoveries are not very clear. Although
the literature appears to be in unison about the beneficial effects of oil spreading and
film flow in water-wet and mixed wet systems, conflicting reports about the effects of
wettability on gravity drainage recoveries in oil-wet systems have been found.
10. The effects of spreading coefficient (coupled with wettability) on gravity drainage
performance in oil-wet systems are also not clear. However, most of the literature
appears to agree that positive spreading coefficient in water-wet or intermediate-wet
systems is beneficial to gravity drainage by promoting film flow.
11. Although, miscibility development has demonstrated improved oil recoveries in both
water-wet as well as oil-wet systems; the screening criteria for miscible flood
applications have not been defined.
12. The literature review on miscible gravity stable gas injection into depleted reservoirs
(gas cap injection) yielded only a few studies. This is probably due to the notion that
immiscible gravity drainage can eventually recover nearly 100% of the reservoir oil
given enough drainage time. Further characterization and optimization of the miscible
gravity drainage process presents an excellent future research opportunity.
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13. Vertical coreflood displacement studies suggest the use of CO2 over hydrocarbon
gases due to the higher recovery efficiency and injectivity characteristics of CO2;
although economical and assured supply of CO2 for EOR applications could be an
issue in some cases.
14. Reservoir heterogeneity and fractures may not negatively influence the recovery
characteristics of gravity drainage processes. Some studies suggest that the fractures
may actually aid the gravity drainage process.
15. Gravity stabilized gas injection remains an active research area and has continued to
demonstrate superlative oil recovery performance in laboratory applications inspite of
the meager mechanistic understanding of the process.

3.4 Review of Field Applications of Gravity Stable Gas Injection
(Gravity Drainage)
In the previous section, the laboratory and numerical studies on gravity stable gas
injection (gravity drainage) were summarized. Although, the gravity stabilized gas
injection process demonstrated superlative oil recovery performance on the laboratory
scale; the performance evaluation of this process on a field scale is required. This section
details the various field scale applications of the gravity stable gas injection (gravity
drainage) process.
Since gravity stable gas injection and WAG are the two main commercial gas
injection application processes, in the vertical and horizontal modes respectively;
examination of each of the process’ ‘report-card’ is important. Preliminarily, two field
reviews by Howes (1988) and Christensen et al. (1998) are compared for this evaluation.
Howes (1988) summarized 51 gravity stable ‘vertical’ floods (Table 1) conducted for
recovery of light – to – medium crude oils in Canada upto 1986.
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The performance evaluation of the projects show that gravity stable oil recoveries are
much higher, in the range of 15 – 40 % OOIP, for gravity stable gas floods in the
pinnacle reefs of Alberta, as compared to WAG recoveries of 5 – 10 % OOIP in
horizontal floods as reported by Christensen et al. (1998). Additionally, comparison of
secondary gas flood recoveries from Howes’ (1988) review with secondary (horizontal)
waterflood recoveries from Christensen et al.’s (1998) review clearly showed the benefit
of gas injection applications over plain waterfloods (secondary mode gravity stabilized
gas injection recovery factors: 59% versus waterflood recovery factors of 32% OOIP).

Prodn %OOIP
(till 1986)

590

49.60

58.0

56.1

1968

Rainbow Keg River A Pool

Canterra

253

14.30

88.1

61.5

1969

Wizard Lake D3A Unit

Texaco

1075

62.00

95.2

79.9

1969

Rainbow Keg River T Pool

Esso

87

3.18

81.8

55.7

1970

Rainbow Keg River O Pool

Canterra

281

6.21

79.9

61.0

1970

Rainbow Keg River EEE Pool

Canterra

24

1.91

70.2

36.6

1972

Rainbow Keg River E Pool

Canterra

69

3.97

85.4

44.3

1972

Rainbow Keg River G Pool

Canterra

65

2.38

77.3

56.3

1972

Rainbow Keg River AA Pool

Mobil

259

15.90

78.0

40.9

1972

Rainbow Keg River B Pool

Amoco

223

6.52

79.9

50.9

1973

Rainbow Keg River H Pool

Canterra

19

2.35

74.9

59.1

1973

Rainbow Keg River Z Pool

Esso

181

1.49

65.8

44.3

1973

Rainbow Keg River FF Pool

Esso

92

2.50

66.0

41.2

1976

Rainbow Keg River D Pool

Canterra

34

1.13

82.3

53.1

1980

Bigoray Nisku B Pool

Amoco

67

1.50

60.0

28.7

Project
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OOIP MMm3

Esso

Area (ha)

Golden Spike D3A Pool

Operator

1964

Year

Ult. Recovery
%OOIP

Table 1:
Summary of Canadian ‘Vertical’ Hydrocarbon (HC) Miscible Field
Applications (Howes, 1988) (Table continued on next page)

1980

Brazeau River Nisku A Pool

Petro-Canada

108

5.30

75.1

45.5

1980

Brazeau River Nisku E Pool

Petro-Canada

142

2.30

65.1

38.7

1981

Brazeau River Nisku D Pool

Petro-Canada

157

2.70

65.2

28.9

1981

Pembina Nisku G Pool

Texaco

133

3.00

70.0

32.0

1981

Pembina Nisku K Pool

Texaco

58

2.43

70.0

31.7

1981

Westpem Nisku A Pool

Chevron

62

2.65

75.1

34.0

1981

Westpem Nisku D Pool

Chevron

74

2.20

70.0

34.1

1982

Rainbow Keg River B Pool

Canterra

1090

43.00

71.6

43.5

1983

Pembina Nisku M Pool

Canadian Reserve

78

2.85

75.1

27.0

1983

Pembina Nisku O Pool

Texaco

85

1.70

70.0

20.6

1983

Pembina Nisku P Pool

Texaco

170

4.25

75.1

22.4

1983

Rainbow Keg River II Pool

Mobil

73

3.49

75.1

48.7

1984

Rainbow Keg River I Pool

Esso

146

1.88

70.2

N/A

1984

Westpem Nisku C Pool

Chevron

60

4.00

80.0

31.5

1984

Brazeau River Nisku B Pool

Chevron

90

2.30

80.0

29.1

1985

Pembina Nisku A Pool

Chevron

124

2.80

70.0

30.0

1985

Pembina Nisku D Pool

Chevron

143

4.80

72.1

31.7

1985

Pembina Nisku F Pool

Chevron

170

2.10

61.9

3.8

1985

Pembina Nisku L Pool

Texaco

253

5.00

82.0

25.4

1985

Pembina Nisku Q Pool

Texaco

122

2.80

83.9

12.5

1986

Bigoray Nisku F Pool

Chevron

52

2.80

76.1

32.5

1987

Acheson D3 A

Chevron

N/A

3.70

83.8

N/A

3.4.1 Screening Criteria for Gravity Stable Gas Injection

As suggested earlier, up-dip (gravity stable) gas injection into dipping or a reef type
reservoir is one of the most efficient oil recovery methods in both secondary and tertiary
modes. Furthermore, the gravity drainage concept has been applied and has been
successfully implemented in many field applications and pilots (individually discussed in
the following sections). Potential candidates for gas injection EOR are generally selected
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using various empirically based screening criteria (Taber et al., 1996; Lepski and
Bassiouni, 1998).

The empirical screening criteria for identification of potential

reservoirs (Table 2) for gravity stable gas injection projects were presented by Lepski and
Bassiouni (1998). These screening criteria provide with a critical tool for preliminary
selection, screening and evaluating the application of the gravity stable gas injection EOR
processes to potential reservoirs.
Table 2: Screening Criteria for Gravity Assisted Gas Injection
Parameter

Value

Waterflood Residual Oil Saturation

Substantial (range not specified)

Reservoir Permeability (Vertical)

> 300 mD

Bed Dip Angle

> 10o

Oil Viscosity

Free flow

Spreading Coefficient

Positive

3.4.2 Review of Ten Commercial Gravity Drainage Field Projects

Ten gravity stable field projects (summarized in Table 3) in various parts of the world
were critically examined to decipher the controlling multiphase mechanisms and fluid
dynamics operational in gravity stable gas injection processes. This section summarizes
the unique characteristics of each of the gravity drainage project. This review has enabled
the duplication of the multiphase mechanisms and fluid dynamics operational in the field
into the laboratory through proper strategy for experimental design.
1. West Hackberry Field, Louisiana (Gillham et al., 1996)

The Hawkins (Woodbine) field is a salt dome reservoir in southwest Louisiana, with
average porosity of 28% and a connate water saturation of 19%. This reservoir
production history was subjected to sidetracking as well as waterflooding.
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Amoco Production Company, U.S. Department of Energy and Louisiana State
University jointly initiated the air injection project into the West Hackberry Field
(Cameron Parish) Louisiana. This air injection project was initiated to improve recovery
from this watered-out reservoir, by creating an artificial gas cap thereby allowing the
gravity drainage of liquids (termed as the Double Displacement Process (DDP)). DDP is
the gas displacement of a water invaded oil column to recover additional oil (and by
default free water) through the gravity drainage process.
Laboratory and field studies on the steeply dipping, high permeability West
Hackberry field clearly demonstrated the superiority of the gravity drainage process
which exhibited recoveries of nearly 90% OOIP as against the 50 – 60% water drive
recoveries. The gravity drainage based DDP process has proved to be a success on both
engineering and economic fronts in the West Hackberry field.
2. Hawkins (Woodbine) Field, East Texas (King and Lee, 1976; Carlson, 1988)

The Hawkins (Woodbine) field is highly faulted with a 6o dip and a strong aquifer
support. The oil gravity was 12-30 oAPI with viscosity varying from 2-80 cP. The
reservoir characteristics include 10,000 acres of area, with greater than 1000 ft of
hydrocarbon column. A reservoir characterization study of the Hawkins (Woodbine) field
was completed using 35,900 ft of conventional cores obtained from 193 wells in the field.
Detailed phase behavior and modeling studies (Carlson, 1988) suggested gas injection
to prevent oil encroachment in the gas cap and prevent further shrinking. These studies
concluded that the gas gravity drainage process had a recovery efficiency of > 80%
compared to the water drive efficiency of only 60%. Coreflood investigations (Carlson,
1988) confirmed that even under immiscible conditions, the gas could recover additional
oil from the water invaded portions of the reservoir and thereby reducing the residual oil
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saturation in water invaded oil column from 35% to about 12%. The above conclusion
helped the development of the ‘Double Displacement Process’ (DDP) (both in the West
Hackberry and Hawkins Fields) and initiation of a field DDP pilot in the east fault block
of the reservoir.
Predictive simulation studies indicated that about 189 million bbl of additional oil
recovery was feasible, of which nearly 116 million bbl would be produced by converting
the water-drive areas into gas-drive/gravity drainage, and 67 million bbl from prevention
of the oil loss caused by gas cap shrinkage. The central inference of this reservoir study
was that the gas-drive / gravity drainage combination process would help produce nearly
33% more oil than what was possible in a water drive.
3. Weeks Island: S-RB Field Pilot, Louisiana (Johnston, 1988)

Shell initiated an immiscible gravity stable CO2 (diluted with methane gas) flood at
Weeks Island S-RB reservoir in Louisiana, in 1978. The pilot was conducted in a dipping
13,000 ft and 225 oF fault block similar to West Hackberry reservoir. The S RB reservoir
was chosen due to the small, well confined nature and exceptional sand quality and
continuity. Reservoir characteristics include vertical permeability of 1200 mD and a bed
dip of 26o. The reservoir oil properties are not specified, however residual oil saturation
before the pilot was 22% based on Special Core Analysis (SCAL). Low oil rates, water
cuts and increasing GOR made tertiary recovery (CO2 injection) necessary in the field.
Interestingly, the residual oil saturation was lower than the minimum saturation
recommended by the screening criteria for gravity assisted gas injection (Lepski and
Bassiouni, 1998)
A 25.5% PV gravity stable miscible CO2 + HC slug (24% PV & 1.5% PV) was
injected resulting in additional 205 MBbl or 60% waterflood residual oil. The core50

analysis of gas swept zones showed that gas injection has decreased the residual oil
saturation from 22% to 1.9%.
The displacement efficiencies were found greater than 90% (based on sidewall core
data) and a CO2 usage rate of 7.90 MCF/Bbl considering the recycled gas. Although the
pilot’s expected oil recovery was 66% of the ROIP and a technical success, it was
deemed as a non-profitable venture, probably due to the low oil prices prevalent at the
time.
4. Bay St. Elaine Field, Louisiana (Cardenas et al., 1981; Ray, 1994; Nute, 1983)

A miscible gravity stable CO2 flood, in the dipping Louisiana Gulf Coast field, Bay St.
Elaine, was initiated by Texaco in 1981. Laboratory studies conducted to study the
injection slug characteristics demonstrated that after miscibility was achieved, the
injected CO2 solvent mixture was effectively able to recover all of the waterflood residual
oil.
Pressure pulse testing during field implementation of the EOR process indicated the
process to be “successful” (Nute 1983), but EOR surveys (Moritis, 1995) deem the flood
to be “discouraging and non-profitable” probably due to the low oil prices prevalent at
the time. No oil recovery data was found in the literature for this flood.
5. Wizard Lake D3A Pool, Alberta, Canada (Backmeyer et al., 1984)

The Wizard Lake D3A reservoir is a dolomitized bioherm reef of Devonian age with oil
zone of 648 ft with a bottom water drive (Cooking Lake Aquifer). The reservoir
characteristics include vuggular and matrix porosities with average horizontal
permeability of 1375 mD and average vertical permeability of 107 mD with original
reservoir pressure of 2270 psi. Reservoir oil is paraffin based 38 oAPI crude with a
saturation pressure of 2131 psi at 160 oF.
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Texaco Canada initiated a secondary miscible HC flood in this reservoir in 1969. The
HC miscible slug size was 7.5% HCPV, which projected the incremental recovery
increase to 28.5 MMSTB. This flood was highly successful with an overall reservoir
recovery factor of about 95% OOIP.
6. West Pembina Nisku ‘D’ Pool, Alberta, Canada (Da-Sle and Guo, 1990)

Westpem Nisku D pool, a pinnacle reef type carbonate reservoir, is located 100 miles
southwest of Edmonton, Canada. The reservoir oil is light (45 oAPI) with a viscosity of
0.19 cP. Chevron Canada Resources implemented a miscible flood in May 1981,
employing a miscible slug composed of 80% Methane and 20% C2+ fraction(s). The slug
design was later changed to 85% C1, and 15% C2+ fraction at 4800 psi working pressure
to assure miscibility development.
Flood analysis demonstrated that the solvent/oil interface was consistently flat across
the reef, affirming the applicability of the Dumore stability criterion. Furthermore, the
core-analysis results indicated very low residual oil saturation in the order of 5% making
the flood an economic as well as a technical success. Chevron expected an overall
recovery factor of about 84% OOIP from this flood.
7. Wolfcamp (Wellman Unit) Reef, W. Midland, Texas (Bangla et al., 1991)

Union Texas Petroleum Corp. conducted a gravity stable vertical tertiary CO2 flood in
Wellman unit of the Wolfcamp reef (limestone) reservoir, located in the western Midland
basin of Terry county, Texas. Reservoir oil was light (43.5 API) with 0.43 cP viscosity,
making it a good gas flood candidate. A tertiary CO2 miscible flood was planned after a
successful waterflood with residual oil saturation (ROS) of 35%. CO2 was injected into
the crest of the reservoir with water injection continued in the water zone to maintain the
reservoir pressure above the MMP of 1900 psi.
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Numerical model studies predicted the CO2 ultimate recovery efficiency to be 78%,
which was exceeded in the actual field flood (84%). The gas flood reduced the residual
oil saturation to only 10.5% with a net gas utilization ratio of the 6.5 MSCF/STB. This
flood ultimately produced 68.8% of the OOIP, of which CO2 incremental recovery was
27%. This flood was an economic and a technical success, and Union Texas Petroleum
expects the final recovery of about 74.8% of the OOIP.
8. Intisar D Reef, Libya (DesBrisay et al., 1960; 1975; 1981)

Occidental Libya initiated a vertical gravity stable miscible flood in the Intisar ‘D’
reservoir in the Libyan Sirte basin. Geologic studies show the reservoir as an upper
Paleocene pinnacle reef, roughly circular (diameter ~ 3 miles) in plan with original
hydrocarbon column of 950 ft. The reservoir oil was highly undersaturated, very light
(40o API) with 0.46 cP viscosity. Laboratory studies show that the minimum miscibility
pressure (MMP) of 4000 psi for this oil with hydrocarbon gas from nearby fields, was
lower than the original reservoir pressure of 4257 psi. The highly undersaturated nature
of the reservoir prompted simultaneous peripheral water and crestal gas injection to
maintain the reservoir pressure above the MMP. Occidental predicts that almost 1.6
billion bbl of OOIP (of which 496 million bbl) recovered till date (1981) would be
ultimately recovered yielding a recovery factor of about 67%, and most of which is
attributable to miscible gas gravity drainage, making this flood a success.
9. Handil Main Zone, Indonesia (Gunawan and Caie, 1999)

Handil is a giant oil filed located in the Mahakam Delta of the island of Borneo in
Indonesia. The reservoir is simple anticline, 2.49 mile (4 km) long and 1.86 mile (3 km)
wide, with a main East-West fault dividing the reservoir into North and South area. The
reservoir geology is complex, and the field comprises of more than 500 hydrocarbon
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accumulations, stacked between 984.25 ft (300 m) to 1312.34 ft (4000 m) (ss), and
trapped in channel-sand and sand-bar reservoirs deposited in a fluvio-deltaic environment
of the Miocene age. The reservoir permeability ranges from 10 to 2000 mD, with 25%
porosity and connate water saturation around 22%. The oil accumulations consist of a
large oil column (in excess of 328.08 ft (100 m)) underlying a variable sized gas-cap. The
reservoir structural dip ranges from 5o to 12o, which connects an underlying aquifer
(weak in the main and deep zones).
Total’s gravity stable lean gas injection into the waterflooded Handil reservoir in
Indonesia, has increased the oil recovery factor by 1.2% during 1979 to 1982, and is
deemed successful. Total expects that the reservoir would yield additional 30 MMSTB
EOR oil, and ultimately extend the productive life of the near abandonment Handil
reservoir in the Mahakam delta of Borneo, Indonesia.
10. Albian Paluxy Formation, East Texas (Hyatt and Hutchison, 2005)

The clastic Paluxy formation is a large, fault dependent closure with a moderately strong
water drive producing from the lower Cretaceous Albian Paluxy formation of the East
Texas basin. This formation is composed of fluvial channel sands intercalated with shaly,
silty interfluves and estuarine mudstones. The reservoir interval is over 300 ft thick and
was deposited during the transgression of the early Cretaceous seaway over the central
North American continent. The channel sands have a porosity of 25% and an average
permeability of 2200 mD. The channel sands predominantly fine upward resulting a
lower permeability (10 to 500 mD) at the top and margins with considerably higher
permeability (2000 to 6000 mD) at the channel bases. The oil is about 23o API with a
viscosity of 23 cP at reservoir conditions. The reservoir is highly undersaturated with
original pressure of 1900 psig with a solution GOR of 10 SCF/Bbl. The reservoir
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pressure is maintained by a moderately strong aquifer. Since the start of the production of
this field in 1930’s, it has been marred with high production water-cut, due to the
unfavorable mobility ratio in the production water-drive.
After about 70 years of water-drive production, ExxonMobil initiated an immiscible
gas injection pilot in this field in the early 2000’s. A full-field reservoir simulation study
suggested that this field would reach its economic production limit at about 35% OOIP
production. Simulation studies also suggested excellent EOR potential (5% incremental
OOIP in 3 years and 10+% incremental OOIP recoveries after 10 years) by immiscible
gas injection, and gravity drainage of the oil to the lowest point of the channel sands with
the help of horizontal wells. The results of the pilot are being awaited, but production
logs and reservoir monitoring has demonstrated the feasibility of the gravity drainage
process in significantly improving the oil recoveries primarily driven by film flow behind
the advancing gas flood front.
3.4.3 WAG and Gravity Drainage Field Projects’ Production Rates

The general perception about gravity drainage processes appears to be that the production
rates are lower than conventional flooding / displacement processes.
To compare the enhanced production flow rates between gravity stable and WAG
projects, four miscible and four immiscible WAG projects and ten gravity stable projects
were evaluated. Furthermore, to provide with a common comparison basis for
performance evaluation of the WAG and gravity stable gas injection processes, a
parameter ‘Index of Productivity’ was defined as:
I.P. = [Enhanced Production (Bbl/D)] / [Flood Volume (Ac-ft)]……………….......…(10)
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Table 3: Summary of Gravity Drainage Field Applications
Property

West
Hackberry

Hawkins
Dexter

Weeks
Island

Bay St.
Elaine

Wizard
Lake

Westpem
Nisku

Wolfcamp
Reef

Intisar D
Reef

Handil
Main

Paluxy
Formation

Location

Louisiana
USA

Texas USA

Louisiana
USA

Louisiana
USA

Alberta
Canada

Alberta
Canada

Texas USA

Libya

Borneo
Indonesia

East Texas,
USA

Sand Stone

Sand Stone

Shaly Sand

Dolomite

Carbonate

Limestone

Dolomite

Sand Stone

FluvialDeltaic

36 Dip

Pinnacle
Reef

Pinnacle
Reef

Pinnacle
Reef

Pinnacle
Reef

5 – 12 Dip

RESERVOIR CHARACTERISTICS
Biomicrite/
Rock Type

Sand Stone

Reservoir Type

23 – 35
Dip

Porosity (%)

23.9 - 27.6

27

26

32.9

10.94

12

8.5

22

25

25

Permeability (mD)

300-1000

3400

1200

1480

1375

1050

110

200

10 - 2000

10 - 6000

Kv/Kh Ratio

1.0

~ 1.0

1.0

1.0

0.08

0.033 - 0.2

Not Avbl

0.75

1.0

1.0

Pay (ft)

30 - 31

230

186

35

648

292

824

950

50 - 82

300

o

Swc

o

8 Dip

o

26 Dip

o

o

Channel
Sand - Thk

19 - 23

13

10

15

5.64

11

20

Not Avbl

22

Not Avbl

195 - 205

168

225

164

167

218

151

226

197.6

Not Avbl

Project Scope

Fieldwide

Fieldwide

Pilot Fld

Lab Study

Fieldwide

Fieldwide

Fieldwide

Fieldwide

Fieldwide

Pilot

Start Date

11/1994

08/1987

01/1979

01/1981

01/1969

05/1981

07/1983

01/1969

01/1994

01/2001

Project Area (Ac)

381

2,800

8

9

2,725

320

1,400

3,325

1,500

~ 640

o

Res. Temp ( F)
PROCESS DATA

Injection Gas

Air

N2

CO2/HC

CO2

HC

HC

CO2

HC

HC

HC (?)

Injection Mode

Secondary

Tertiary

Tertiary

Secondary

Secondary

Secondary

Tertiary

Secondary

Tertiary

Tertiary

Injection Strategy

Immsc

Immsc

Immsc

Immsc

Misc

Misc

Misc

Misc

Immsc

Immsc

Displ. Velo. (ft/D)

.095 – .198

Not Avbl

.04 – 1.2

Not Avbl

.021- .084

.020 - .203

.116

.06

Not Avbl

Not Avbl

Status (Date)

C (‘02)

NC (‘02)

NC (‘86)

NC (‘86)

NC (‘02)

HF (‘92)

HF (‘98)

NC (‘02)

Not Avbl

NC (’05)

25

32.7

36

38

45

43.5

40

31 – 34

23

PHASE BEHAVIOR DATA
Oil API Gravity

33

Oil Viscosity (cP)

0.9

3.7

0.45

0.667

0.535 (Pb)

0.19

0.43

0.46

0.6 – 1.0

23

Oil FVF at Pb

1.285

1.225

1.62

1.283

1.313

2.45

1.284

1.315

1.1 – 1.4

Not Avbl

GOR (SCF/STB)

500

900

1386

584

567

1800

450

509

2000

10

MMP (psi)

Not Avbl

Not Avbl

Not Avbl

3334

2131

4640

1900

4257

Not Avbl

Not Avbl

Wtr flood Sor (%)

26

35

22

20

35

Not Avbl

35

Not Avbl

27

Not Avbl

WF Recvry (OOIP)

60

60

60 - 70

Not Avbl

Not Avbl

Not Avbl

Not Avbl

Not Avbl

58

35

Gas flood Sor (%)

8

12

1.9

Not Avbl

24.5

5

10

Not Avbl

3

Not Avbl

KEY RESULTS

So at Start (%)

Not Avbl

Not Avbl

22

20

93

90

35

80

28

Not Avbl

So at End (%)

Not Avbl

Not Avbl

2

5

12

5

10

18

Not Avbl

Not Avbl

Enh. Prd (GF: b/d)

150 - 400

1,000

160

7

1,300

2,300

1,400

40,000

2,383

175

Ult. Rcvry (OOIP)

90.0

> 80.0

64.1

Not Avbl

95.5

84.0

74.8

67.5

Not Avbl

Not Avbl

Conclusion

Successful

Successful

Successful

Discorgng

Successful

Successful

Successful

Successful

Successful

Successful

Profit?

Profit

Profit

No Profit

No Profit

Profit

Profit

Profit

Profit

Profit

Not Avbl

The immiscible WAG projects considered were: (i) Painter Field, Wyoming
(Sandstone reservoir, using N2 injectant), (ii) ARCO Block 31, Texas (Limestone
reservoir using HC/N2 mixture as injectant), (iii) Timbalier Bay, Louisiana (Sandstone
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reservoir using CO2 as injectant), and (iv) Yates Field, Texas (Dolomite reservoir using
CO2 as injectant). The miscible WAG projects considered were: (i) Slaughter Estate,
Texas (Dolomite reservoir, using CO2 injectant), (ii) Levelland, Texas (Limestone
reservoir using Enriched HC/CO2 mixture as injectant), (iii) Quarantine Bay, Louisiana
(Sandstone reservoir using CO2 as injectant), and (iv) Prudhoe Bay, Alaska (Sandstone
reservoir using Enriched HC injectant).
The comparison of the gravity stable gas injection projects and WAG projects was
based on the index of productivity. The range of productivity indices calculated for the
miscible and immiscible projects is depicted in Table 4, which clearly shows that the
gravity drainage processes have comparable enhanced production rates and that gravity
drainage rates can sometimes be several folds higher than in WAG projects.
Table 4: Index of Productivity Comparisons between Nine Gravity Drainage and Eight
WAG Field Projects
Index of Productivity (Bbl/D-Ac)

Immiscible WAG Projects

Immiscible Gravity Drainage Projects

Field Name

I.P.

Field Name

I.P.

Painter Field, Wyoming

1.07

West Hackberry, Louisiana

0.72

ARCE Block 31, Texas

0.56

Hawkins Dexter Sands, Texas

0.04

Timbalier Bay, Louisiana

0.23

Weeks Island, Louisiana

20.00

Yates, Texas

3.64

Bay St. Elaine, Louisiana

0.78

Average P.I.

1.37

Handil Main Zone, Borneo

1.59

Average P.I.

4.62

Miscible WAG Projects

Miscible Gravity Drainage Projects

Field Name

I.P.

Field Name

I.P.

Slaughter Estate, Texas

0.88

Wizard Lake D3A, Alberta

0.48

Levelland, Texas

1.41

West Pembina Nisku D, Alberta

7.19

Quarantine Bay, Louisiana

2.19

Wolfcamp Reef, Texas

1.00

Prudhoe Bay, Alaska

1.09

Intisar D, Libya

12.03

Average I.P.

1.39

Average I.P.

5.17
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This comparison clearly demonstrates that gravity drainage processes could
outperform the WAG processes, not only on a production rate basis, but also on overall
recovery factors.
3.4.4 Field Reviews Summary

The important characteristics of the field scale gravity drainage projects are:
1. Up dip / crestal gas injection into oil reservoirs is one of the most efficient methods to
recover residual oil.
2. Gas gravity drainage process has been applied as secondary as well as tertiary
recovery processes with encouraging results.
3. Gas gravity drainage process has been applied to all reservoir types, from extremely
geo-complex reservoirs like Biomicrite / Dolomite to high quality turbidite (fluvialdeltaic sands) reservoirs.
4. Various field injectant gases such as Air, Nitrogen (N2), Hydrocarbon (HC) and
Carbon Dioxide (CO2) have been successfully employed for the gas gravity drainage
process.
5. Gas gravity drainage process is applicable to low permeability (110 mD) – low
porosity (8.5%) reservoirs as well as high permeability (3400 mD) – high porosity
(32.9%) formations, and is not greatly affected by the variation of common reservoir
and fluid parameters such as reservoir heterogeneity, bubble point pressure, gas oil
ratio (GOR), reservoir temperature and oil formation volume factor (FVF).
6. Gas gravity drainage process is best applicable to light oil reservoirs, low connate
water saturations, positive spreading coefficient (to promote film flow), thicker
formations, moderate-high vertical permeability, highly dipping or reef structured
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reservoirs, and minimal reservoir re-pressurization requirements (for miscible GAGD
applications).
7. Corefloods and field investigations confirm that a large amount of incremental
tertiary oil can be recovered using gravity assisted gas injection.
8. Recoveries as high as 85 – 95% OOIP have been reported in field tests, with the
calculated average ultimate recoveries for all the field projects reviewed in this study
being 77 %OOIP, and laboratory gas gravity drainage floods yielding nearly 100%
recovery efficiencies.

3.5 Multiphase Mechanisms Operational in Gas Injection EOR Projects
Multiphase mechanisms strongly influence the fluid distribution and microscopic
displacement behavior in gas injection process. The multiphase mechanisms are
displayed through the rock-fluid and fluid-fluid interactions occurring in gas injection
processes.
This section identifies and details on the various multiphase mechanisms operational
in gas injection EOR processes. This study places special emphasis on gravity stable gas
injection (consequently the GAGD process), and evaluates the various interplays of these
reservoir specific interactions that eventually determine the recovery efficiency of the
project. The relevant multiphase mechanisms identified through the review of literature
are: (i) gravity segregation, (ii) wettability, (iii) spreading coefficient, (iv) miscibility
development, and (v) mobile water saturation.
3.5.1 Gravity Segregation

The gravity segregation phenomenon is one of the dominant mechanisms that dictate the
recovery performance during horizontal type gas injection projects. Although the WAG
process is deployed to minimize this effect, significant differences in viscosities and
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densities between the injected water, gas and reservoir fluids, results in severe in-situ
gravity segregation effects ultimately causing the water to ‘under-ride’ while the gas to
‘over-ride’. As discussed previously, this negatively influences the flood performance.
Slight mitigation of this negative influence is possible in reservoirs with high verticalto-horizontal permeability (KV/KH) ratios, where higher cross-flow and / or convective
mixing tendencies may slightly increase the local vertical sweep. However, this
phenomenon of convective mixing has been found to be generally detrimental to the
overall flood oil recovery; mainly due to the increased gravity segregation tendencies and
loss of miscibility due to decreased frontal velocities.
On the other hand, contrary to the horizontal floods, gravity stable (vertical) gas
injections demonstrate marked benefits due to this phenomenon of gravity segregation. In
vertical floods the gravity segregation phenomenon assuredly increases the oil recoveries
by improved volumetric sweep, increased gas injectivity and decreased flow competition
between injected gas and liquids to the producing well.
3.5.2 Effect of Wettability

The strong effect of the reservoir rock’s wetting properties on the gas flood performance
has been experimentally proven in the laboratory (for some examples see: Rao et al.,
1992; Wylie and Mohanty, 1999; Rao, 2001). The wetting nature of the reservoir rock not
only governs the oil-gas-water distribution in the reservoir pore space, but also influences
the fluid flow behavior during oil production.
In water-wet porous media the sand grains are covered with a thin film of water and
the oil and gas occupy the central portions of the pore space. On the other hand, in oilwet media, the rock grains are covered with a thin oil layer, whereas the gas and water
now occupy the central portion of pore. Two more wettability states have been observed
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in oil reservoirs: neutral or intermediate wet and mixed wet. For neutral or intermediate
wet media, the rock has no preference for either oil or water, and the fluid saturations
dictate the film type on the rock grains. For mixed-wet systems, the smaller pores are
water-wet whereas the larger pores are oil-wet. This reservoir fluid distribution, dictated
primarily by the native wettability state of the rock, seriously influences the primary,
secondary as well as the tertiary recoveries from the reservoir.
The gravity stable gas injection studies can be categorized in two groups: immiscible
floods and miscible floods. Only two experimental studies (Rao and Sayegh, 1992; Wylie
and Mohanty, 1999) evaluating the gravity stable miscible gas flood performance
dependence on various reservoir wettability states were found. These two studies proved
that the water-wet system resulted in the poorest oil recoveries during miscible gas
injection.
The experimental studies on the effects of reservoir wettability on immiscible gravity
stable gas injection result in conclusions contradictory to the miscible floods. The
detailed literature review is included in Section 3.2 of this dissertation. Immiscible
gravity drainage experimental studies demonstrated that the highest oil recoveries were
obtained in water-wet porous media followed by mixed-wet media; whereas the lowest
oil recoveries were obtained in oil-wet porous media. The poor recoveries were attributed
to the strong capillary retention (or surface) forces acting on the wetting phase films and
the inability of the oil to spread (even under positive spreading conditions (discussed
later)).
3.5.3 Effect of Spreading Coefficient

The spreading coefficient, along with wettability, affects the gas-oil-water distributions,
consequently the recoveries during a gas injection program. The spreading coefficient is a
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‘balance’ between the three interfacial tensions (IFT) in Oil/Water/Gas systems. Equation
11 below defines the spreading coefficient.
S O = σ G / W − σ G / O − σ W / O …….…..………………………………....……...…………(11)
The spreading coefficient value (as well as the reservoir wettability) is also critical in
determining the equilibrium spreading characteristics between the three co-existing
reservoir phases. The fluid spreading characteristics are critical in determining the oil
recoveries in gas floods, especially in gas assisted gravity drainage. Furthermore, the
equilibrium value of the spreading coefficient also determines the orientation and
continuity of the fluid phase in the reservoir pores. Rao (2002) conceptually summarized
the phase orientation dependence on spreading coefficient and wettability. He reported
that the positive spreading coefficient conditions appear to be favorable from an oil
recovery point of view.
The presence of continuous oil films (in the center of the pores) over the water films
covering the rock grains not only increases the oil drainage phenomenon (during gas
injection) at lower pressure drops, but also provides with continuous ‘conduits’ that guide
isolated oil globules toward the production well. The continuity of these oil films is an
interfacial phenomenon and depends on the ability of the oil phase to spread on the water
phase in presence of gas. The spreading coefficient can be positive or negative depending
on the in-situ fluids’ composition and reservoir temperature and pressures.
Micromodel experiments (Oren and Pinczewski, 1994) to visualize and characterize
the effects of wettability and fluid-fluid spreading on gas flood oil recovery prove that the
positive value of the spreading coefficient helps ensure development and maintenance of
continuous oil films between injected gas and reservoir water, thereby resulting in
minimal losses of the injected gas to the reservoir water. On the other hand a negative
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value signifies a lens-type discontinuous distribution of oil between water and gas,
thereby enabling gas-water contact and consequently lowers the oil recoveries.
Although horizontal mode gas injection literature agrees with the inferences of Oren
and Pinczewski (1994), the gravity drainage literature does not appear to be in unison
about the effects of spreading coefficient on oil recoveries. Most of the gravity drainage
literature (Blunt et al., 1994; Oyno et al., 1995; Vizika and Lombard, 1996; Saputelli et
al., 1998) suggests that the presence of oil films is instrumental in increasing the oil
recoveries in water-wet and mixed-wet porous media. Conversely, the absence of these
oil films is responsible for the observed lower recoveries in oil-wet media. However, no
agreement on the effects of spreading coefficient value (positive, zero or negative) on oil
recovery appears in the gravity drainage literature. Interestingly, the gravity drainage
literature from 1998 to 2005 (see Section 3.2 and 3.3) focuses on the numerical
experimentation of the gravity drainage process, and no experimental studies on the
effects of spreading coefficient were found.
3.5.4 Effect of Miscibility Development

Currently, almost all of the commercial CO2 / hydrocarbon gas injection projects
operating in the United States and Canada are miscible. Oil and Gas Journal’s biannual
EOR survey (2002) clearly demonstrates the industry inclination towards miscible gas
floods and that the commercial immiscible projects have significantly decreased over the
past few decades with no immiscible floods planned for the immediate future.
The capillary number (Nca) controls the microscopic displacement efficiency in gas
floods. The capillary number is defined by Equation 12.

N ca =

Vµ
…………………………………………………………………………..(12)
σCosθ
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The fundamental definition of miscibility (Stalkup Jr., 1985) implies that the
necessary and sufficient condition for miscibility development is the absence of an
interface between the injected and the reservoir fluids (in other words, a condition of zero
interfacial tension). Interestingly this results in a capillary number of infinity, and
theoretically all the oil in the reservoir can be produced. Furthermore, as the capillary
number controls the microscopic displacement efficiency of the flood, miscible floods
have the potential to demonstrate nearly 100% microscopic displacement efficiencies in
the gas swept zones.
The need for miscibility development for improved oil recovery processes can be best
explained using the Klins (1984) plot. The Klins plot (Figure 9) correlates the reservoir
residual oil saturation to the capillary number, and suggests that significantly higher
recoveries are obtained by increasing the capillary number. It is important to note that
when miscibility is achieved, the σ term in Equation 12 becomes zero; thereby resulting
in an infinite capillary number (consequently very low oil saturations) at miscibility.
The CO2 flood design criteria (for both miscible and immiscible floods) (Green and
Willhite, 1998) suggest a minimum depth limitation as well as dictate the density and
viscosity of the oil to be produced from the concerned reservoir. Hence in shallow and
medium gravity (22o to 31o API) oil reservoirs, the flood is by default immiscible.
However, the immiscible nature of gas injection may not be always due to reservoir
limitations. The operational, economic and design factors may sometimes result in
immiscible floods. Although the recoveries for immiscible floods are lower than those of
miscible floods, the costs of reservoir re-pressurization may be prohibitive in certain
cases for miscible flooding. It is important to note that although the performance of
horizontal immiscible floods is significantly lower than horizontal miscible floods (WAG
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as well as CGI) (Christensen et al., 1998), the miscible and immiscible horizontal flood
oil recoveries have been comparable to gravity stable (vertical) gas injection projects
(Section 3.4).

Oil Saturation After EOR
Oil Saturation After Waterflood

1.0

0.5

SOR
SOR,WF

0
10-8

10-6

10-4

10-2

100

Capillary Number (NCa )

Figure 9: Dependence of Capillary Number Value on Reservoir Residual Oil Saturation
(After Any EOR Process) for Water-wet Reservoirs (Klins, 1984)

In miscible flooding, the incremental oil recovery is obtained by one of the three
mechanisms, namely oil displacement by solvent through the generation of miscibility
(i.e. zero interfacial tension between oil and solvent – hence infinite capillary number),
oil swelling and reduction in oil viscosity (Schramm et al., 2000).
Although both immiscible and miscible floods appear to have their own merits and
demerits, there seems to be no consensus in the literature for the need for development of
miscibility in gas floods (Thomas et al., 1995, Schramm et al., 2000, Rao 2001,
Jakupsstovu et al., 2001). This debate could be partially due to the ‘industry-definition’ of
the capillary number, which leaves out the contact angle (Cos θ) term (Rao, 2001), which
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eliminates the reservoir wettability from consideration. The general belief is that the IFT
is the most easily modifiable term in the capillary number definition (Rogers and Grigg,
2000), which resulted in increased research efforts for the development of new and better
surfactants for IFT reduction. However, overlapping values of interfacial tension for
immiscible, near-miscible and miscible floods for similar fluid system have been reported
(Taber et al., 1996, Christensen et al., 1998, Rao, 2001). If the ultimate goal is to make
the value of capillary number large, gas injection in a neutral-wet reservoir (or made
neutral wet using surfactants: where the condition of θ = 90o or Cos θ = 0 makes capillary
number infinity), could theoretically yield the results similar to zero IFT conditions (Rao,
2001). Inspite of these different schools of thought on miscible gas injection, the
inclination of the industry towards miscible flooding is very evident (EOR survey, 2002).
However, the gravity drainage literature review appears to advocate immiscible gas
injection. Literature review on gravity drainage studies yielded only two miscible gravity
stabilized gas injection floods. The inclination towards immiscible flooding in gravity
drainage applications appears to stem from the two notions: (i) the Bond number is the
controlling parameter in gravity drainage floods, and (ii) immiscible floods result in good
oil recoveries in water-wet and mixed-wet porous media. The Bond number value is
directly proportional to the density difference (∆ρ) between injected gas and reservoir oil.
Therefore, it appears that to maximize the Bond number value, immiscible injection has
been preferred, since the ∆ρ value significantly decreases in the near miscible region. The
second notion appears to be attributable to the erroneous assumption that all reservoirs
are water-wet.
The gravity drainage literature (Section 3.2) suggests that the lower oil recovery in
oil-wet media is attributable to the strong surface retention forces on the wetting phase
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films. It is hypothesized that for such scenarios, miscibility would be beneficial to
alleviate these surface retention forces and improve oil recoveries. This hypothesis
appears to be supported by the experimental results of miscible gravity stable floods (Rao
and Sayegh, 1992; Wylie and Mohanty, 1999).
3.5.5 Effect of Connate and Mobile Water Saturation

Reservoir water saturation, both connate (bound) and free (mobile), has been found to
influence the oil recovery characteristics of many enhanced recovery processes (Dumore
and Schols, 1974; Hagoort, 1980; Meszaros et al., 1990). From a gas injection point of
view, oil recovery rates (and efficiency), especially during the injection of a watersoluble solvent (such as CO2), have been found to be directly related to the free water
saturation in the reservoir (Kulkarni and Rao, 2005). The bound and free water
saturations influence the gas injection processes differently and their effects are
summarized in the following sections, with the emphasis on gas gravity drainage.
3.5.5.1 Effect of Connate Water Saturation

In gas injection processes (especially secondary gravity-drainage process); three phases
usually exist, even at initial (or connate) water saturation. Although the connate water
saturation is generally considered to be immobile, micromodel studies (Sajadian and
Tehrani, 1998) have demonstrated that this assumption may not always hold true. During
gas gravity drainage, changes in the gravity – capillary force balances could result in
saturation redistributions and / or connate water re-mobilization during the process.
There appears to be no consensus on the effects of connate water saturation on gravity
drainage gas injection recoveries. Sparse experimental data available on the topic yielded
a wide variety of conflicting conclusions (Dumore and Schols, 1974; Kantzas et al., 1988;
Nahara et al., 1990; Skauge et al., 1994; Sajadian and Tehrani, 1998). Nahara et al.
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(1990), based on centrifugal gas-oil displacements, report that gas-oil relative
permeabilities are unaffected by the presence of water, as long as the water is immobile.
On the other hand, Dumore and Schols (1974) showed that the presence of immobile
connate water in Bentheim sandstones result in extremely low residual oil saturations
during gravity drainage, irrespective of the gas/oil IFT values (that affect the gas-oil
relative permeabilities).
Pavone et al.’s (1989) free gravity drainage experiments at low interfacial tensions
with fractured reservoir cores suggested that the presence of immobile water reduces the
oil relative permeability, and thereby the ultimate oil recovery. These findings appear to
contradict the observations of Hagoort (1980) as well as Skauge et al. (1994), which
showed that the presence of connate water helps to increase oil relative permeability and
the maximum hydrocarbon pore volume (HCPV) oil recovery is possible at a connate
water saturation of about 30%, in gravity drainage processes (Skauge et al., 1994).
3.5.5.2 Effect of Mobile Water Saturation

Presence of mobile water saturation in the reservoir has a strong influence on the gas-oil
displacement process. Farouq Ali (2003) suggested that one of the main reasons for
failures of miscible gas injection flood is its application in tertiary mode, wherein
significant quantities of water need to be displaced and also the injected solvent,
especially CO2 is lost into the reservoir brine.
The mobile water ‘shields’ the oil from the injected gas resulting in delayed oil
production, decreased gas injectivity and lower oil relative permeabilities (Kulkarni and
Rao, 2005). Furthermore, the water-shielding phenomenon is a strong function of
wettability, and hence more prominently observed in water-wet media than oil-wet media
(Rao et al., 1992, Wylie and Mohanty, 1999). The water-shielding phenomenon leads to
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decreased oil recoveries in water-wet media, with similar oil trapping effects for either
HC or CO2, in both multiple contact miscibility (MCM) as well as first contact
miscibility (FCM) displacements (Tiffin et al., 1991).

3.6 Fluid Dynamics of Gas Injection EOR Projects
Although the multiphase mechanisms (discussed previously) are translatable to (and
participate in) any of the gas injection processes applied for light oil EOR, evaluation of
the macroscopic fluid dynamics characterize the individual processes. Multiphase flow
behavior (fluid dynamics) strongly influences the macroscopic displacement process and
ultimately affects the performance of gas injection processes.

These fluid dynamic

effects are primarily influenced by the relative magnitude of the dominant reservoir
forces (namely, gravity, capillary and viscosity) and are displayed through effects of
relative permeability, oil recovery / injectivity patterns and water-to-oil ratios (in WAG
processes).
This section identifies and summarizes the various multiphase fluid dynamics
operational during any gas injection EOR process, with a special emphasis on gravity
stable gas injection (consequently the GAGD process). The relevant multiphase fluid
dynamics identified relevant for this study are: (i) gas injection mode, (ii) gravity /
capillary / viscous force ratio effects, (iii) relative permeability and oil recovery
characteristics and (iv) reservoir heterogeneity. However, this review is restricted to
investigating the effects of gas injection mode and reservoir heterogeneity, since these
parameters have been identified for further experimental investigation in this study (see
Chapter 5).
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3.6.1 Effect of Gas Injection Mode

Literature review discussed earlier (Section 3.2 and 3.3), demonstrates that the gas
gravity drainage processes have been applied in both secondary as well as tertiary modes.
This section summarizes the relevant multiphase fluid dynamics relevant to these two
modes of gas injection. It is interesting to note the significant dynamic changes associated
with the tertiary gas injection processes that are attributable only to the presence of
mobile water saturation in the reservoir.
3.6.1.1 Secondary Mode Gas Gravity Drainage

Multiphase fluid dynamic considerations for gas injection under secondary conditions,
generally assumes the connate water saturation to be immobile. Injection under secondary
conditions, especially in an unsaturated oil reservoir (without gas cap), firstly results in
an initial single-phase oil displacement followed by secondary gas-oil gravity drainage in
the gas-invaded zone (Saidi and Sakthikumar, 1993). The secondary gravity drainage is
controlled by the spreading coefficient (discussed in Section 3.5.3) and this secondary oil
film flow (under positive spreading coefficients) is important for high gravity drainage oil
recoveries in water-wet and mixed wet reservoirs. The influence of spreading coefficient
(therefore film flow) on gravity drainage performance is not well understood in oil wet
reservoirs.
For secondary mode gas gravity drainage under immiscible injection conditions, the
threshold entry capillary pressure of the pore is the parameter that controls the extent of
gas invasion. This capillary retention phenomenon, primarily responsible for trapping the
reservoir oil (as well as wetting phase films), can be abated by lowering of the interfacial
tension and / or increasing the viscous forces. Note that the capillary retention
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phenomenon is not a consideration for miscible gas gravity drainage floods, due to the
absence of IFT between injected gas and reservoir oil thus negating the capillary effects.
Although the above results are generally applicable to wide range of gas gravity
drainage applications, one of the major assumptions employed in the above analysis may
not always hold true. As discussed in Section 3.5.5 (part a), the connate water does not
necessarily remain immobile during gravity drainage, thus violating the major
assumption in the analysis, thereby resulting in saturation mobilization and redistribution
attributable to the dynamics of the balance between gravity and capillary forces. Sajadian
and Tehrani’s (1998) micromodel studies also show that during gas gravity drainage,
horizontal movement of the gas-oil contacts are not initially possible since the buoyancy
forces overshadow the viscous forces, early in the life of the flood. However, in the latter
stages of gas injection, liquid film flow becomes critical for gravity drainage oil
production, both before and after the gas breakthrough at the production well.
3.6.1.2 Tertiary Mode Gas Gravity Drainage

Application of the gas gravity drainage process in the tertiary mode has been proven to be
a viable and profitable commercial concept since the early 1980’s. In gravity assisted
tertiary gas injection processes, the carrying capacity of the oil films (transmissibility) is
critical and determines the extent of possible reduction of the residual oil saturation (Ren
et al., 2003). In watered-out reservoirs, the oil distribution could be continuous (oil-wet
rocks) or as disconnected ganglia (other wetting states). In the presence of a third phase
(namely injected gas), in non oil-wet systems, the oil can spread between the gas and
water films under positive spreading conditions (see Section 3.5.3). However under
negative spreading conditions, continuous oil films may not develop substantially
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decreasing recoveries. Micromodel studies (Kantzas et al., 1988; Dawe, 1990; Oren et al.,
1992) on water-wet media provide with the visual proof for this phenomenon.
Other pore-level experiments (Ren, 2003) to study the drainage rates during gravity
assisted tertiary gas injection, provide with additional visual proof that the oil flow rates
through oil films are dependent on both, weight of the oil ganglia as well as the
incremental volume of gas injected till gas breakthrough. Even after gas breakthrough,
the model’s gas out-flow has been observed to be intermittent (Sajadian and Tehrani,
1998) and the film flow rates become primarily gravity driven; thereby resulting in low
oil flow rates. To mitigate this problem another process ‘Second Contact Water
Displacement’ (SCWD) process has been proposed (Lepski et al., 1996; 1998) that
possesses the potential to improve the oil production rates after gas breakthrough.
Micromodel studies (Ren, 2002) to assess the feasibility of this process have shown some
incremental recoveries and saturation redistributions during this process. However, other
possible controlling economic parameters such as increased water saturations, decreased
oil relative permeabilities, increased water shielding effects and higher surface waterhandling costs are yet to be addressed.
3.6.2 Effect of Reservoir Heterogeneity

Stratification and heterogeneities strongly influence the oil recovery process since they
control the injection and sweep patterns in the flood. Heterogeneity plays havoc with
horizontal gas floods leading to early breakthroughs and poor reservoir sweeps (Jackson
et al., 1985; Rao, 2001). On the contrary, in gravity stable (vertical) gas floods
heterogeneous stratification can delay gas breakthrough due to physical dispersion, and
reduced gas channeling through the horizontally deposited high permeability layer,
thereby ultimately improving sweeps.
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The vertical-to-horizontal permeability (kv/kh) ratio is a major factor that is generally
used to represent the extent of heterogeneity in a reservoir. Higher kv/kh ratios lead to
increased cross flow in horizontal floods, perpendicular to the bulk flow direction, which
are mainly influenced by viscous, capillary, gravity and dispersive forces (Rogers and
Grigg, 2000). Although, the cross-flow phenomenon may increase the vertical sweep, it
generally has detrimental effects on oil recovery, attributable to increased gravity
segregation and decreased flow velocity, thereby leading to reduced frontal advancement
in lower permeability layer(s) in horizontal (CGI or WAG) displacements. Higher kv/kh
ratios and increased reservoir permeability contrasts not only adversely affect oil
recovery in WAG process (Jackson et al., 1985), but also cause severe injection and
conformance control problems (Gorell, 1990). Reservoir simulation studies (Jackson et
al., 1985) conducted to examine the effects of kv/kh ratios on WAG oil recoveries also
suggest that the higher values of kv/kh ratios adversely affect WAG oil recoveries.
In sharp contrast to the horizontal gas floods, the gravity stable gas injection seems
largely immune to heterogeneity effects – instead the heterogeneity could be beneficial in
improving injectivity and reservoir sweep. This statement is supported by comparable
gravity stable injection recoveries demonstrated in sand-packs (Cardenas et al., 1981),
laboratory corefloods (Catalan et al., 1994; Soroush and Saidi, 1999; Li et al., 2000), as
well as commercial field injections in heterogeneous or fractured onshore / offshore
reservoirs (Henriquez and Jourdan, 1996, Rao, 2001, Krijn et al., 2002, Sections 3.2 and
3.3), with widely varying reservoir and heterogeneity characteristics.
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4. DESIGN AND PROCEDURES FOR GAGD EXPERIMENTS
The need for this section arises due to the pre-requisites of effective laboratory
experimental design to facilitate the effective performance evaluation of the newly
proposed Gas Assisted Gravity Drainage (GAGD) process, as an effective alternative to
the industry-default WAG process. The GAGD process extends the highly successful
gravity stable gas floods in pinnacle reefs and dipping reservoirs to horizontal type
reservoirs. To allow for scalability of the laboratory experiments, the reproduction of the
various multiphase mechanisms and fluid dynamics, which have been found to be
influential in the success of the gravity stable gas floods is crucial. Literature reviews
(Kulkarni, 2004; Section 3.3) of multiphase mechanics and fluid dynamics, suggests that
dimensionless characterization of flood parameters to generate analogous field scale
multiphase processes into the laboratory, is one of the most effective and preferred
scaling tools.
This section examines the dimensionless reservoir characterization process and
presents the protocols developed to achieve the goals of effective performance
evaluation(s) of the GAGD process. This section also reinforces the relevance of
dimensional analysis for development and optimization of the GAGD process, and also
attempts to understand the individual effects of these dimensionless variables on
multiphase mechanisms and fluid dynamics controlling gas gravity drainage.

4.1 Reservoir Characterization Requirements
To properly ‘scale’ and characterize a representative experiment or numerical model,
several aspects pertaining to the spatial and / or physical mechanisms need to be
considered. Scaling is defined (Buckingham, 1914; Johnson, 1998; Novakovic, 2002) as
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a procedure of extrapolation of results obtained at one scale to another, e.g. from a smallscale laboratory observation to a large-scale process and vice versa.
A review of the various dimensionless groups traditionally employed in the literature
as scaling tools are seen to be applicable to two distinct phase systems: single-phase and
multi-phase. Intuitively, the dimensionless numbers applicable to single-phase systems
are generally not relevant to model multiphase flow through porous media; however, they
can sometimes be applicable to special scenarios wherein the fluid can be treated as
single phase, e.g. pressure-transient analysis of under-saturated reservoirs (Novakovic,
2002). On the other hand, unlike the single-phase groups, the multi-phase dimensionless
groups focus on the balance of the four major forces: viscous, gravity, capillary and
dispersion; which also control gravity stable gas flow through porous media, and
ultimately dictate breakthrough times, recoveries and dispersion.
In addition to the phase compatibility issues of dimensionless groups, the accurate
numerical / experimental modeling require that the following five scaling issues also be
addressed for upscaling, sensitivity analysis, stability analysis, reservoir characterization
and numerical simulation (Novakovic, 2002): (i) scalability of physical effects, (ii)
scalability of boundary conditions, (iii) scalability of reservoir shape, (iv) compatibility
with existing reservoir simulation tools, and (v) numerical and physical dispersion.
Out these five scaling issues, only the first two are assessed to be pertinent to the
laboratory experimental design for this work, wherein duplication of the multiphase
mechanisms and fluid dynamics operational in the actual reservoir displacements to the
laboratory is important. The remaining scaling issues also need to be addressed and
should be considered for further development of the GAGD process.
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4.2 Scalability of Physical Effects / Boundary Conditions
Scaling of the physical phenomenon as well as the imposed boundary conditions is
critical in duplication of the multiphase mechanisms and fluid dynamics in the laboratory.
Several dimensionless variables have been used in order to scale the flow behavior, with
each variable representing a portion of reservoir fluid dynamics and multiphase
mechanisms. Table 7 summarizes the basic dimensionless groups used for scaling of
these phenomena from the laboratory to the field.
Table 5: Summary of Basic Multiphase Dimensionless Numbers (Novakovic, 2002)
Scaling Parameter

Variable

Dimensionless Time
Boundary Conditions/
Response

Displacement
Efficiency Factor

ED =

V produced
Vreference

λdisplaced
M =
λ displacing

Mobility Ratio

Physical Effects
Scaling

Formulation
Vinjected
tD =
V pore

Capillary Number

NC =

Fcapillary

Gravity Number

NG =

Fgravity

Fviscous

Fviscous

Remarks

Imposed Injection
Boundary Conditions
Dimensionless
Production Response
Fluid-Fluid-Rock
Interaction Effect on
Flow Behavior
Fluid-Rock Interaction
depicting entrapment at
pore scale
Fluid-reservoir shape
dependent, capturing the
effect of buoyancy force

4.3 Dimensional Analysis of the Gravity Stable Gas Injection Process
Traditionally, the dimensional analysis has been an extremely useful tool for scaling of
the laboratory experiments to field scale and vice versa. The fluid flow literature shows
two distinct possible procedures for obtaining different dimensionless numbers for a
given system. Basic fluid mechanics literature (Johnson, 1998; Fox and McDonald, 1998)
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advocates the use of dimensional analysis (DA), while the porous media fluid mechanics
studies (Shook et al., 1992) recommend the inspectional analysis (IA).
4.3.1 Dimensional and Inspectional Analysis

Buckingham (1914) developed the theory on physically similar systems that resulted in
the development of a general analytical method, called the dimensional analysis. This
dimensional analysis theory states that any equation that describes completely a relation
among a number of physical quantities, is reducible to the form (Equation 13):

φ (π1, π2, ....etc.) = 0........................................................................................................(13)
In Equation 13, the π’s are the independent dimensionless products of the form of the
original quantities. The Buckingham (1914) theory thus helps characterize any physical
phenomenon as an effect of various dimensionless groups, instead of individual variables.
Furthermore the effects of these dimensionless groups could be experimentally
investigated and universal equations could be derived for a set of variables representing
different physical phenomena, thus eliminating the need for the experimental evaluation
of numerous individual variables.
The term ‘inspectional analysis’, first coined by Ruark (1935), is generally regarded
as a precursor to the dimensional analysis for improved understanding of the mechanistic
behavior of a process. For the inspectional analysis of a physical phenomenon, it is
necessary to write down the differential equations describing the physical process and the
associating boundary or initial conditions to eventually derive various dimensionless
groups governing the concerned process. Although dimensional analysis, based on
Buckingham’s Pi theorem, generates complete and independent dimensionless groups for
a process; this analysis generates a number of dimensionless group combinations which
are non-unique solutions. Therefore, dimensionless analysis is seen to be best applicable
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in smaller physical systems. Inspite of the fact that inspectional analysis helps improved
understanding of the underlying physical laws involved in the systems’ flow behavior,
the analysis is complex and cumbersome. On the other hand, although the dimensional
analysis may result in non-unique solutions, it has been found to be sufficiently useful for
processes involving similar flow behavior (Hagoort, 1990), thus making it more relevant
to the GAGD experimental design.
4.3.2 Dimensional Analysis Literature Review

Dimensional analysis has been regarded to be a powerful tool that can be used to reduce
the number of experimental variables required for the adequate description of the
relationship among these variables. In many applications of science and engineering,
especially experimental work, the mathematical relationship between the variables of a
system is unknown (Chandler, 2003). The dimensional analysis of the process becomes
almost indispensable since experimental evaluation and verification of all the process
variables is not feasible or sometimes even impossible.
Inspite of the relevance of the dimensional analysis for improved understanding of
any flow process, dimensional analysis and model studies for the gas gravity drainage
applications are sparse. Geertsma et al.’s (1956) derivation of dimensionless groups using
inspectional analysis is relevant to the GAGD experimental design since it not only
describes dimensionless groups for solvent injection, but also helps identify the physical
analogues of gravity drainage in other engineering sciences (such as Chemical and
Mechanical engineering). Geertsma et al.’s correlation to the gravity drainage perspective
has helped identify six commonly used dimensionless groups, namely Reynolds,
Schmidt, Weber, Froude, Lewis and Grashoff groups, which could also be used for
gravity drainage flow characterization.
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Other gravity drainage studies (Edwards et al., 1998) show that two more
dimensionless groups, the Dombrowski-Brownell number or microscopic Bond number
(Equation 14) and macroscopic bond number (defined as Equation 15), need to be
included to account for the gravity (buoyancy) forces relative to capillary forces during
the gravity drainage process.

N DB =

∆ρgk

σ

………………………..……………….....……………..………..………(14)

Where ∆ρ = fluid density difference, g is gravitational constant, k is permeability and

σ is interfacial tension.
NB =

∆ρgl 2

σ φ k

……………………….……...…….……...…..…………………………(15)

Where l is the characteristic length (represented by the grain diameter), and φ is the
porosity.
Grattoni et al.’s (2001) studies on gravity-dominated gas invasion with wettability
and water saturation as variables show that in addition to the Bond and capillary numbers
(Equation 16), the gravity number (Equation 17) plays a major role to improve the
gravity drainage flow characterization along with a newly defined dimensionless group
formed by combination of the effects of gravity and viscous to capillary forces.
The capillary number (Grattoni et al., 2001) describes the balance between viscous
and capillary forces and is defined as Equation 16, while the Bond number measures the
relative strength of gravity (buoyancy) and capillary forces (Grattoni et al., 2001) as
described by Equation 15. The gravity number is defined by Equation 17 below.

NC =

vµ
2Cosθ ………………...……...………………....………………...………(16)
PC R A
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NG =

∆ρgk
………...……………...…….....…....………………………..……………(17)
∆µv

Where, v is the Darcy velocity, µ is the viscosity of the displacing phase, θ being the
contact angle and RA the average pore throat radius.

4.4 Identification of Key Variables through Dimensionless Analysis
This section summarizes the results of the dimensional analysis of GAGD process,
employed for the identification and characterization of the key operating variables,
relevant dimensionless groups and their extension and comparison to field scale gravity
stable gas injection applications.
4.4.1 Dimensional Analysis of the GAGD Process

Literature review shows that there has been limited work reported on the characterization
or the dimensionless analysis for gravity drainage fluid flow; hence, dimensional analysis
employing the Buckingham-Pi approach was conducted to facilitate effective GAGD
experimental design.
Buckingham's Pi theorem (Buckingham, 1914) states that ‘physical laws are
independent of the form of the units, hence quantification and generalization of most
mathematical relationships used to describe a physical phenomenon is best expressed in a
dimensionless form’. This analysis becomes especially necessary for better understanding
and performance prediction of novel – newer processes like the GAGD. The procedure of
analysis has been documented and available elsewhere (Lui, 2003). The dependant and
independent variables used in this analysis are shown in Table 6 along with their
fundamental dimensions. The nineteen dimensionless groups obtained after the analysis
are summarized in Table 7.
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Table 6: Dependant and Independent Variables used for Buckingham-Pi Analysis
Variable

Dimensions

Variable

Dimensions

Variable

Dimensions

Porosity (φ)

[M0.L0.T0]

Length per Thickness
(L/T) or Radius per
Thickness (R/T)

[M0.L0.T0]

Reservoir Absolute
Permeability (k)

Reservoir Horizontal
Permeability (kh)

[M2.L0.T0]

Ratio of Vertical to
Horizontal Permeability
(kv/ kh)

[M0.L0.T0]

Gas Injection Pressure
(PIG)

[M1.L-1.T-2]

Reservoir Pressure (PR)

[M1.L-1.T-2]

Minimum Miscibility
Pressure (MMP)

[M1.L-1.T-2]

Gravity Force (g)

[M1.L0.T-2]

Velocity (V)

[M1.L0.T-1]

Injector Flow Rate (QI)

[M3.L0.T-1]

Producer Flow Rate (QP)

[M3.L0.T-1]

Gas Viscosity (µg)

[M1.L-5.T1]

Oil Viscosity (µo)

[M1.L-5.T1]

Capillary Pressure (PC)

[M1.L-1.T-2]

Oil-Water Interfacial
Tension (σOW)

[M1.L1.T-2]

Water-Gas Interfacial
Tension (σWG)

[M1.L1.T-2]

Oil-Gas Interfacial
Tension (σOG)

[M1.L1.T-2]

Waterflood Residual
Oil Saturation (SOR)

[M0.L0.T0]

Connate Water
Saturation (SWC)

[M0.L0.T0]

Time (T)

[M0.L0.T1]

[M2.L0.T0]

It is important to note that the Buckingham-Pi analysis does not rank the
dimensionless groups obtained in any order of relative importance as controlling
variables of the process. Experimentation and inspectional analysis may be required to
further characterize the controlling groups of variable(s) in gravity stable gas injection
processes.
4.4.2 Dimensionless Numbers Governing the GAGD Process Performance

The literature review suggests that the most important dimensionless groups governing
the gravity stable gas injection are the capillary number (NC) and the Bond number (NB),
since these two numbers envelope majority of the reservoir forces active during gravity
stable gas injection, namely the buoyancy, capillary and viscous forces. The microscopic
Bond number, namely the Dombrowski – Brownell number (NDB), could be a good
parameter for microscopic displacement and film flow characterizations especially in
gravity drainage applications where these phenomena are dominant, since it incorporates
the pore size distribution as well as overall reservoir permeability in its definition. The
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microscopic Bond number (NDB) would therefore help in improved characterizations of
the governing forces in field as well as laboratory displacements.
The gravity number (NG) and the New Group (N) by Grattoni et al. (2001) are
different combinations of the capillary and Bond numbers incorporating a scaling
parameter for better displacement characterizations and appear to be good augmentations
for scale-up and finer characterizations of the scaled GAGD experimental results.
Table 7: Dimensionless Groups Obtained Using Buckingham-Pi Analysis
No.

D. L. Group

No.

D. L. Group

No.

D. L. Group

1

φ

8

QP/QI

15

SOR

16

SWC

2

3

4

5

6

7

L/R

9

kv/kh

k h .g ( 0.4)
QI

( 0.8 )

k .g ( 0.4 )
QI

( 0.8 )

PIG/PR
V
g ( 0.4) .QI

( 0.2 )

10

11

12

13

14

µ g .g ( 0.6 )
QI

( 0.2 )

.PR

PC/PR

µ o .g ( 0.6)
QI

( 0.2 )

.PR

σ OW .g ( 0.2 )
QI

( 0.4 )

.PR

17

18

19

T .g ( 0.6)
QI

( 0.2 )

.PR

(MMP)/PR
∆ρ .g ( 0.8) .QI
PR

( 0.4 )

σ WG .g ( 0.2)
QI

( 0.4 )

.PR

σ OG .g ( 0.2)
QI

( 0.4 )

.PR

4.4.3 GAGD Application in Miscible Mode and in Highly Heterogeneous Reservoirs

Almost all the dimensionless numbers identified for the characterization of the gas
gravity drainage process, involve gas-oil IFT and density and viscosity differences
(∆ρ, ∆µ) in their definitions. These terms make the dimensionless groups inapplicable to
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miscible floods, since the gas-oil IFT as well as the density and viscosity differences,
after miscibility development, is zero. To eliminate this redundancy, the following
assumptions were made to facilitate the application of the same dimensional groups to
miscible gas floods.
1. Miscibility is achieved when the value of interfacial tension (IFT) between injected
gas and reservoir oil reaches 0.001 dynes/cm.
2. There are no density / viscosity contrasts between injected gas and reservoir oil in the
‘mixing-zone’ or the miscibility development zone. Hence the ∆ρ and ∆µ terms can
be replaced by ρavg and µavg respectively.
3. The characteristic length term for the concerned reservoir can be expressed as a
square root of the ratio of absolute permeability to porosity.
These assumptions appear to be well justified, since they not only effectively
eliminate the redundancy and provide a common comparison basis for both miscible and
immiscible gas gravity drainage floods, but also truly reflect the prevalent reservoir
physics during miscible gas injection.

4.5 Calculation of Dimensionless Numbers for the Field Projects
Ten commercial gas gravity drainage field applications were extensively studied and
summarized (Section 3.4) for the identification and characterization of various
multiphase mechanisms, fluid dynamics and calculation of the range of various
dimensionless groups applicable to GAGD process. The detailed calculation protocol is
included as Figure 10, while step-wise calculations for one commercial immiscible
gravity drainage field project (West Hackberry Field, LA) is included as Appendix.
Calculation of these dimensionless numbers for field projects involved the use of
various well logs (for thickness, net-to-gross values, OWC, GOC and grain size), field
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maps (for Darcy velocity), use of grain size classification systems (for Bond number),
production / injection data (for New Grattoni et al. (2001) group), bottom hole pressure
survey plots (for PVT simulations), compositions of injected / produced fluids (for PVT

SOURCE

simulations), and PVT compositional simulations (for fluid properties predictions).
Geological
Parameters

Reservoir
Maps &
Well Logs

Field Petrophysical
and Fluid Properties

RESULTS

DATA

PVT Simulations

Darcy
Velocity

NC

Characteristic
Length

NB

NDB

Injectant /
Reservoir PVT
Properties

NG

N

Figure 10: Protocol for Calculation of Dimensionless Groups for Field Cases (Where NC
= Capillary Number (Eqn. 16); NB = Bond Number (Eqn. 15); NDB = Dombrowski-Brownell
Number (Eqn. 14); NG = Gravity Number (Eqn. 17); N = New Group of Grattoni et al. (2001))

It was noted earlier that these dimensionless groups are not applicable to miscible
fluid injection mainly due to the absence of interfacial tension (IFT) and density /
viscosity contrasts between displacing and displaced reservoir fluids. Definition of new
dimensionless groups governing miscible flood behavior is necessary due to the
increasing commercial trends toward miscible injections.
Hence to facilitate the calculation of various dimensionless groups in miscible field
cases, appropriate modifications to the definition of dimensionless numbers to reflect the
reservoir physics were also employed (see Section 4.4.3). The complete ranges of
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dimensionless groups for all the commercial gravity drainage projects is included as
Table 8, and plotted as Figure 11.
Table 8: Dimensionless Number Ranges Obtained for Field Applications and Laboratory
Studies

Dim. Groups
NC
NB
NDB
NG
N

Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max
Min
Max

Field Range
IMM
MIS
4.18E-08 1.84E-05
1.12E-09 1.83E-06
1.21E-05 5.77E-02
2.84E-07 3.01E-03
3.14E-06 6.31E-03
1.50E-07 2.56E-04
8.75E+02 2.96E+02
3.85E-01 1.62E+00
-6.89E-05 -2.30E+00
-2.42E-03 -3.00E+00

Physical Model
Para
nC10 Type
IM M
9.28E-09 6.92E-09 M IS
IM M
1.48E-04 4.16E-05 M IS
IM M
1.23E+00 4.80E+01 M IS
IM M
1.48E-04 3.90E-05 M IS
IM M
6.17E-05 1.53E-05 IM M

Corefloods
1-ft
6-ft
2.59E-06 2.59E-09
2.57E-04 2.57E-04
1.64E-06 7.72E-07
1.70E-02 7.88E-03
3.09E-07 1.68E-07
3.15E-03 1.71E-03
1.17E+01 6.38E+00
1.22E+01 6.66E+00
-4.96E-04 -4.97E-04
-4.41E+00 -4.42E+00

4.5.1 Calculation of Dimensionless Numbers for Field Projects – A Case Study

Out of the ten field cases considered, calculation of dimensionless numbers for the West
Hackberry tertiary air injection project is included here as an example case. The West
Hackberry tertiary air injection project was a joint initiation by United States Department
of Energy, Amoco Production Co. and Louisiana State University to demonstrate the
feasibility of air injection in Gulf coast reservoirs with pronounced bed-dip using the
Double Displacement Process (DDP) in 1993. The range of calculated dimensionless
numbers for this project is included as Table 9. Further detailed calculations and
methodology are included as Appendix of this report.
4.5.2 Important Conclusions from these Calculations – Example Case Study

The plots of operating Bond, Capillary, Dombrowski-Brownell, Gravity and N groups for
West Hackberry field are included in Figure 12 and 13.
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Figure 11: Graphical Comparison of Values of Dimensionless Groups Calculated for
Field and Laboratory Cases
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Table 9: Values of Dimensionless Groups Operating in West Hackberry Field
Number
Capillary Number

Bond Number

Formula

NC =

V (m / s) * µ ( Pa.S )
σ ( N / m)

∆ρ (kg / m 3 ) * g (m / s 2 ) * l 2 (m 2 )
NB =
σ ( N / m)

Min. Value

Max. Value

4.564E-09

4.1798E-08

0.03171

1.5932

DombrowskiBrownell Number

N DB =

∆ρ (kg / m 3 ).g (m / s 2 ).k (m 2 )
σ ( N / m)

1.5024E-07

7.833E-07

Gravity Number

NG =

∆ρ (kg / m 3 ).g (m / s 2 ).k (m 2 )
∆µ ( Pa.s ).u (m / s )

0.3855

1.5932

0.0361

1.627

New Group of
Grattoni et al., (2001)

N = N B + A(

µ D ( Pa.s )
).N C
µ G ( Pa.s )

The ranges of operating bottom hole pressures (BHP) for West Hackberry field are 2400
psi – 3400 psi. For this range, the Capillary number is observed to be a weak function of
the reservoir Darcy velocity, but the Bond number shows a strong dependence of mean
reservoir grain diameter. Hence, reservoir heterogeneity would become important
parameter determining the overall displacement characteristics. The microscopic Bond
number (that is the Dombrowski-Brownell number) and N group exhibit similar
dependence on reservoir permeability and grain size distribution respectively. However,
the Gravity number does not show significant dependence on grain size distribution and /
or reservoir permeability. These groups are instead seen as strong functions of Darcy
velocity.
The results indicate that these dimensionless numbers can be weakly characterized
into two groups: (i) Petrophysical parameter(s) dependent groups – NB, N and NDB
(which are characterized by reservoir permeability, porosity, grain size distribution and
tortuosity) and (ii) Operational parameter(s) dependent groups – NC, and NG (which are
characterized by injection pressures, rates, and other production parameters).
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West Hackberry: Operating Capillary Num bers
4.5E-08
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Figure 12: Calculated Operating Capillary, Bond and Dombrowski-Brownell Numbers
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West Hackberry: Operating Gravity Num bers
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Figure 13: Calculated Operating Gravity and N Group Numbers

It is interesting to note that similar trends were observed for all other field studies, and
the dimensionless number ranges are critical for effective GAGD experimental design.
Furthermore this dimensional analysis suggests that the field project characterizations
should be primarily based on the operating Bond, Capillary, Dombrowski-Brownell,
Gravity and N groups (by Grattoni et al. (2001)).
Lastly, it is important to note that none of the dimensionless groups governing the
gravity drainage process contain the macroscopic length term i.e. displacement
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characteristics are independent of the length of the porous medium. Hence, scaled
experimentation on shorter laboratory cores would be as effective and comparable to
longer cores; thus de-emphasizing the need to conduct all the experiments on 6-ft Berea
cores, which significantly reduces the experimentation time.

4.6 Dimensional Similarity Approach for Experimental Design
The literature review, summarized in Section 4.1 through 4.5, clearly shows that the five
dimensionless numbers recommended for the characterization of the gravity drainage
field projects provide adequate reservoir mechanics information for gravity stable gas
injection processes. Literature review and dimensional analysis further advocate the
dimensional similarity based experimental design. To facilitate this design, the five
dimensionless groups were calculated (see Section 4.5) for each of the gravity stable field
projects studied (see Table 3). Attempts were made to duplicate the ranges obtained for
these dimensionless groups in the laboratory by selecting proper fluids and operating
conditions. This section details the calculation of dimensionless numbers for the
laboratory experiments and summarizes the resulting experimental design.
4.6.1 Calculation of Dimensionless Numbers for Laboratory Core Displacements

The five dimensionless groups mentioned above were calculated for the GAGD
corefloods conducted in this study. The ranges of the dimensionless numbers for both
laboratory and field projects are tabulated as Table 8 and plotted as Figure 11.
It is observed that values of the dimensionless numbers for laboratory corefloods as
well as the 2-D Hele-Shaw type visual physical model (Sharma, 2005) values lie within
the field ranges. This clearly indicates that we are able to ‘mimic’ the various multiphase
mechanisms and fluid dynamics operating in the field into the laboratory, and that the
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results of all the laboratory experiments completed in course of this work, are
‘translatable’ to the field.
This mechanistic scaling of the laboratory experiments not only helps regenerate field
scale mechanics into the laboratory corefloods, but also provides with a realistic tool to
study the effects of flood parameters on the processes’ performance The following
section details on the mechanistic and fluid dynamic experimental design of the ‘scaled’
laboratory experiments.
4.6.2 Flow Regime Characterization of the GAGD Applications

Flow regime characterization is important for the elucidation of operating fluid
mechanics during gravity drainage, and is also helpful in designing efficient gas injection
programs in commercial floods. Localized variations in the capillary forces, due to pore
scale heterogeneities, result in non piston-like (Buckley-Leverett type) displacements,
called ‘capillary fingering’ (Aker, 1996). On the other hand, the viscous forces act across
the fluids at all length scales, and combined with mobility ratio, are responsible for
viscous fingering. In horizontal floods these displacement instabilities have a negative
effect on the flood performance, and may lead to non-optimal recoveries in gravity stable
gas injection processes.
Literature review (see Section 3.1) suggests the use of various stability criteria to
assure the flood fronts’ stability. The GAGD flood experimental design used three of the
common stability criteria to assure the flood fronts’ stability: Leas and Rappaport (1953)
criterion for horizontal injections and Dumore (1964) and Rutherford (1962; Mahaffey et
al., 1966) criteria for gravity stable injections.
Experimental (Lenormand et al., 1987) and simulation model (Aker, 1996) studies for
drainage flow characterizations in porous media are sparse, and rely on unrealistic
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horizontal type drainage floods conducted using either micromodels or LatticeBoltzmann percolation flow simulation models. The Lenormand et al.’s (1988) ‘phasediagram’ is the common gravity drainage flow regime identification plot (Aker, 1996;
Sukop and Or, 2003). Dimensionless numbers calculated for both the miscible and
immiscible GAGD laboratory coreflood experiments as well as the field gravity drainage
applications were plotted on the digitized Lenormand et al.’s (1988) plot (Figure 14).
Field Gravity Stable Projects
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Figure 14: Digitized Lenormand et al’s (1988) Horizontal Instability Plot Superimposed
with Gravity Stable Field and Laboratory (Coreflood and Visual Model) Data

Since the Lenormand et al.’s (1988) plot was developed using horizontal micromodel
displacement experiments, Figure 14 shows that the horizontal type injection at the
respective capillary number and fluid property values would result in an unstable flood
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front (i.e. capillary fingering at the flood front would occur, resulting in non-optimal
flood performance).
To assess the validity of the above hypothesis that the flood front during GAGD
experiments conducted is stable, 2-D physical model experiments using Hele-Shaw type
visual model were also conducted at various capillary number values and fluid viscosities
(Sharma, 2005). Figure 15 compares the actual flood fronts (Sharma, 2005) observed
during GAGD displacements and the flood front profile predicted by Lenormand et al.’s
(1988) plot (reproduced by Sukop and Or, 2003).
Inspite of the fact that Lenormand et al.’s plot predicts capillary fingering
development during GAGD floods (Figure 14); Figure 15 clearly shows that during
GAGD injection capillary fingering does not occur and that the GAGD flood fronts
closely resemble the ‘stable displacement’ pattern predicted by Lenormand et al.’s (1988)
plot (reproduced by Sukop and Or, 2003). This clearly suggests that satisfaction of the
flood’s frontal stability criteria is necessary and sufficient to ensure stable displacement
in GAGD floods.
4.6.3 Incorporation of the Multiphase Mechanisms and Fluid Dynamics Operational
In the Field Applications into the Experimental Design

This section summarizes the isolation and characterization of various multiphase
mechanisms and fluid dynamics duplicated from commercial gravity stable gas injection
floods into the ‘scaled’ laboratory coreflood experiments.
The important parameters that were considered in the experimental design were:
miscibility development, effect of spreading coefficient, reservoir heterogeneity,
reservoir wettability (use of Yates Dolomite core) considerations, injectant type and
mode(s) of injection.
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(a)

(b)

(a) Lenormand et al.’s (1988) Plot Superimposed with Lattice Boltzmann Percolation
Model Photographs (Sukop and Or, 2003) (b) Observed GAGD Visual Model Stable
Displacement Flood Front (Right) During GAGD Run (CR5) (Sharma, 2005)
Figure 15: Comparison of Actual GAGD Flood Front Profile (Sharma, 2005) with Flood
Front Profile Predicted by Lenormand et al.’ (1988) Phase Diagram
4.6.3.1 Miscibility Considerations

Important miscibility considerations during the optimization and development of the new
GAGD process were addressed by conducting miscible and immiscible GAGD floods on
1-ft Berea cores using Yates reservoir brine, n-Decane and CO2.
4.6.3.2 Effect of Spreading Coefficient

Laboratory and theoretical studies (Section 3.2) demonstrate that a positive spreading
coefficient in strongly water-wet systems results in significantly high gravity drainage
recoveries, while its effects on oil-wet media are not clear. Winprop® simulations for the
n-Decane, Water, and CO2 fluid triplets showed that a positive spreading coefficient
results for the coreflood conditions being employed in this study. These values are
summarized as Table 10.
To investigate the effects of a negative spreading on oil recovery in water-wet porous
media, following three chemicals were considered as the ‘oleic’ phase: Aniline, Carbon
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Tetrachloride and Isopropyl Acetate. The various properties calculated for these three
chemicals are included as Table 11 below.
Table 10: Simulated / Calculated Spreading Coefficients for n-Decane, Water, and CO2
fluid triplets
nC10/H2O/CO2

σG/W (dy/cm)

σG/O (dy/cm)

σW/O (dy/cm)

Spreading Coeff.

500 psia / 76 oF

17.5074

8.7268

0.0044

(+) 8.78

2500 psia / 76 oF

0.3279

0.0000

0.0031

(+) 0.3248

Table 11: Calculated Aniline, Carbon Tetrachloride and Isopropyl Acetate Properties
with CO2 and Yates Reservoir Brine
Property / Chemical
P & T Conditions
Chemical Formula
Molecular Weight
Normal Boiling pt
Specific Gravity
Water Solubility
σG/W (dynes/cm)

Aniline
500 psi & 76 oF
C6H7N
93.1
363.2 oF
1.02
3.4 gm / 100 ml
17.5074

Carbon Tetrachloride
500 psi & 76 oF
CCl4
153.8
169.7 oF
1.59
0.1 gm / 100 ml
17.5074

Isopropyl Acetate
500 psi & 76 oF
C5H10O2
102.1
192.2 oF
0.88
4.3 gm / 100 ml
17.5074

σG/O (dynes/cm)

91.4017

4018.3194

36.8204

σW/O (dynes/cm)

2.8867

1627.9867

0.1899

S = σG/W - σG/O - σW/O (dynes/cm)

(-) 76.78

(-) 5628.7987

(-) 19.5029

It is interesting to note that Isopropyl Acetate has moderate solubility in brine and
exhibits negative spreading coefficient at 500 psia and 76 oF. On the other hand, IPA
exhibits first contact miscibility with CO2 at pressures higher than 730 psia; and results in
reversing the sign on the spreading coefficient value at miscible coreflood design
conditions (spreading coefficient becomes positive at 2500 psia and 76 oF as shown in
Equation 18 below). To investigate the effects of spreading coefficient on GAGD oil
recoveries, GAGD type corefloods were conducted at 500 psia and 76 oF.
S = σG/W - σG/O - σW/O…….@ 2500 psia & 76 F……………………...……….……....(18)
S = (+) 0.0902 dynes/cm.
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4.6.3.3 Effect of Reservoir Heterogeneity and Wettability Characteristics

The GAGD corefloods conducted on homogeneous, strongly water-wet Berea sandstone
cores for miscibility considerations (using n-Decane, Yates reservoir brine and CO2),
provided with a base case for the GAGD process performance evaluation against these
two parameters. To investigate the effects of reservoir vertical fractures, the base case
GAGD experiments were repeated on the same Berea core, but sliced in the center,
resulting in a very high permeable vertical fracture connecting the injection and
production fluid distributor plates.
On the other hand, to investigate the effects of reservoir wettability on GAGD flood
performance, miscible as well as immiscible GAGD experiments were conducted using
Yates reservoir fluids on Yates reservoir cores. Berea sandstone corefloods conducted
previously also served as a base case to evaluate GAGD performance in highly fractured,
heterogeneous and oil-wet to mixed-wet Yates reservoir cores.
4.6.3.4 Effect of Injectant Fluid Type

The recent spotlight on CO2 sequestration makes CO2 an ideal injectant in U.S. scenario
(Kulkarni, 2003). Furthermore, the GAGD process using natural gas as injectant could
possibly be very relevant to facilitate offshore EOR applications of the GAGD process.
To evaluate the effect of gas injectant type on GAGD performance, miscible and
immiscible GAGD floods were conducted using CO2 injectant. However, discussion of
the hydrocarbon GAGD floods is outside the scope of this dissertation. This is partly due
to the complex mass-transfer effects involved in miscible HC slug design and
displacement.
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4.6.3.5 Effect of Injectant Fluid Mode

Gas injection literature review (see Chapters 1 and 3) suggests that gas injection has been
applied in both secondary as well as tertiary injection modes in commercial gas injection
projects. Although there is a difference of opinion as to whether gas injection be applied
in secondary or tertiary mode, it has been observed that project economics, reservoir
wettability and gas availability are the critical decision parameters. Moreover, as the
injection mode is generally reservoir specific, both of the gas injection modes were
evaluated for GAGD experimental design. The other parameters of particular relevance
to tertiary mode gas injection that need to be considered are: (i) reservoir mobile water
saturation (Farouq Ali, 2003), (ii) reservoir residual oil saturation (Farouq Ali, 2003), (iii)
solvent-brine solubility, especially in case of CO2 injectant, and (iv) higher and
preferential initial free water production in tertiary mode GAGD floods driven by gravity
segregation and reservoir fluid saturations.
4.6.4 Experimental Fluids

Analytic grade reagents were used in all the experiments. n-Decane, Isopropyl Acetate,
various cleaning chemicals (Acetone, Methylene Chloride and Toluene) and the various
salts used for synthetic Yates reservoir brine (default brine used for all experiments)
preparation were obtained from Fisher Scientific with a purity of 99.9%. Brine was
prepared by dissolving predetermined quantity of various salts (Table 12) in de-aerated
deionized water from LSU’s Water Quality Laboratory. The Berea sandstone (Liver Rock
type) used in the experiments was obtained from Cleveland Quarries, Ohio, while the
Yates reservoir rock and fluids were obtained from Marathon Oil Company.
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Table 12: Composition of Yates Reservoir Brine of pH 7.39 (Vijapurapu and Rao, 2002)
Parameter

Concentration (mg/L)

Total Dissolved Solids

9200

Calcium

425

Magnesium

224

Potassium

50.5

Sodium

1540

Hardness as CaCO3

1500

Hardness as Carbonate

810

Hardness as Non-Carbonate

730

Bicarbonate

800

Alkalinity

810

Sulfate

660

Chloride

3700

4.6.5 Experimental Setup

The vertical coreflooding system schematic that was used for unsteady state GAGD
experimentation is shown below as Figure 16. It consists of a high-pressure Ruska pump
injecting fresh (tap) water at desired flow rate and pressure to the bottom part of the
floating piston transfer vessel. The transfer vessel is filled with the fluid to be injected
into the core.
High-pressure steel piping (1/8” ID) carries the fluid and is injected into the core with
the assistance of a liquid re-distributor plate. The produced fluids were carried through
the backpressure regulator into a measuring cylinder / electronic balance to determine
fluids production as a function of run time. A parallel set of piping was constructed to
facilitate the circulation of core clean-up fluids using a centrifugal pump. The inlet,
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outlet, differential, back and annulus pressures were measured using electronic pressure
transducers (previously calibrated against a standard dead-weight tester) mounted on the
coreflood apparatus.

P2
A. ∆P Transducer

E. BPR Dome
B. Core + Holder
P1
F. Cleanup
Pump

C. Transfer

G. Separator

w/ Burette

Vessel
D. Ruska Pump

Figure 16: Vertical Core Flooding System Schematic

Legend for the above schematic:
: Electrical Lines

: Instrumentation Lines

: 1/8” High Pressure Piping

: Cleanup / Accessories Lines

The vital components of the core-flooding apparatus are labeled from ‘A’ to ‘J’.
Individual pictures of the equipment are shown in Figures 17 – 24 (not pictured: Parts G,
H and J). The cores were coated with a single coating of epoxy, to prevent damage during
handling and processing of the core such as end facing, polishing and cutting.
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Figure 17: Differential Pressure Transducer (Part A)

(a)

(b)

(a) 1-ft Berea / Yates Core Holder

(b) 6-ft Berea Core Holder

Figure 18: Core Holders used for GAGD Experiments (Part B)
(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(a) 6-ft Berea (b) 1-ft Un-fractured Berea (c) 1-ft Fractured Berea (d) Yates Resvr. Core
Figure 19: The Suite of Cores Employed for GAGD Experimental Design (Part B)
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Figure 20: Fluid Transfer Vessel (Part C)

Figure 21: Ruska Positive Displacement Pump (Part D)

Figure 22: Back Pressure Regulator (Part E)
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Figure 23: Centrifugal Pump used for Cleanup (Part F)

Figure 24: Injection, Production and Annulus Pressure Readout (Part I)
4.6.6 Experimental Flow Chart

The complete suite of ‘scaled’ experiments that were designed for individual
investigation of the various controlling parameters (discussed in previous sections) on the
GAGD process performance evaluation has been summarized in Figure 25.
4.6.7 Experimental Procedure

There were two distinct experimental procedures (sets) that were followed for optimizing
the gas injection process. First set comprised of the continued investigation of the
recommendations and hypothesis provided in the M.S. thesis (Kulkarni, 2003). This
section involved all horizontal mode injections for: CGI, WAG and the ‘happy-medium’
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between CGI and WAG identified in course of these experiments. The experimental
protocol that was followed during this experimentation is documented elsewhere
(Kulkarni, 2003; Kulkarni and Rao, 2004; Kulkarni and Rao, 2005). The first
experimental set also provided with a base case scenario for the second suite of
corefloods designed for the further development and optimization of the newly proposed
GAGD process (Rao, 2001).

Proposed GAGD Experimentation

Miscibility

Miscible
Immiscible

Heterogeneity

Homo.
Berea
Frac.
Berea

Wettability

Spreading
Coefficient

Water
– Wet
(Berea)

+ve
-ve

Oil to Mix
Wet (Yates
Res. Core)

Injectant
Type

CO2

Injection
Mode

Secondary

C1; N2
(2D
Model)

Tertiary

Figure 25: Experimental Flow Chart Designed for GAGD Process Evaluation

For the GAGD experimentation, apart from the employment of various experimental
fluids and conditions (elucidated during the individual discussion of the experimental
results), two discrete flood protocols were employed: Gravity Stable Displacement
History (GSDH) GAGD floods and Non-Gravity Stable Displacement History (NSDH)
GAGD floods. In GSDH GAGD floods, all the experimental steps, namely oil injection
to connate water saturation (oil flood), water injection to residual oil saturation (water
flood – where applicable), and gas injection in the GAGD mode, were conducted in a
gravity stable mode. In GSDH GAGD floods, oil was injected into a fully brine saturated
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vertically oriented core from top to bottom, water was injected into a vertically oriented
core at connate water saturation from the bottom (optional step), while the gas injection
step was gravity stable, i.e. gas injection into a vertically oriented from the top. On the
other hand, the NSDH GAGD floods conducted the oil and water injection steps on a
horizontally oriented core were as only the gas injection was conducted in a gravity stable
manner (vertically oriented core, with gas injection from the top). The GSDH floods,
although unrealistic from a commercial gas injection point of view and purely of
academic interest, provided with an ‘upper-limit’ estimate of the GAGD process
performance.
Inspite of the fact that CGI, WAG, Hybrid-WAG and GAGD coreflood experiments
required significantly different gas injection protocols, the steps common to all the
experiments conducted were: Saturation of the core with Yates reservoir brine,
determination of core pore volume and absolute permeability, oil injection (either in the
horizontal or gravity stable mode) into the core to achieve connate water saturation, endpoint oil-permeability, Yates reservoir brine injection (either in the horizontal or gravity
stable mode) into the core to achieve waterflood residual oil saturation (for tertiary gas
floods only), and end-point water-permeability measurement followed by the gas
injection step in either CGI, WAG, Hybrid-WAG or GAGD mode.
The detailed experimental protocol that was employed for core cleaning, pore volume
determination, absolute permeability determination, oil flooding, brine flooding and gas
injection in CGI, WAG, Hybrid-WAG mode is available elsewhere (Kulkarni, 2003;
Kulkarni and Rao, 2004; Kulkarni and Rao, 2005). For the GAGD experimentation the
following changes were made:
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1. The fluid injection rates during horizontal mode floods are determined by the Leas
and Rappaport (1953), while the gravity stable gas injection rates are determined
using the Dumore (1964) and Rutherford (1962; Mahaffey et al., 1966) flood front
stability criterion.
2. The GAGD flood protocol was very similar to the CGI floods, with the exception that
the gas injection step during GAGD floods was gravity-stable.
3. During the NSDH GAGD Yates core injections, the n-Decane is replaced with Yates
stocktank crude oil in the oil flooding step.
4.6.8 Scope of Research

The scope of this study was limited to the experimental flow chart depicted in Figure 25.
Majority of the experimentation was conducted by employing Yates reservoir fluids, nDecane, with 1-ft Berea cores as the porous media. Moreover, as the dimensional scaling
of the experiments helps eliminate the dependency of experimental results on the length
of the porous media, only selected experiments were conducted on 6-ft Berea sandstone
cores due to significantly higher run time requirements. Reservoir condition scaled
experiments using Yates reservoir fluid and Yates field cores were also conducted to
identify and characterize the influence of design parameters on realistic fluid systems.
Lastly, all the GAGD experiments were conducted using pure CO2 as injectant.
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5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
As suggested earlier, the experimental investigations for the development and
characterization of the GAGD process can be divided into two parts: (i) further
investigations of the recommendations of the M.S. Thesis (Kulkarni, 2003) and (ii)
‘scaled’ GAGD experimentation to elucidate the multiphase mechanisms and fluid
dynamics of the newly proposed GAGD process. This division was necessary to provide
with a common and effective performance evaluation of the GAGD process as well as to
provide with a methodology to extend the laboratory observations to the field scale. This
chapter limits the details to the results and inferences obtained from the experimental
work.

5.1 Conventional Gas Injection Processes
This section reports the further investigation of the recommendations and hypotheses
resulting from the previous tertiary coreflood work of the M.S. Thesis (Kulkarni, 2003).
This work also extends the previous work on evaluation of the multiphase displacement
characteristics of reservoir (Berea) rocks, and extends it to ‘Hybrid’ WAG type multiphase displacements in the laboratory using Berea sandstone cores.
5.1.1 Research Focus

The research objective of this extended work was to further investigate the
recommendations of the previous horizontal gas injection coreflood (CGI and WAG)
results. The major objectives of this experimental investigation are summarized below:
1. Investigation of the delayed breakthrough observed in the previous coreflood studies
by studying the system behavior with mutually saturated fluids.
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2. To conduct high-pressure corefloods (CGI / WAG / Hybrid-WAG modes of gas
injection) in immiscible and / or miscible modes with Berea cores at selected
operating conditions under both secondary and tertiary injection strategies.
3. Further investigation of the predicted optimum ‘Hybrid WAG’ type injection by
conducting ‘Hybrid WAG’ type corefloods using both CO2 saturated as well as
unsaturated brine.
5.1.2 Experimental Design

The original experimental design, experimental fluids (reagents) used and experimental
procedures are summarized elsewhere (Kulkarni, 2003). This section details the
experimental design used to achieve the extended research objectives (see Section 5.1.1).
1. Literature review (Kulkarni, 2003) suggests that the water-shielding and solvent
solubility effects are especially important during CO2-WAG injection processes in the
tertiary mode, wherein significant quantities of free water exist in the reservoir. To
facilitate the characterization and quantification of these critical reservoir mechanics
in tertiary CGI and WAG processes; miscible WAG corefloods using mutually
saturated fluids were conducted.
2. During tertiary mode CGI injection, significant delays in the oil breakthrough times
(accompanied with only free water production) were observed (Kulkarni, 2003). It
was hypothesized (Kulkarni, 2003) that in tertiary floods, the unsaturated nature of
the brine results in dissolution of the injected CO2 gas in brine, and CO2 is
unavailable for tertiary recovery till the core-fluids become saturated. To
experimentally verify the validity of this assumption, tertiary mode immiscible CGI
floods were conducted using mutually saturated (CO2-saturated) coreflood fluids.
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3. WAG literature review (Kulkarni, 2003) suggests that secondary mode gas injection
is another popular methodology for commercial CGI and WAG applications. Since
the immiscible horizontal CGI and WAG corefloods did not demonstrate significant
variations in oil recovery characteristics, in the tertiary mode; only secondary mode
miscible CGI and WAG corefloods were conducted using -Decane, Yates reservoir
brine and pure CO2. These corefloods thus effectively encompass the entire spectrum
of the various modes of commercial CGI and WAG applications.
4. A new factor ‘tertiary recovery factor’ (TRF) was defined to facilitate the fair
evaluation of the various CGI and WAG corefloods conducted (Kulkarni, 2003) to
provide a base case for further evaluation of the GAGD process. TRF analysis of the
miscible and immiscible CGI and WAG tertiary gas injection corefloods suggest that
for optimum CO2 utilization during horizontal mode gas injection a ‘combination
process’ comprising of both CGI and WAG modes of injection should be employed.
Two conceptually similar processes, termed as the ‘Hybrid-WAG’ (Huang and Holm,
1986) and ‘DUWAG’ (Tanner et al., 1992) were found to be previously patented and
implemented in the industry by UNOCAL and Shell respectively. To experimentally
verify this ‘optimum’ process, Hybrid-WAG type tertiary miscible corefloods were
conducted using previously determined TRF maxima obtained from CGI and WAG
flood analyses using n-Decane, Yates reservoir brine and pure CO2.
5.1.3 Effect of CO2 Solubility on Oil Recovery Characteristics

To achieve the research objectives 1 and 2 (see Section 5.1.2), two horizontal mode
tertiary coreflood experiments, namely immiscible CGI (termed experiment # 11) and
miscible WAG experiments (termed experiment # 12) were conducted using CO2saturated Yates reservoir brine. Since there is no water injection in CGI flood, the
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secondary waterflood was conducted using saturated brine, and the drainage (oil flood)
and EOR (immiscible CGI) floods were conducted at conditions similar to experiment 7
of the M.S. Thesis (Kulkarni, 2003).

On the other hand, for the miscible WAG

experiment, CO2-saturated brine was used in the tertiary (EOR) mode while conducting
the drainage (oil flood) and imbibition (Yates reservoir brine flood) steps at conditions
similar to experiment 10 of the M.S. Thesis (Kulkarni, 2003). The CO2-saturated brine
was hypothesized to saturate the core-brine and eliminate the CO2 solubility effects
during tertiary mode gas injection. The results of these two experiments are detailed in
the following sections. The detailed analysis of the experimental results requires precise
CO2 solubility data with Yates reservoir brine, the simulation and analytical procedures
employed for the CO2-brine solubility determination are also included in this section.
5.1.3.1 Determination of Solubility of CO2 in Yates Reservoir Brine

CMGL’s Winprop® was used to determine the solubility of pure CO2 gas in Yates
reservoir brine. The solubility of CO2 in water was studied as a function of temperature,
pressure and salinity. The solubility of CO2 in fresh water increases with increasing
pressure, decreasing temperature (Crawford et al., 1963, Holm, 1963, Jarell, 2002) and
the values of CO2 solubility in fresh water obtained from different experimental studies
(Crawford et al., 1963, Holm, 1963, Jarell, 2002) can be adjusted based on the salinity of
the brine (at given pressure and temperature) as a percent of solubility retained (Jarell,
2002, Johnson et al., 1952, Martin, 1951, Chang et al., 1996).
The plots obtained from these references were digitized and are plotted below. To
facilitate simpler computing procedures, a 6-order polynomial curve was fitted to the
experimental data curve used to predict the effect of brine salinity on CO2 solubility. The
experimental data are included as Figure 26.
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To evaluate and calibrate the simulator with the experimental values, the CO2
solubility’s were calculated at 70 oF, 100 oF, 130 oF and 190 oF using CMGL Winprop®;
using two equations of state, namely, Peng Robinson (PR EOS) and Soave Redlich
Kwong (SRK EOS) with two viscosity models for water, namely, Jossi-Thiel-Thodos (JS-T) Correlation and Pedersen Corresponding States Model. The predicted values of
solubility at desired conditions (82 oF and at 500 or 2500 psi) are summarized in Tables
13 and 14.
Solubility of CO2 in Pure Water

Effect of Brine Salinity on CO2 Solubility

275
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225
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Figure 26: Experimental Solubility Data from Literature (Crawford et al., 1963, Holm,
1963, Jarell, 2002, Johnson et al., 1952, Martin, 1951, Chang et al., 1996).
Results for 500 psi

The predicted values from simulation for both the EOS show higher solubility values as
compared to those predicted by the experimentally averaged 85 oF data, as well as that
predicted by the adjusted pure water solubility value. The experimental averaged value at
85 oF is 1.89 mol %, which is close to the prediction of PR EOS (adjusted value). As
solubility increases with decreasing temperature, the solubility should be slightly higher
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than 1.89 mol %. Hence the value of 1.92 mol % predicted by the SRK EOS seems more
realistic.
Table 13: Predicted CO2 solubility values in Yates Reservoir Brine at 500 psi and 82 oF
Solubility (mol %)

Data Source

1.89

PR EOS: Adjusted for salinity from pure water simulated value

1.93

SRK EOS: Adjusted for salinity from pure water simulated value

2.27

PR EOS: Brine simulated value

2.29

SRK EOS: Brine simulated value

1.89

Average of 70 oF and 100 oF data (85 oF)

Table 14: Predicted CO2 solubility values in Yates Reservoir Brine at 2500 psi and 82 oF
Solubility (mol %)

Data Source

3.12

PR EOS: Adjusted for salinity from pure water simulated value

3.32

SRK EOS: Adjusted for salinity from pure water simulated value

3.64

PR EOS: Brine simulated value

3.64

SRK EOS: Brine simulated value

2.84

Avg. of 70 oF and 100 oF data (85 oF)

Results for 2500 psi

Solubility increases with decreasing temperature. Hence, the lower predicted solubility
value by the 85 oF data seems appropriate. Comparison of the simulation data with
experimental averaged data (at 85 oF) shows that the solubility of 3.64 mol %, as
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predicted by the PR and SRK simulations, is achievable at pressure > 8500 psi. Hence the
simulated value of 3.64 mol % seems unrealistic in this case. The averaged data shows
that solubility of approx. 3 mol % is obtained at 4000 psi and 85 oF range. Therefore, the
PR EOS simulated value of 3.12 mol % solubility predicted from adjusting for salinity
from pure water data is a good approximation of solubility of CO2 in Yates reservoir
brine.
5.1.3.2 Immiscible CGI Flood with CO2 Saturated Brine in Secondary Mode

The flooding sequence for this coreflood consisted of an oil flood (primary drainage), a
secondary waterflood (secondary imbibition with CO2-saturated Yates reservoir brine),
and a tertiary immiscible CGI injection. Rappaport and Leas (1953) stability criterion
was satisfied in all the floods to avoid flow rate effects. The step-wise results of the
immiscible CGI coreflood experiment using CO2 saturated Yates reservoir brine in
secondary step is shown in Figure 27.
The experimental observations during this flood for the oil injection step (drainage)
were similar to those previously observed in other horizontal corefloods. On the other
hand, the results of the secondary waterflood with saturated Yates reservoir brine were
markedly different, and showed significant pressure fluctuations till water breakthrough.
However these pressure fluctuations were stabilized immediately after a sharp water
breakthrough. Even after water breakthrough, a significant delay (until 1.59 PVI) in gas
(dissolved in brine) breakthrough times was observed along with continually increasing
flood pressure-drops.
These pressure drop fluctuations during secondary CO2-saturated brine injection are
hypothesized to be attributable to the miscible displacement (consequently replacement)
of the connate (unsaturated) core brine by the saturated injection brine. This replacement
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Figure 27: Data for Immiscible CGI flood: 1-ft Berea core + n-Decane + CO2-Saturated
Yates Reservoir Brine with Tertiary Continuous CO2 Immiscible Injection.
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of the unsaturated core brine with saturated brine, helps significantly decrease the oil and
gas breakthrough times for the tertiary CO2 CGI flood and markedly improve the flood’s
gas utilization (TRF) factors (Figure 27(a) & 28(b)).
5.1.3.3 Miscible WAG Flood with CO2 Saturated Brine in Tertiary Mode

The flooding sequence for this coreflood consisted of an oil flood (primary drainage), a
secondary waterflood (secondary imbibition), and a tertiary miscible WAG (CO2 gas
alternating with CO2-saturated Yates reservoir brine) injection. The step-wise results of
the immiscible CGI coreflood experiment using CO2 saturated Yates reservoir brine in
secondary step is shown in Figure 29.
For this miscible CO2 WAG flood, the drainage and imbibition steps were similar to
the previously conducted WAG corefloods, however significant improvement in the oil
production rate was observed when the saturated brine was alternated with CO2 instead of
the non-saturated brine. Another characteristic flood feature observed during the
employment of CO2 saturated brine for the WAG flood, was the increased flood pressure
drops. The increased pressure drops, and hence decreased gas injectivities compared to
the previous normal brine WAG floods, could be attributable to the increased 3-phase
relative permeability effects (Figure 30(b)). The major observations obtained from the
comparison of the normal (unsaturated) and saturated brine WAG floods (Figure 30) are:
1. Liquid and water productions for both the corefloods are identical.
2. The miscible WAG coreflood using CO2-saturated brine recovered significantly
higher oil (89.2% ROIP) compared to miscible WAG flood with normal brine (72.5%
ROIP). This could be attributable to the decreased solubilization tendency of CO2 in
brine (due to previous saturation) and consequently resulting in higher gas volumes
being available for oil recovery.
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CO2-Saturated Yates Reservoir Brine with Tertiary WAG Miscible Injection.
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Figure 30: Effect of Saturation of Yates Reservoir Brine with CO2 on Miscible WAG

Recovery using n-Decane and CO2
3. The improved oil recovery can also be partially attributed to the decreased viscosity
contrasts (Figure 30(c)) between the injected and produced core fluids, thus leading to
improved volumetric sweeps.
4. The TRF maxima (Figure 30(d)) were achieved at almost identical pore volume
injections (0.84 for normal brine WAG (labeled experiment 10) and 0.82 for CO2
saturated brine WAG (labeled experiment 12)).
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5. The use of CO2 saturated brine shows markedly decreased breakthrough times as well
as increased gas productions (Figure 30(a) and 31(d)).
The analyses of these experimental results need all the data from previously
completed horizontal mode CGI and WAG corefloods. The ten coreflood experiments
completed prior to this analysis are available elsewhere (Kulkarni, 2003) and only
relevant data is included here for sake of completeness.
The peak TRF values calculated for each of the twelve corefloods conducted are
summarized in Figure 32. It is interesting to note that the peak TRF values, as observed
from Figure 32, for the 5% NaCl brine miscible floods (both CGI and WAG) are higher
than the Yates brine miscible floods. However, this effect has been reversed for the
immiscible floods. This indicates that although the Yates brine has a higher CO2
solubility than 5% NaCl brine at 500 psi; this effect is offset at 2500 psi (miscible)
flooding conditions.
The highest TRF factor value for CGI floods was obtained by the use of saturated
brine in secondary mode as expected. This data further fortifies the earlier assumption of
relatively higher CO2 solubility rate in brine at lower pressures and that this effect is
mitigated at miscible flooding conditions (experiment 12). Consequently incremental
benefits of the brine-CO2 solubility reduction (by prior saturation) are more than offset by
miscibility development.
The recoveries, residual oil saturations and gas utilization factors for the corefloods
conducted are summarized in the Tables 15, 16 and 18 (Part (C)). The utilization factor,
defined earlier, is a good indicator of the overall efficiency of the process, and is a useful
augmentation, along with the TRF, for the analysis of the data. The utilization factor is a
measure of the CO2 design requirements for the field gas injection projects.
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Table 15: Coreflood Results for 5% NaCl Brine + n-Decane + Berea Core System (for
detailed experimental results see Kulkarni, 2003 and Kulkarni and Rao, 2005)

System: 5 % NaCl Brine + n-Decane + Berea
Core
(A) Drainage (n-Decane) Step
Experiment # 1
Experiment # 2
Experiment # 3
Experiment # 4
(B) Imbibition (5% NaCl brine) Step
Experiment Title
Experiment # 1
Experiment # 2
Experiment # 3
Experiment # 4
(C) Tertiary Gas (EOR) Step
Experiment Title
Experiment # 1 (CGI – Immiscible)
Experiment # 2 (WAG – Immiscible)
Experiment # 3 (CGI – Miscible)
Experiment # 4 (WAG – Miscible)

PTEST
(psi)

Abs. Perm
(D)

SWC

SOI

End Point
RelPerms

500
500
2500
2500

0.2526
0.3435
0.2895
0.1825

12.5
21.3
13.3
15.1

87.5 %
78.7 %
86.7 %
84.9 %

34.5 %
39.9 %
42.0 %
47.0 %

SOR

SW

35.0
27.7
32.8
35.4

65.0
72.3
67.2
64.7

Recovery
%OOIP
60.0 %
64.8 %
62.2%
58.1%

End Point
Rel-Perms
08.01 %
08.09 %
08.05 %
08.72 %

Rvry
(cc)
10.5
9
43.5
41

Recovery
%OOIP
8.8%
8.3%
36.6%
35.0%

Utilz. Ftr.
(MCF/bbl)
7.5
4.5
20.2
9.0

PTEST
(psi)
500
500
2500
2500
PTEST
(psi)
500
500
2500
2500

SL

SG

47.9
-26.4
--

52.1
-73.6
--

5.1.3.4 Explanation of the Observed Delayed Breakthroughs in Tertiary Immiscible
Corefloods based on CO2-Brine Solubility Concepts

One of the common features of the immiscible CGI Experiments 1 and 7 (Kulkarni,
2003) are the significant delays in oil production inspite of continuous gas injection. This
delay was further investigated by plotting volumetric injection / production plots versus
pore volume injection. Mass balance calculations showed that the water production till oil
breakthrough matched the volume of cumulative CO2 injection. The difference between
injection and production observed in Figure 31 is attributable to the significant density
differences between the injected CO2 (4.86 lbm/ft3) and reservoir brine (62.38 lbm/ft3).
Longer delays in oil production are observed for the Yates brine immiscible CGI
flood (Figure 31(a)) compared to that of the 5% NaCl brine (Figure 31(b)). This is mainly
due to the significantly higher solubility of CO2 gas in multi-component brines than
monovalent brines. Also the water-shielding and solubility requirements are higher in
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experiment # 7 than experiment # 1 due to higher water saturation (+10%) in the core
(Figure 31). These results may have serious implications in the field projects, in that
higher costs may be incurred due to delayed oil productions and increased CO2
requirements in immiscible mode.
Table 16: Coreflood Results for Yates Reservoir Brine + n-Decane + Berea Core System
(for detailed experimental results see Kulkarni, 2003 and Kulkarni and Rao, 2005)
System: Yates Reservoir Brine + n-Decane +
Berea Core
(A) Drainage (n-Decane) Step
Experiment # 7
Experiment # 8
Experiment # 9
Experiment # 10
(B) Imbibition (Yates reservoir brine) Step
Experiment Title
Experiment # 7
Experiment # 8
Experiment # 9
Experiment # 10
(C) Tertiary Gas (EOR) Step
Experiment Title
Experiment # 7 (CGI – Immiscible)
Experiment # 8 (WAG – Immiscible)
Experiment # 9 (CGI – Miscible)
Experiment # 10 (WAG – Miscible)

PTEST
(psi)

Abs. Perm
(D)

SWC

SOI

End Point
Rel-Perms

500
500
2500
2500

0.1311
0.1869
0.1443
0.1906

21.3
19.1
18.4
16.9

78.7
80.9
81.6
83.1

65.5 %
58.3 %
59.1 %
66.8 %

SOR

SW

25.5
27.7
29.9
27.0

74.5
72.3
70.1
73.0

Recovery
%OOIP
67.6 %
65.8 %
63.4%
64.9%

End Point
Rel-Perms
11.80 %
07.51 %
11.56 %
09.39 %

Rvry
(cc)
22
11
40
29

Recovery
%OOIP
20.4%
9.9%
35.7%
25.4%

Utilz. Ftr.
(MCF/bbl)
4.7
3.1
19.4
12.9

PTEST
(psi)
500
500
2500
2500
PTEST
(psi)
500
500
2500
2500

SL

SG

27.8
-19.8
--

72.2
-80.2
--

This phenomenon of delayed oil breakthrough is not observed for miscible floods
since CO2 has significantly higher density (51.15 lbm/ft3) at 2500 psi injection pressures
resulting in lower density contrasts between field brine and injected gas. Furthermore the
differences between CGI and WAG oil breakthroughs are significantly reduced for the
miscible floods compared to the immiscible floods where this difference could be as high
as 1.8 PVI.
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Table 17: Coreflood Results for Yates Reservoir Brine + n-Decane + Berea Core System
using CO2 Saturated Yates reservoir brine for specified steps

PTEST
(psi)

Abs.
Perm
(D)

SWC

SOI

End Point
Rel-Perms

500
2500

0.4503
0.1361

40.1
27.2

59.9
72.8

69.07%
58.25%

PTEST
(psi)

SOR

SW

Recovery
%OOIP

End Point
Rel-Perms

500

14.9%

85.1%

65.79%

9.64%

2500

20.9%

79.2%

56.46%

10.26%

Experiment Title

PTEST
(psi)

SL

SG

Utilz. Ftr.
(MCF/bbl)

Experiment # 11 (CGI – Immiscible)

500

40.7%

59.3%

Experiment # 12 (WAG – Miscible – Yates
reservoir brine saturated with CO2 Gas alternating
with CO2 Flood)

2500

--

--

Recovery
(%OOIP)
5 cc
(4.80%
OOIP)
33 cc
(27.7%
OOIP)

System: Yates Reservoir Brine + n-Decane +
Berea Core
(A) Drainage (n-Decane) Step
Experiment # 11
Experiment # 12
(B) Imbibition (Yates reservoir brine) Step
Experiment Title
Experiment # 11 (Yates reservoir brine saturated
with CO2 Gas Flood)
Experiment # 12 (Unsaturated Yates reservoir brine
Flood)
(C) Tertiary Gas (EOR) Step

2.5

11.2

Hence for miscible floods the added benefit of hastened oil breakthroughs by WAG
employment is not available, and the CO2-brine dissolution effect, favoring WAG
application in immiscible mode, is not as pronounced for miscible floods.
5.1.4 Secondary Miscible CGI and WAG Corefloods

As noted earlier, commercial gas injection literature review indicates that secondary gas
injection was another common application methodology. To achieve the research
objective 3 (see Section 5.1.2), two horizontal mode miscible corefloods, namely
secondary CGI and secondary WAG were conducted on 1-ft Berea sandstone core using
n-Decane, Yates reservoir brine and pure CO2.
5.1.4.1 Secondary Miscible CGI Flood

The results of the secondary mode miscible CGI flood (using n-Decane, Yates reservoir
brine and CO2) completed are summarized in Figure 33. As expected, the miscible CGI
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Experiment 1: Imsc CGI Flood (5% NaCl Brine)
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Figure 31: Investigation of the Delayed Oil Production for Immiscible CGI Floods using
both 5% NaCl Brine and Yates Reservoir Brine
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recoveries were excellent (94.4%) and the TRF plot shifted to the left indicating higher
and faster oil recoveries per unit volume of injectant, compared to those of tertiary floods.
Furthermore, no delays in oil breakthrough were observed, and no free water was
produced during the entire flood, indicating the connate water to be essentially immobile
and the water shielding effect to be minimal.
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Figure 32: Comparison of Peak TRF Values for CGI and WAG Experiments For 5%
NaCl Brine and Yates Reservoir Brine
5.1.4.2 Secondary Miscible WAG Flood

To isolate and quantify the effects of water-shielding and three-phase relative
permeability on oil recovery, a miscible secondary WAG coreflood was required.
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Therefore a miscible WAG flood was conducted using n-Decane, Yates reservoir brine
and CO2; whose results are included as Figure 33. Note that each division on the X-axis
in Figure 33(b) depicts one fluid slug, with the first slug being gas (CO2).
5.1.5 Miscible Hybrid-WAG Coreflood

To achieve the research objective 4 (Section 5.1.2), miscible Hybrid-WAG type
coreflood was conducted using n-Decane, Yates reservoir brine and pure CO2 to asses the
validity of the conclusions of the previous work that optimum performance may be
obtained by the employment of the combination of CGI and WAG floods. The
comparison of the results of the miscible CGI, WAG and Hybrid-WAG floods conducted
in the laboratory are included as Figure 34.
Figure 34(a) depicts the conventional oil recovery (as % ROIP) plot for miscible CGI,
WAG and Hybrid-WAG floods; while Figure 34(b) summarizes the TRF behavior for
these corefloods.
The miscible ‘Hybrid-WAG’ experiment was conducted using Yates reservoir brine,
n-Decane and pure CO2. Figure 35(a) shows the conventional oil recovery (as % ROIP)
plot for miscible CGI, WAG and Hybrid-WAG floods. As expected, the Hybrid-WAG
type injection clearly out performs both the CGI as well as WAG floods from an oil
recovery point of view. This data strengthens the initial speculation that optimum mode
of injection is a ‘combination’ of CGI and WAG floods.
5.1.5.1 Important Operational Differences between the Optimum Process Identified
by this Work and ‘Hybrid-WAG’ / DUWAG

In this experimental work, all CGI experiments showed a TRF peak after about 0.6 – 0.8
PV injection, and that the TRF values of CGI floods till this peak are higher than the
respective WAG floods (Kulkarni and Rao, 2005). However, after this peak, the CGI
flood performance exponentially deteriorates.
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Figure 33: Recovery, TRF and Pressure Drop Behavior in Secondary Miscible CO2 CGI
Flood in n-Decane, Yates Reservoir Brine, 1-ft Berea System at 2500 psi and 72 oF
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Figure 34: Recovery, TRF and Pressure Drop Behavior in Secondary Miscible CO2
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On the other hand, the WAG employment prevents this exponential TRF decline
(after reaching a peak TRF value) (see Figures 3(b), 4(b) and 6(b) of Kulkarni and Rao,
2005) indicating improved gas utilization factors in both miscible and immiscible modes.
Therefore to optimize gas utilization (and therefore flood economics), it is recommended
that gas be injected in CGI mode till 0.7 PV injection (or at the TRF peak), followed by
1:1 WAG injection.
Conceptually the ‘optimum’ process (the combination of CGI and WAG)
recommended by this work, is similar to the patented Hybrid-WAG and DUWAG
processes implemented in the field previously. However, there are significant differences
between these patented processes and the optimum process suggested by this
experimental work, which are identified below.
The Hybrid-WAG and DUWAG were mainly the result of field dependant parameters
such as market conditions (Bellavance, 1996) (namely, reduce the early peak CO2
demands, maximize utilization of recycled CO2, minimize manpower requirements and
provide flexibility to accelerate or decelerate project development), and flooding
conditions (Bellavance, 1996; Tanner et al., 1992) (namely WAG implementation only
under the circumstances of premature gas breakthroughs or “Gassing Out” of wells).
Another striking feature of the ‘optimum’ process described in this paper, is that the
reservoir heterogeneity factor has been effectively eliminated in these experiments by
conducting all the CGI, WAG and Hybrid-WAG corefloods on one Berea core. This is
not the case in the patented processes. For example, in the Wasson Denver Unit (Tanner
et al., 1992) east-west anisotropy in the continuous CO2 pilot area resulted in “non-radial
flood fronts”. Although the initial response of the continuous CO2 pilot was encouraging;
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the “gassing-out” of production wells suggested subsequent WAG employment to control
premature gas breakthroughs.
The main difference between the patented processes and this ‘optimum’ process is the
slug-size. Hybrid-WAG process calls (Bellavance, 1996) for a 9% pore volume CGI
followed by 21% 1:1 WAG flood; whereas the DUWAG process (Tanner et al., 1992)
requires 4 – 6 years of CGI flood (at the pilot rates of 2 – 7 MMCF/D) followed by 1:1
WAG till a 40% HCPV injection is achieved (although simulation studies (Tanner et al.,
1992) suggest a higher HCPV injection (~ 60% PV) for higher recoveries).
The ‘optimum’ process suggested by this experimental work is: approx 60 – 80%
pore volume CGI injection followed by 1:1 WAG, which conceptually agrees with the
speculation of Tanner et al. (1992) that “…predict that a larger slug size (60% HCPV)
could result in additional EOR recovery…without increasing peak gas production rates”.
5.1.6 Comparison between Secondary and Tertiary CGI / WAG Corefloods

There are two important performance comparison parameters from the horizontal
CGI/WAG floods completed that are critical to commercial gas injection projects and
need to be analyzed: (i) Secondary floods – Injection Mode (CGI and WAG) and (ii)
Effect of intermediate waterflood in gas flood oil recovery – Injection Type (Secondary
and Tertiary). The collective comparisons are discussed below.
Both of the miscible secondary floods (2500-psi backpressure) completed, show high
oil recoveries (> 95% OOIP) in both CGI and WAG modes of injection. The oil recovery
trends (both volumes of oil produced as well as %OOIP recovery) are almost identical in
both injection modes (Figure 36 (a) and (b) respectively).
The secondary gas flood oil recoveries (> 95% OOIP) are significantly higher than
the waterflood recoveries (~ 60% OOIP) obtained at similar flooding conditions
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(Kulkarni, 2003), and are mainly attributable to the lower IFT values (miscibility
development - consequently high capillary numbers) obtained in gas injection floods.
Furthermore, as expected, the TRF values for the secondary WAG floods are higher
than those of the secondary CGI (Figure 36(a)). It is important to note that no free water
production (Figure 36(b)) was observed during the secondary miscible CGI, affirming the
assumption that the connate water saturation at the start of the experiment is essentially
immobile, although saturation re-distributions are a possibility – as observed from the
unstable pressure drops throughout the experimental run (Figure 33(b)).
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Figure 36: Oil Recovery Patterns in Secondary Miscible CGI and WAG Floods In nDecane, Yates Reservoir Brine, 1-ft Berea System at 2500 psi and 72 oF

Figure 37 summarizes the oil recovery characteristics obtained in miscible secondary
and tertiary CGI and WAG floods. It should be noted that the oil recovery is expressed as
percent initial oil in place (%IOIP) in both secondary and tertiary floods. The initial oil
corresponds to the oil saturation existing at the start of each gas flood. It is seen that the
secondary floods and the tertiary CGI flood oil recoveries are high (> 95%). The tertiary
CGI flood was extremely successful in recovering residual oil even after a secondary
waterflood and in the presence of high free-water saturations. However, the tertiary WAG
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flood recoveries are only marginal, demonstrating that the free-water injection (to
improve conformance) results in increased water shielding effects – consequently
deteriorating WAG performance with time. The important feature of this plot is the
immediate oil production in secondary mode, in contrast to the delayed oil production
(after ~ 0.5 PV injection) observed in tertiary floods.
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Figure 37: TRF and Gas / Water Production Plots for Secondary CGI / WAG Floods In
n-Decane, Yates Reservoir Brine, 1-ft Berea System at 2500 psi and 72 oF

Figure 38 summarizes the TRF characteristics of the miscible secondary and tertiary
CGI and WAG floods. The TRF plot clearly demonstrates the improved economics by
virtue of secondary injection by hastened oil production and vastly improved CO2
utilization factors. The striking feature(s) of Figure 38 are the first TRF peak obtained by
WAG employment, shift of the CGI TRF line to the left (in secondary mode compared to
tertiary) and the near perfect duplication of oil recovery mechanisms (as seen from the
near similar re-traces of the TRF plots) in both secondary and tertiary mode CGI and
WAG miscible floods. Another interesting feature of Figure 38 is that the TRF trends of
both secondary and tertiary floods are similar after ~ 0.8 (or 0.9) PV injections. The gas
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and water handling requirements in CGI and WAG secondary floods show that the CGI
flood have higher cumulative gas recycling and handling requirements.
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Figure 38: Oil Recovery Characteristics in Secondary and Tertiary Miscible Floods In nDecane, Yates Reservoir Brine, 1-ft Berea System at 2500 psi and 72 oF
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On the other hand, in the WAG flood, water breakthroughs are observed at about ~
0.84 PVI, and the gas productions are comparable to the CGI up to that extent. After
about 0.8 PVI injection, the gas production in CGI increased rapidly, whereas the WAG
employment controls gas breakthrough (Figure 40(b)).
Figure 39 summarizes the pressure drop behavior of the miscible secondary and
tertiary CGI and WAG floods. The highest pressure-drops are observed under tertiary
mode WAG injection, followed by secondary mode WAG injection, while the miscible
CGI floods demonstrate comparable pressure-drop characteristics. Figure 39 underscores
the importance of injectivity problems, common to most WAG commercial field
applications, and suggests that injectivity problems in WAG are probable even under
secondary mode injections. The injectivity problems can lead to pressure surges, and
could also be partially responsible for the loss of miscibility at the flood displacement
front, which can be exaggerated by reservoir heterogeneity. This plot also suggests that
minimal operational problems, especially related to injectivity are probable in CGI mode
injections (in both secondary as well as tertiary modes).
Figure 40 summarizes water and gas production characteristics in secondary as well
as tertiary miscible floods. Figure 40(a) shows that tertiary floods start producing water
right from the beginning of the flood whereas the water production and handling
problems are almost non-existent in secondary floods until later life of the secondary CGI
and WAG floods and that the secondary CGI flood does not produce any free-water.
5.1.6.1 Summary

The miscible secondary floods (conducted at 2500 psi backpressure) demonstrate high oil
recoveries (> 95%) in both CGI and WAG mode of injection. The oil recovery trends
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(both volumes of oil produced as well as %OOIP recovery) are almost identical in both
injection modes.
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Figure 41: Water and Gas Production Plots for Secondary and Tertiary Miscible Floods
In n-Decane, Yates Reservoir Brine, 1-ft Berea System at 2500 psi and 72 oF

The secondary gas flood recoveries (> 95% OOIP) are significantly higher than the
waterflood recoveries (~ 60% OOIP) obtained at similar flooding conditions, mainly
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attributable to the lower interfacial tension (IFT) values (miscibility development consequently high capillary numbers) obtained during gas injection.
As expected, the TRF values for the WAG floods are higher than those of the CGI.
The TRF values for CGI and WAG peak at nearly the same PV injections (0.46 and 0.49
PVI respectively), but are markedly lower than the TRF peaks in tertiary floods (0.7 – 0.8
PVI), thus demonstrating the beneficial effects of early gas injection (in secondary mode)
by hastened oil recovery and improved CO2 utilization factors. The water shielding
effect, responsible for delayed oil production in tertiary floods, was almost non-existent
in the secondary floods – even in WAG mode of injection.
The TRF trends (Figure 38) and the gas and water production trends indicate that it
could be economical to inject in CGI mode up to about 0.7 to 0.9 pore volumes, and then
switch over to 1:1 WAG for controlling gas and water productions, to improve efficiency.
Hence, the ‘happy-medium’ of Hybrid-WAG, which was demonstrated to be relevant to
tertiary gas floods in previous reports, could also be applicable to the secondary floods,
and may be employed for optimum economics.
5.1.7 Preliminary Conclusions from Horizontal Mode Corefloods

1. Based on oil recovery, the CGI flood appeared to be better in performance than WAG
flood. However, on the basis of the overall Tertiary Recovery Factor (TRF), where
the recoveries were normalized by the volume of CO2 injected, the WAG floods
clearly out-performed the CGI floods. Furthermore, the TRF performance of the CGI
miscible flood approaches the relatively low recoveries obtained in the immiscible
gas floods, indicating deteriorating returns from the CGI with time.
2. Miscible gas floods were found to recover over 60 to 70% more of the waterflood
residual oil than immiscible gas floods. While the recoveries in immiscible 5% NaCl
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brine floods (both CGI and WAG) were about 23%, the miscible floods yielded
84.5% recovery for the 5% NaCl brine WAG flood (for 1.02 PV of CO2 injected) and
96.7% recovery for the 5% NaCl brine CGI flood (for 2.44 PV of CO2 injected).
However, about 94% of the oil is produced in ~ 1.02 PV of CO2 injected compared to
84.5% for WAG.
3. Miscible CGI floods showed negligible sensitivity to brine composition variations.
Recoveries of 96.7% and 97.6% where obtained with 5% NaCl brine and Yates
reservoir brine, respectively. In contrast, the miscible WAG recoveries exhibited
significant dependence on brine composition. The miscible WAG recoveries showed
a significant decrease (12%) in oil recovery when the connate brine was changed
from 5% NaCl solution to Yates reservoir brine. While the recovery for the miscible
5% NaCl brine was 84.5%, it decreased to 72.5% for Yates reservoir brine. This is
attributable to the higher solubility of CO2 in natural multi-component brines than
solutions of pure salts like NaCl, which results in higher volumes of CO2 being
available for oil recovery in 5% NaCl brine floods.
4. Solubility of CO2 in reservoir brine (at lower pressures) may have serious
implications in the reservoir projects, in that the costs may increase due to delayed oil
productions and increased CO2 requirements for injection in immiscible mode.
5. Unlike immiscible floods, where WAG employment hastens oil breakthroughs, the
miscible WAG and CGI floods’ oil breakthroughs occur at near identical pore volume
injections. The delayed oil breakthroughs in immiscible floods are attributable to CO2
solubility effects in core-brine. However, miscibility development offsets these brine
solubility effects and the need for pre-saturation of injection brine with CO2 appears
to be effectively eliminated.
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6. Secondary gas floods demonstrate faster as well as higher oil recoveries and gas
utilization factors indicating the beneficial effects of gas injection earlier in the life of
the flood.
7. Experimental results show that for optimization of tertiary recovery in gas floods, a
continuous gas slug of 0.7 PV (where the CGI flood showed maximum TRF value)
followed by 1:1 WAG needs to be injected. This optimized method indicated by our
results was found to be similar to the patented ‘Hybrid WAG’ and ‘DUWAG’
processes employed in the oil industry.
8. The ‘Happy-Medium’ between single slug and WAG processes has been conceptually
identified and experimentally demonstrated.
9. In addition to sweep improvement, if the purpose of the employment of the WAG
process to decrease the quantities of CO2 injected, then the environmental benefit of
CO2 sequestration would be minimal.
10. Watered out reservoirs containing high water saturations serve as good candidates for
CO2 sequestration through CO2 dissolution in brine.

5.2 Gravity Stable Displacement History (GSDH) GAGD Floods (On 1ft Berea, n-Decane, Yates Reservoir Brine and CO2)
The GAGD experimental design suggested two possible GAGD experimental protocols:
all the coreflood steps such as oil flood, water flood (if applicable) and gas flood, be
conducted either in a gravity stable manner (GSDH) or only the gas flood be gravity
stable (NSDH). This section details the results of the scaled GSDH GAGD experiments
completed; while the scaled NSDH GAGD experiments are discussed in Section 5.3 later.
Five GSDH GAGD experiments, three immiscible and two miscible, were completed
using n-Decane (oleic phase), Yates reservoir brine (water) and CO2 on 1-ft Berea
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sandstone core. As dictated by the experimental design, all the experimental steps
conducted during these experiments were in a gravity stable mode, i.e. the oil flood,
water flood (secondary, if applicable) as well as the tertiary gas injection flood. The oil
flood was completed by injecting n-Decane into a previously brine saturated core from
the top, and the displacement was from top to bottom. The water flood was completed by
injecting Yates reservoir brine from the bottom, and finally gas was injected (at 10 cc/hr)
from the top. Inspite that these experiments are not realistic from a field perspective, they
provided with an approximation of the upper limit for GAGD recovery characteristics.
5.2.1 Immiscible GSDH GAGD Floods

The three scaled immiscible GSDH GAGD experiments were conducted to evaluate: (i)
the effect(s) of injection mode on GAGD recovery characteristics in an immiscible mode
and (ii) the effect(s) of injection rate on GAGD recovery characteristics in an immiscible
mode. Figures 42 to 44 summarize the data obtained from these GSDH GAGD floods.
Part (a) of the figures provides the data for water recovery and pressure drop during
the drainage cycle when n-Decane was injected into the brine saturated core. Part (b)
provides the data for oil recovery and pressure drop when Yates reservoir brine was
injected into the core at connate water saturations. Part (c) provides the data for water,
and oil recoveries as well as pressure drop during the gravity stable GAGD tertiary
recovery process, where in pure CO2 was injected into the core at residual oil saturation.
5.2.2 Miscible GSDH GAGD Floods

Two scaled GSDH GAGD coreflood experiments using n-Decane, Yates reservoir brine
and pure CO2 on 1-ft Berea core in the miscible mode, were also completed. The
objectives of these experiments were: (i) to evaluate the effect of injection mode on
GAGD recovery characteristics in a miscible mode and (ii) to study the effect of
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Figure 42: Data for Experiment GAGD GSDH # 1: 1-ft Berea Core + Yates Reservoir
Brine with Gravity Stable Immiscible Secondary GAGD CO2 Injection @ 10 cc/hr
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Figure 43: Data for Experiment GAGD GSDH # 1(A): 1-ft Berea Core + Yates
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miscibility development on GAGD recovery characteristics. Figures 45 and 46
summarize the data obtained from these GSDH GAGD miscible floods.
Similar to Figures 42 to 54, part (a) of the figures provide the data for water recovery
and pressure drop during the drainage cycle when n-Decane was injected into the brine
saturated core. Similarly, part (b) provides the data for oil recovery and pressure drop
when Yates reservoir brine was injected into the core at connate water saturations.
Finally, part (c) provides the data for water, and oil recoveries as well as pressure drop
during the gravity stable GAGD tertiary recovery process, where in pure CO2 was
injected into the core at residual oil saturation.
5.2.3 Comparison of Immiscible and Miscible GSDH GAGD Floods

There are five major comparisons that can be made from the GSDH GAGD experiments
completed: (i) effect of injection rate (10 cc/hr versus 40 cc/hr) on GAGD secondary
immiscible floods, (ii) effect of injection mode (secondary versus tertiary) on GAGD
immiscible floods, (iii) effect of injection mode (secondary versus tertiary) on GAGD
miscible floods, (iv) effect of miscibility development (miscible versus immiscible) on
GAGD floods, and (v) comparison of oil recovery characteristics of GAGD versus
horizontal mode WAG floods. This sub-sections details this comparison for GSDH mode
GAGD experiments.
5.2.3.1 Effect of Injection Rate on Secondary Immiscible GSDH GAGD Floods

The effect of injection rate on secondary immiscible GSDH GAGD floods is shown in
Figure 47. In course of the dimensional analysis of the gravity stable field projects
followed by the laboratory coreflood experimental design, various models were used to
calculate the limiting ‘Critical Injection Rate’ (CIR) for the coreflood displacement
(flood interface) to be stable. During experimentation, the lowest value of the CIR
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Figure 45: Data for Experiment GAGD GSDH # 3: 1-ft Berea Core + Yates Reservoir
Brine with Gravity Stable Miscible Secondary GAGD CO2 Injection @ 10 cc/hr
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Figure 46: Data for Experiment GAGD GSDH # 4: 1-ft Berea Core + Yates Reservoir
Brine with Gravity Stable Miscible Tertiary GAGD CO2 Injection @ 10 cc/hr
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Figure 47: Effect of Injection Rate on Secondary Immiscible GSDH GAGD Floods in nDecane, Yates Reservoir Brine and Pure CO2 System
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predicted (which was – 43 cc/hr) from model calculations was used as the maximum
injection rate. However, as the entire previous horizontal mode CGI / WAG corefloods
were conducted at 10 cc/hr rates (as dictated by the Leas and Rappaport stability
criterion); the GAGD corefloods were also conducted at the same injection rates. This
assured normalization of viscous / capillary / dispersive forces in all the corefloods to
provide with an effective comparison based on buoyancy forces only.
However, for the validation and experimental verification of the CIR’s relevance to
GAGD experimentation, two secondary immiscible gravity stable GAGD floods were
conducted at different injection rates (both below the limiting CIR), namely 10 cc/hr and
40 cc/hr, using n-Decane, Yates reservoir brine and CO2.
Figure 47(a) clearly shows that the effects of injection rate on the gravity stable
GAGD floods are minimal. On the other hand, near perfect duplication of the tertiary
recovery factors (TRF) for the two corefloods (Figure 47(b)) suggest that the gas
utilization efficiencies too are independent of the injection rates, provided the injection
rates are below the CIR. The pressure drop behavior suggests that in secondary floods,
the pressure drops tend to stabilize near the absolute permeability pressure drop value
(Figure 47(c)), indicating near perfect gas sweep efficiencies.
5.2.3.2 Effect of Injection Mode on Immiscible GSDH GAGD Floods

The effect of injection mode (secondary versus tertiary) on immiscible gravity stable
GAGD floods is shown in Figure 48. The literature review suggests that the commercial
gravity stable gas injection processes have be employed in both secondary as well as
tertiary modes. To provide with effective comparisons and performance review between
horizontal WAG / CGI floods and GAGD, all these experiments were completed in both
secondary and tertiary modes. The secondary and tertiary mode CGI / WAG corefloods
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data are available elsewhere (Kulkarni, 2003; Rao et al., 2004).
To isolate the effects of injection mode on gravity stable immiscible GAGD floods,
two immiscible gravity stable GAGD floods were conducted in secondary and tertiary
modes of injection using n-Decane, Yates reservoir brine and CO2.
Figure 48(a) shows that the gravity stable GAGD recovery efficiencies (average
incremental recovery: 61.95% ROIP) are significantly higher than horizontal CGI / WAG
floods (average incremental recovery: 34.34% ROIP), even under immiscible modes of
injection. These oil recovery numbers show that the GAGD mode of injection clearly
outperforms the WAG floods.
Also it is important to note that the mode of injection (secondary or tertiary)
significantly affects the GAGD performance under immiscible mode. Tertiary immiscible
GAGD flood recovery (59.06%) is significantly lower than the secondary immiscible
GAGD flood recovery (64.83%), thus suggesting higher incremental benefits of GAGD
application in secondary mode.
The utilization factors pertaining to secondary floods show high TRF values till 1.0
pore volume injection (PVI), followed by a decline. However this decline is not
exponential, as was observed in immiscible horizontal secondary CGI corefloods,
suggesting sustained higher gas utilization factors for gravity stable GAGD corefloods.
Furthermore, as observed in Figure 48(c), the pressure drop behavior tends to reach a
plateau, although the approach could be asymptotic in tertiary gravity stable GAGD
floods, suggesting high sweep efficiencies during these corefloods.
5.2.3.3 Effect of Injection Mode on Miscible GSDH GAGD Floods

The effect of injection mode (secondary versus tertiary) on miscible GSDH GAGD
floods is shown in Figure 49. The literature review suggests that the commercial gravity
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stable gas injection processes have been employed in both secondary as well as tertiary
modes, and that the miscible mode of injection is highly popular in commercial gas
injection processes.
As previously practiced in immiscible GSDH GAGD floods, the miscible GSDH
GAGD corefloods were also completed in both secondary and tertiary modes.
Furthermore, to isolate the effects of injection mode on miscible GSDH GAGD floods,
these two miscible GSDH GAGD floods were conducted in both secondary as well as
tertiary modes of injection using n-Decane, Yates reservoir brine and CO2.
Figure 49(a) shows that in the miscible gravity stable GAGD floods, near perfect
sweep efficiencies were observed, and are significantly higher than the CGI / WAG
miscible flood recoveries. It is important to note that excepting the delay in oil production
for tertiary floods, there are minimal effects of injection mode on miscible GAGD
recovery. The average incremental recovery in gravity stable GAGD floods was ~ 100%
ROIP while the average incremental recoveries in horizontal mode CGI and WAG floods
were 97.12% ROIP and 78.52% ROIP only. These oil recovery numbers show that the
GAGD mode of injection far outperforms the WAG floods; while maintaining better gas
utilization efficiencies as compared to the CGI floods (Figure 49(b)), by achieving
hastened TRF peaks and asymptotic decreases in TRF values throughout the life of the
flood. Furthermore, on a macroscopic scale, advantages of injecting in the GAGD mode
far outweigh the CGI floods due to the favorable gravity force effects during GAGD (Rao
et al., 2004). Consistent with the observations of immiscible GSDH GAGD floods, the
pressure drop behavior in miscible gravity stable GAGD floods, also tend to reach a
plateau, although the approach could be asymptotic in tertiary gravity stable GAGD
floods (Figure 49(c)), suggesting high sweep efficiencies during these corefloods.
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5.2.3.4 Effect of Miscibility Development on GSDH GAGD Corefloods

Comparison of Figures 48 and 49 clearly demonstrate the benefits of miscibility
development during GAGD applications. The average incremental oil recovery for
miscible gravity stable GAGD floods is ~ 100% ROIP while average incremental oil
recovery for immiscible gravity stable GAGD floods is 61.95% ROIP, thus attributing a
clear 38.06% ROIP incremental recovery only to miscibility development. The trend to
more efficient commercial miscible gas injection projects (EOR Survey, 2004) is
comprehendible from the high recovery efficiencies observed in these vertical as well as
horizontal gas injection coreflood experiments. However, it is important to note that the
GSDH GAGD floods fared well even in the immiscible mode of injection, in both
secondary as well as tertiary application modes. The high gas utilization efficiencies
coupled with the good oil recovery characteristics could therefore also help make the
immiscible GAGD process desirable in low pressure and depleted oil reservoirs.
5.2.3.5 Preliminary Conclusions from GSDH GAGD Corefloods

Some of the characteristics features and preliminary conclusions obtained from the
GSDH GAGD experimentation are:
Oil Recovery Characteristics:

1. Minimal effects of rate on oil recovery.
2. Excellent recovery characteristics even under immiscible injection mode.
3. Near perfect microscopic as well as microscopic sweep efficiencies during
miscible injection.
Tertiary Recovery Factor (TRF) Characteristics:

1. Hastened TRF peaks for all secondary injections, followed by a rapid TRF (or gas
utilization) decline after about 1.0 pore volume injection.
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2. TRF peaks during tertiary injections, although lower and later in the flood’s life,
exponential performance (TRF) decline as observed in horizontal mode CGI /
WAG injections was not observed.
3. Near-perfect TRF characteristics’ reproduction clearly indicates the repeatability
and the mechanistic duplication of the flood parameters.
Pressure Drop Characteristics:

1. Exponential approach to absolute permeability pressure drop measurement values
of the secondary GSDH GAGD floods’ pressure drop data (for both immiscible
and miscible), demonstrates excellent reservoir sweep efficiencies.
2. Tertiary GAGD floods demonstrate pressure drop characteristics similar to the
secondary GAGD floods, although in tertiary floods, the approach to the absolute
permeability pressure drop value is asymptotic.
3. Higher initial free water saturation (tertiary mode GAGD injection), also seem to
be affected by microscopic multiphase mechanisms such as CO2-brine solubility
effects, higher startup pressure drops (thus decreased gas injectivity), and threephase relative permeability effects.

5.3 Non-Gravity Stable Displacement History (NSDH) GAGD Floods
(On 1-ft Berea, n-Decane, Yates Reservoir Brine and CO2)
Four scaled non-gravity stable displacement history (NSDH) GAGD experiments (two
immiscible and two miscible) were completed in addition to the scaled GSDH GAGD
experiments. For these scaled NSDH GAGD experiments, the oil (n-Decane) flood and
the water (Yates reservoir brine) flood (only in tertiary mode gas floods) were conducted
in a non-gravity stable (horizontal) mode. The oil flood was completed by horizontally
injecting n-Decane into a previously brine saturated core, and the displacement was from
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left to right. The water flood was also completed in a similar manner by horizontally
injecting Yates reservoir brine. The core was then positioned vertically and allowed to
reach equilibrium for 24 hours. Pure CO2 was injected (at 10 cc/hr) into this core from
the top in a gravity stable manner, to represent the actual field GAGD implementation
and provide with realistic and scalable recovery characteristics.
5.3.1 Immiscible NSDH GAGD Floods

The objectives of these scaled NSDH GAGD immiscible coreflood experiments were: (i)
to evaluate the effect of injection strategy on GAGD recovery characteristics in an
immiscible mode and (ii) to study the effect of the previous non-gravity stable waterflood
(in tertiary mode floods only) on GAGD recovery characteristics in an immiscible mode.
The results of these experiments are summarized in Figures 50 and 59.
In these Figures, Part (a) provides the data for water recovery and pressure drop
during the drainage cycle when n-Decane was injected into the brine saturated core. Part
(b) provides the data for oil recovery and pressure drop when Yates reservoir brine was
injected into the core at connate water saturations. Part (c) provides the data for water,
and oil recoveries as well as pressure drop during the gravity stable GAGD tertiary
recovery process, where in pure CO2 was injected into the core at residual oil saturation.
5.3.2 Miscible NSDH GAGD Floods

In addition to the scaled NSDH GAGD immiscible coreflood experiments, two NSDH
GAGD miscible coreflood experiments using n-Decane, Yates reservoir brine and pure
CO2 were also conducted. The operating conditions of these miscible NSDH GAGD
experiments were identical to those of immiscible NSDH GAGD floods, except for the
higher operating pressures for miscible injections. The objectives of these scaled NSDH
GAGD miscible coreflood experiments were: (i) to evaluate the effect of injection
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strategy on GAGD recovery characteristics in a miscible mode and (ii) to study the effect
of miscibility development on GAGD recovery characteristics. The results of these
experiments are summarized in Figures 52 and 53.
Similar to the data in Figures 50 and 51, Part (a) of the Figure provides the data for
water recovery and pressure drop during the drainage cycle when n-Decane was injected
into the brine saturated core. Secondly, part (b) provides the data for oil recovery and
pressure drop when Yates reservoir brine was injected into the core at connate water
saturations. Finally, part (c) provides the data for water, and oil recoveries as well as
pressure drop during the gravity stable GAGD tertiary recovery process, where in pure
CO2 was injected into the core at residual oil saturation.
5.3.3 Comparison of Immiscible and Miscible NSDH GAGD Floods

Similar to the scaled GSDH GAGD floods discussed in Section 5.2.3, there are three
major comparisons that can be made from the scaled NSDH GAGD experiments
completed till date: (i) effect of injection mode (secondary versus tertiary) on NSDH
GAGD immiscible floods, (ii) effect of injection mode (secondary versus tertiary) on
NSDH GAGD miscible floods, and (iii) effect of miscibility development (miscible
versus immiscible) on NSDH GAGD floods.
5.3.3.1 Effect of Injection Mode on Immiscible NSDH GAGD Floods

To isolate the effects of injection mode on NSDH immiscible GAGD floods, two
immiscible NSDH GAGD floods were conducted in secondary and tertiary injection
modes using n-Decane and Yates reservoir brine.
The secondary and tertiary recovery characteristics of immiscible NSDH GAGD
floods are included as Figure 54.
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Figure 50: Data for Experiment GAGD NSDH # 1: 1-ft Berea Core + Yates Reservoir
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(c) Gravity Stable GAGD Cycle: Gas Flood with Pure CO2
Figure 51: Data for Experiment GAGD NSDH # 2: 1-ft Berea Core + Yates Reservoir
Brine with Gravity Stable Immiscible Tertiary GAGD CO2 Injection @ 10 cc/hr
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Figure 52: Data for Experiment GAGD NSDH # 3: 1-ft Berea Core + Yates Reservoir
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Figure 53: Data for Experiment GAGD NSDH # 4: 1-ft Berea Core + Yates Reservoir
Brine with Gravity Stable Miscible Tertiary GAGD CO2 Injection @ 10 cc/hr
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Figure 54(a) shows that the NSDH GAGD recovery efficiencies (average incremental
recovery: 54.79% ROIP) are significantly higher than horizontal CGI / WAG floods
(average incremental recovery: 34.34% ROIP), even under immiscible modes of
injection. These observations are consistent with the all gravity stable (GSDH GAGD)
floods reported earlier, and that the GAGD mode of injection clearly outperforms the
WAG floods.
Also it is important to note that the mode of injection (secondary or tertiary)
significantly affects the NSDH GAGD performance under immiscible mode. Tertiary
immiscible GAGD flood recovery (47.27%) is significantly lower than the secondary
immiscible GAGD flood recovery (62.31%), thus reconfirming the previous inference
that the incremental benefits of GAGD process are higher during secondary mode
application.
The utilization factors (Figure 54(b)) pertaining to secondary floods show high TRF
values till 1.4 PVI, followed by a non-exponential decline, suggesting sustained higher
gas utilization factors for NSDH GAGD corefloods.
As observed in Figure 54(c), the pressure drop behavior tends to reach a plateau,
although the approach could be asymptotic, similar to the tertiary GSDH GAGD floods,
suggesting high sweep efficiencies during these NSDH GAGD corefloods.
5.3.3.2 Effect of Injection Mode on Miscible NSDH GAGD Floods

Similar to the experimental protocol followed during scaled immiscible NSDH GAGD
experimentation, the scaled miscible NSDH GAGD floods were also completed in both
secondary and tertiary modes using n-Decane and Yates reservoir brine and pure CO2.
The effect of injection mode (secondary versus tertiary) on miscible gravity stable GAGD
floods is summarized in Figure 55.
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Figure 55(a) shows that in the miscible NSDH GAGD floods, near perfect sweep
efficiencies were obtained, and hence significantly higher oil recoveries were obtained as
compared to the CGI or WAG miscible floods. These results are consistent with the all
GSDH GAGD floods discussed earlier. As observed in GSDH GAGD floods, except for
the delay in oil breakthrough for tertiary floods, the effects of injection mode on miscible
NSDH GAGD recovery are also minimal. The average incremental recovery in NGS
GAGD floods was close to 100% ROIP, which was found to be significantly higher than
the horizontal mode CGI (97.12% ROIP) and WAG (78.52% ROIP) floods.
The NSDH GAGD flood TRF behavior demonstrated superlative gas utilization
factors (Figure 55(b)), which is observed from the hastened TRF peaks and asymptotic
(non-exponential) decrease in TRF values throughout the life of the NSDH GAGD flood.
As observed in immiscible GSDH GAGD floods, the pressure drop behavior, in
miscible gravity stable GAGD floods, also tend to reach a plateau, although the approach
could be asymptotic in tertiary gravity stable GAGD floods (Figure 55(c)), also
suggesting high sweep efficiencies during these corefloods.
5.3.3.3 Effect of Miscibility Development on GSDH GAGD Floods

Comparison of Figures 54 and 55 clearly demonstrate similar benefits of miscibility
development in NSDH GAGD floods, as observed in GSDH GAGD floods. The average
incremental oil recovery for miscible NSDH GAGD floods is 100% ROIP while average
incremental oil recovery for immiscible NSDH GAGD floods is 54.79% ROIP, thus
attributing a clear 45.21% ROIP incremental recovery to miscibility development in the
NSDH injection mode. These observations are consistent with the GSDH GAGD floods
discussed earlier.
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Figure 55: Effect of Injection Mode (Secondary versus Tertiary) on Miscible NSDH
GAGD Floods in n-Decane, Yates Reservoir Brine and Pure CO2 System
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These experimental results are in-line with the oil-industry’s inclination towards more
efficient commercial miscible gas injection projects (EOR Survey, 2004) in the vertical
as well as horizontal gas injection modes. Furthermore, it is important to note that the
worst GAGD flood performances are significantly better than the presently used WAG or
CGI floods (Table 18), thereby making the GAGD process a better alternative to the
WAG process even in low pressure and depleted oil reservoirs.

5.4 Comparison of GSDH and NSDH GAGD Flood Performance
As suggested earlier, the GSDH mode GAGD floods were completed to provide with an
upper performance limit of the GAGD floods. The NSDH (or only gas gravity stable)
mode GAGD floods were repeated at similar operating conditions, for duplication of the
realistic recovery sequences practiced in the oil field. The major comparison parameters
between the all gravity stable (GSDH) and NSDH GAGD floods are: (i) Oil recovery
characteristics, (ii) TRF behavior, and (iii) pressure drop behavior. Figures 56 and 57
summarize these comparisons between GSDH and NSDH GAGD floods.
Table 18: Comparison between the Best Case Scenarios with CGI, WAG, Hybrid-WAG
and GAGD Processes as observed in the Scaled Laboratory Corefloods using n-Decane,
Yates Reservoir Brine and Pure CO2.
Recovery PVI
(%ROIP) Reqd.

Process Description

Type of Flood

Continuous Gas Injection (CGI)

Miscible – Secondary

97.56%

1.69

Water Alternating Gas (WAG)

Miscible – Secondary

72.50%

1.75

Hybrid-WAG

Miscible – Hybrid

93.75%

2.26

All Gravity Stable (GSDH) GAGD
(Hypothetical Limiting Scenario)

Secondary or Tertiary
(Miscible Flood)

Close to
100%

1.95

Gas Only Gravity Stable (NSDH) GAGD
– (Realistic GAGD Application)

Secondary or Tertiary
(Miscible Flood)

Close to
100%

1.12
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Figure 56: Effect of Injection Mode (Secondary versus Tertiary) on Immiscible GAGD
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5.4.1 Comparison of GSDH and NSDH GAGD Flood Oil Recovery Characteristics

The comparison is characterized as miscible and immiscible floods, discussed below.
5.4.1.1 Immiscible GAGD Floods

Figure 56(a) shows that the oil recovery characteristic patterns for the immiscible GAGD
floods are similar. However, the NSDH secondary immiscible floods demonstrate
hastened oil recoveries as compared to GSDH secondary immiscible floods, attributable
to the lower efficiencies of the previous non-gravity stable floods. On the other hand, in
case of tertiary floods, although the recovery patterns are similar, the NSDH GAGD
floods demonstrate significantly slower oil recovery rates. This decreased rate appears to
be due to the higher mobile water saturations in the upper core portions (from previous
horizontal waterflood), resulting in higher water-shielding effects and hence decreased oil
recovery rates during the tertiary NSDH GAGD floods.
5.4.1.2 Miscible GAGD Floods

Figure 57(a) summarizes the oil recovery characteristics of the miscible GAGD floods
completed. The NSDH GAGD floods fare better than the GSDH GAGD floods,
recovering 100% of the residual oil in both secondary and tertiary injection modes,
compared to 98.89% recoveries in GSDH GAGD floods. The NSDH floods demonstrate
hastened recoveries than their GSDH counterparts, affirming that the water-shielding
effects, gas (CO2) solubility effects, and the effect of previous non-gravity stable
waterflood (in case of tertiary floods) is significantly lower.
5.4.2 Comparison of GSDH and NSDH GAGD Flood TRF Characteristics

Figure 56(b) and 57(b) summarize the TRF behavior of the immiscible and miscible TRF
characteristics of the GAGD floods completed. Similar TRF patterns are observed for
both GSDH and NSDH GAGD floods when each corresponding pair of floods is
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considered. This reconfirms that the mechanistic and dynamic characteristics of these
corefloods are similar. It is important to note that, all the NSDH floods, except tertiary
immiscible GAGD floods, demonstrate higher TRF values, consequently higher gas
utilization efficiencies, as compared to the GSDH GAGD corefloods.
5.4.3 Comparison of GSDH and NSDH GAGD Flood Pressure Drop Characteristics

Figure 56(c) and 57(c) summarize the pressure drop behavior of the immiscible and
miscible of the GAGD floods completed. As observed from the TRF characteristics
previously, similar pressure drop patterns suggest similar mechanistic and dynamic
characteristics of these corefloods.
Higher pressure drops observed in NSDH floods as compared to GSDH floods, for
both miscible and immiscible modes of injection, appear to be due to the previous nongravity stable steps as well as the relatively higher water saturations in the upper-portion
of the core during these NSDH GAGD displacements.
5.4.4 Preliminary Conclusions from GSDH and NSDH Mode GAGD Corefloods

1. GAGD experimentation (in an all gravity stable as well as only gas gravity stable
mode of injection) clearly shows that the GAGD process can potentially outperform
all the commercial modes of gas injection, namely CGI, WAG and Hybrid-WAG as
demonstrated by scaled laboratory corefloods.
2. Similar patterns obtained for oil recovery, TRF and pressure drop characteristics as
observed in both GSDH and NSDH GAGD floods suggest that we are able to
duplicate the multiphase mechanisms as well as fluid dynamics operational in the
field into the laboratory.
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3. Minimal injectivity and operational problems would be encountered during the
GAGD process applications, as observed from pressure drop characteristics of GAGD
floods completed.
4. GAGD application in secondary mode is beneficial from a recovery as well as gas
utilization point of view.
5. Although miscibility development is beneficial in some cases, immiscible GAGD
employment could generate comparable oil recovery characteristics. Consequently,
miscibility development may not be a controlling economic decision for the
application of the GAGD process, especially under secondary injection modes.
6. Both miscible and immiscible GAGD processes demonstrate excellent recovery
characteristics.

5.5 Evaluation of Various Modes of Gas Injection with GSDH GAGD
Performance (On 6-ft Berea, n-Decane, 5% NaCl Brine and CO2)
The immiscible gas assisted gravity drainage (GAGD) flood was conducted in a 6-ft
Berea core using 5% NaCl brine and n-Decane. Initially floods with long cores have been
conducted with n-Decane, 5% NaCl brine prior to exposing the cores to crude oils.
Immiscible CGI and WAG floods were conducted at similar conditions for comparison
with GAGD floods. Results of these floods are included as Figure 58. Figure 58 shows
amplification of the difference in the recoveries between CGI and WAG, which were not
obvious in 1-ft immiscible corefloods. This shows that gravity segregation would be
more pronounced in the longer cores; hence long core tests are not only appropriate and
useful but also essential for performance assessment of floods involving gravity
segregation effects. Figure 58 shows that the GAGD process has the highest recovery
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efficiency compared to WAG and CGI. The GAGD process produces nearly 8.6% higher
tertiary EOR oil than WAG and 31.3% over CGI even in the immiscible mode.

5.6 NSDH Mode GAGD Experimentation on Real Reservoir Systems
(On Yates Reservoir Core, Yates Reservoir Fluids, and CO2)
Antecedently, all the scaled laboratory experimentation was limited to using model fluid
systems and porous media for the performance evaluation of the GAGD process. To
include realistic reservoir systems into the GAGD process evaluation(s), scaled GAGD
corefloods were conducted using Yates reservoir rock-fluid systems at reservoir
conditions. The GAGD experiments (two miscible and two immiscible) completed using
Yates reservoir cores (Figure 59), Yates reservoir fluids and CO2 are:
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Figure 58: Comparison of GAGD floods with WAG and CGI in Immiscible Mode in 6ft Long Berea Cores with n-Decane, 5% NaCl Brine with Gravity Stable Immiscible
GAGD CO2 Injection @ 10 cc/hr

1. Immiscible NSDH secondary GAGD Yates flood using Yates reservoir core, Yates
crude oil, Yates reservoir brine and CO2.
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2. Immiscible NSDH tertiary GAGD Yates flood using Yates reservoir core, Yates
crude oil, Yates reservoir brine and CO2.
3. Miscible NSDH secondary GAGD Yates flood using Yates reservoir core, Yates
crude oil, Yates reservoir brine and CO2.
4. Miscible NSDH tertiary GAGD Yates flood using Yates reservoir core, Yates crude
oil, Yates reservoir brine and CO2.

Figure 59: Various Views of the Actual Yates Reservoir Core Used for the Scaled NSDH
GAGD Yates Experimentation Depicting the Natural Fractures and Heterogeneity

For these four NSDH GAGD experiments, the oil (Yates crude oil) flood as well as
the water (Yates reservoir brine) flood (only in tertiary mode gas floods) was conducted
in a non-gravity stable (horizontal) mode. The oil flood was completed by injecting Yates
crude oil into a previously brine saturated core mounted horizontally. The brine flood was
also completed in a similar manner by mounting the core horizontally. The core was then
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positioned vertically and allowed to attain reach equilibrium of fluids distribution over 24
hours. Pure CO2 was injected into this core (at 20 cc/hr) from the top in a gravity stable
manner to duplicate actual GAGD implementation in the field.
5.6.1 Immiscible NSDH GAGD Yates Floods

The experimental objectives of the two immiscible NSDH GAGD Yates corefloods
(Figures 60 and 61) were: (i) to evaluate the effect of injection strategy on GAGD
recovery characteristics in an immiscible mode, (ii) to study the effect of the previous
non-gravity stable waterflood (in tertiary mode floods only) on GAGD recovery
characteristics in an immiscible mode, (iii) to study the effects of rock mineralogy
(dolomite versus Berea sandstone) on GAGD recovery characteristics in an immiscible
mode, and (iv) to characterize and identify the positive or negative effects of natural
fractures (Yates cores are naturally fractured) on immiscible GAGD flood performance.
5.6.2 Miscible NSDH GAGD Yates Floods

Two NSDH GAGD miscible coreflood experiments with Yates reservoir core, Yates
crude oil, Yates reservoir brine and pure CO2 were also completed for the GAGD process
performance evaluation on real reservoir systems. The operating conditions of these
experiments were identical to those of immiscible NSDH GAGD Yates floods except for
the higher operating pressures in miscible NSDH GAGD Yates floods. The experimental
objectives of the two miscible NSDH GAGD Yates corefloods (Figures 62 and 63) were:
(i) to evaluate the effect of injection strategy on GAGD recovery characteristics in a
miscible mode, (ii) to study the effect of miscibility on GAGD recovery characteristics,
(iii) to study the effect of the previous non-gravity stable waterflood (in tertiary mode
floods only) on GAGD recovery characteristics in miscible mode, (iv) to study the effects
of rock mineralogy (dolomite versus Berea sandstone) on GAGD recovery characteristics
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in miscible mode, and (iv) to characterize and identify the positive or negative effects of
natural fractures (Yates cores are naturally fractured) on miscible GAGD flood
performance.
5.6.3 Comparison of Model and Realistic Fluid NSDH GAGD Floods

The important inferences obtained by performance evaluation of the previously
completed GAGD floods on Berea corefloods using model fluid systems and GAGD
floods using real reservoir fluid systems are summarized:
1. GAGD experimentation (in all gravity stable as well as gas only gravity stable mode
of injection) clearly shows that the superlative GAGD process performance is
consistent in both model fluid systems as well as real reservoir fluid systems (Table
19). These results further underscore the benefits of working in tune with nature by
employing the GAGD process for improved oil recovery.
2. It is interesting to note that the miscible GAGD flood performance is comparable in
both model and real reservoir fluid systems. This re-confirms the previous inference
that we are able to duplicate multiphase mechanisms and fluid dynamics using
dimensional analysis in a consistent manner.
3. In immiscible GAGD floods, the gas utilization factor (TRF) in Yates immiscible
GAGD corefloods is significantly lower compared to model fluid GAGD
experiments. This effect was not observed in miscible corefloods. The incremental
gas requirements are mainly attributable to: (i) changes in the rock mineralogy, (ii)
presence of natural fractures in the core, resulting in higher gas requirements to
facilitate fracture-matrix mass transfer, (iii) significant difference in the wettability
characteristics of the Yates reservoir core compared to Berea sandstone, and (iv)
severe water-shielding and CO2 solubility effects in tertiary mode Yates GAGD
corefloods.
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(c) Gravity Stable GAGD Cycle: Gas Flood with Pure CO2
Figure 60: Data for Experiment GAGD Yates # 1: Yates Reservoir Rock-Fluid System
with Gravity Stable Immiscible Secondary GAGD CO2 Injection @ 20 cc/hr
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(b) Non-Gravity Stable Imbibition Cycle: Brine Flood with Yates Reservoir Brine
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(c) Gravity Stable GAGD Cycle: Gas Flood with Pure CO2
Figure 61: Data for Experiment GAGD Yates # 2: Yates Reservoir Rock-Fluid System
with Gravity Stable Immiscible Tertiary GAGD CO2 Injection @ 20 cc/hr
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(c) Gravity Stable GAGD Cycle: Gas Flood with Pure CO2
Figure 62: Data for Experiment GAGD Yates # 3: Yates Reservoir Rock-Fluid System
with Gravity Stable Miscible Secondary GAGD CO2 Injection @ 20 cc/hr
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(c) Gravity Stable GAGD Cycle: Gas Flood with Pure CO2
Figure 63: Data for Experiment GAGD Yates # 4: Yates Reservoir Rock-Fluid System
with Gravity Stable Miscible Tertiary GAGD CO2 Injection @ 20 cc/hr
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Table 19: Performance Evaluation of the NSDH GAGD Floods in Model Fluid Systems
and Real Reservoir Systems as observed in the Scaled Laboratory Corefloods using Pure
CO2 as Injectant
PVI

Type of
Flood

Recovery
(%ROIP)

Required.

Immiscible NSDH GAGD floods
using model fluid systems

Secondary

62.31%

2.59

Tertiary

47.27%

3.99

Miscible NSDH GAGD floods
using model fluid systems

Secondary

~ 100%

1.27

Tertiary

~ 100%

1.53

Immiscible NSDH GAGD floods
using Yates reservoir fluid systems

Secondary

85.13%

4.985

Tertiary

78.85%

16.124

Miscible NSDH GAGD floods
using Yates reservoir fluid systems

Secondary

~ 100%

1.636

Tertiary

~ 100%

2.105

Process Description

4. GAGD application in secondary mode not only hastens oil recovery, but also is
beneficial from an overall recovery and gas utilization point of view (Figures 64 and
65).
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Figure 64: Comparison of Oil Recovery Characteristics between Immiscible and
Miscible Gas Only Gravity Stable (NSDH) GAGD Yates Floods using Yates Reservoir
Core, Yates crude oil, Yates reservoir brine and CO2.
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Figure 65: Comparison of Oil Recovery Characteristics between all NSDH GAGD Yates
Floods using Real Reservoir Fluid Systems.

5.7 Effect of Reservoir (Core) Heterogeneity on GAGD Corefloods
During various presentations of this research work, many researchers have questioned the
applicability of the GAGD process in such fractured systems and speculated that the
presence of long, highly conductive vertical fractures in the reservoir would have a
detrimental effect on the GAGD process performance. To examine the effects of vertical
fractures on GAGD, two sets of miscible secondary GSDH GAGD coreflood experiments
at similar operating conditions were conducted: one in using un-fractured Berea
sandstone core, while the other in same Berea core sliced vertically along the axis.
The secondary mode miscible and immiscible GSDH GAGD corefloods conducted
using un-fractured Berea sandstone core (summarized in Section 5.2) provide with the
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base case scenario for the performance evaluation of the GAGD process in presence of
long, highly conductive vertical fractures.
The same Berea core used for the GSDH GAGD experiments was later sliced
vertically in the middle and assembled using highly permeable sand (rounded glass
beads) filling and Kim-wipes® for capillary contact (Figure 66), to generate an end-to-end
vertical fracture with a fracture permeability of about 15 Darcy and matrix permeability
of about 300 mD. The miscible and immiscible secondary GSDH GAGD fractured floods
(Figure 67 and 68) were repeated at similar operating conditions, using n-Decane, Yates
reservoir brine and CO2, on this high pressure fractured core assembly.
5.7.1 Effect of the Presence of Vertical Fractures on GAGD Performance

The GAGD process performance appears to be relatively insensitive to the detrimental
effects of vertical, high permeability fractures. It is interesting to note that, in the
immiscible GAGD flood (see Figure 69(a)), the presence of vertical fractures seem to
‘hasten’ the rate of oil recovery! This inference further seems to be supported by the
force analysis of the dominant reservoir mechanics (Figure 70).
On the other hand, the miscible fractured GAGD flood demonstrated consistent
performance when compared to the un-fractured coreflood till gas breakthrough. And
although the fractured core system requires higher pore volume gas injection, the
similarity in the ultimate oil recoveries (see Figure 69(b)), further substantiates the
observations of the immiscible fractured corefloods, that the presence of fractures may
not be completely detrimental to oil recovery in the GAGD process.
In an ultimate recovery equation, the reservoir properties are constants, whereas the
improved recovery process selection is the primary variable. From an oil field and
economics perspective, we have little or no control over the reservoir properties. For
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example, if we have a highly fractured reservoir, the WAG process yields very low oil
recoveries. In this case, even the most conservative performance estimates of the GAGD
process far out-perform even the highest known WAG recoveries.

5.8 Injection Rate Effects on GAGD Performance and Possibility of
Regain of Flood’s Control
One of the critical issues of horizontal mode gas injection projects is the premature gas
breakthroughs, either due to reservoir heterogeneities, unfavorable gravity segregation of
the injected and reservoir fluids, or very high injection rates resulting in injected gas
shooting to the producer without effectively sweeping the reservoir, ultimately leading to
an unfortunate and abrupt end of the flood’s life. The reservoir heterogeneities
particularly detrimental to horizontal injections (including waterfloods) have been
identified to be the high permeability streaks or fractures (high permeability reservoir
contrasts) between the injection and producing well. The effects of reservoir
heterogeneities on GAGD floods were experimentally investigated in Section 5.7. This
section details the experimental study conducted to investigate the rate effects on GAGD
flood performance as well as to experimentally address the economically important
question: Is premature gas breakthrough the end of the gas floods’ life?
Literature review on gravity stable gas injection (see Section 3.1.2. and 3.1.3)
suggests that to avoid viscous instabilities and improved flood conformance, the gas
injection rates should not exceed a ‘critical’ injection rate. Although there are many
analytical models that could be used for the prediction of this ‘critical’ injection rate, the
significant variations in the predicted rates inculcate doubt about the most relevant and
accurate model for gravity stable gas injection applications. One of the possible solutions
to this issue is to conduct a series of scaled experiments at various gas injection rates and
correlate them to the gas breakthrough times and recoveries.
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Figure 66: Pictures Showing Sliced Berea Core with Sand Pattie and Kim-wipes® for
Capillary Contact (Top) and the final assembled core with a central 15-D perm fracture

Numerical experiments may not be useful to solve this problem, because of the
limited correlation models available in simulator. However, the experimental verification
of the various models used to characterize the ‘critical’ gas injection rates for gravity
stable gas injection applications is outside the scope of this dissertation. To study the
effects of injection rate on flood performance and address the issue of the possibility of
renewed flood control, a scaled three-stage secondary immiscible GSDH GAGD
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experiment was conducted using n-Decane, Yates reservoir brine and CO2 on 6-ft Berea
sandstone core.
To facilitate ease of comparison, all the flood parameters, excepting gas injection
rates, were kept similar to the previously conducted immiscible secondary GSDH GAGD
floods. It is important to note that the dimensional scaling of the experiment helps
eliminate the core length influences on the flood’s performance. The vertically oriented
core was brought to initial oil saturation by injecting n-Decane (at 320 cc/hr) from top.
The secondary immiscible GSDH GAGD step was divided into three sub-steps: (i)
injection of CO2 at a very high rate (nearly 8 times the calculated critical rate) till gas
breakthrough, (ii) stop gas injection and allow the system to come to equilibrium (till
core pressure stabilizes or differential pressure gauge reads nearly zero), and finally (iii)
gas injection at about 80% of the lowest calculated ‘critical’ injection rate, till no
additional oil is produced. The data from this experiment is included as Figure 71.
The oil recovery and TRF data for the GSDH GAGD IRC # 1 Experiment is included in
Figure 72. A picture of the collection burette, showing the initial premature gas
breakthrough time and production has been also included in Figure 72, to provide with
additional visual proof of the above described phenomenon. Additionally, since the oil
recovery and pressure drop data plotted versus pore volume injected (Figure 71(c) and
72) masks the information about shut-in time(s), phase segregation and the system’s
pressure behavior, the same data has been plotted on cumulative injection time scale
(Figure 73).
It is extremely encouraging to see that the premature gas breakthrough (due to very
high injection rates) very early in the life of the GAGD flood does not negatively
influence the ultimate oil recoveries achievable as well as the fact that the gas bubble
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developed in the reservoir during GAGD flood is definitely controllable via the rate of
injection. Furthermore, this experiment provides a visual / physical proof of the benefits
of working in tune with nature and that ‘not all is lost’ in the GAGD mode of injection
after gas breakthrough, as compared to the horizontal mode WAG floods.
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Figure 72: Oil Recovery and TRF Data for the GSDH GAGD IRC # 1 Experiment

5.9 Analysis of GAGD Performance
In course of optimization of the GAGD process, various scaled experiments were
conducted to isolate and identify the effects of specific parameters on GAGD process
performance. To identify the effects of various flood parameters on GAGD ultimate
recoveries and the oil production rates; all the GAGD experiments completed were
classified as immiscible and miscible and were plotted as Figure 74 and 75 respectively.
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Figure 74 summarizes all the immiscible GAGD experiments conducted. It can be
clearly seen that the secondary GAGD floods demonstrate faster oil recovery rates than
their tertiary counterparts. However, the ultimate recoveries for all the immiscible floods
can be comparable. It is interesting to note that the worst GAGD flood recovery (47.27%
ROIP) is more than four times the best average miscible WAG flood recoveries.
Surprisingly, all the GAGD miscible floods, irrespective of the flood characteristics, such
as fractured core, GSDH or NSDH mode injection, reservoir or model fluid systems;
recover almost all of the residual oil. This shows that the effect of various operating
parameters on GAGD performance has little or no significance. Furthermore, the range of
oil recovery rates (therefore process times) demonstrated by various floods is also similar
and not as varied as their immiscible counterparts.
5.9.1 Mechanisms and Dynamics of the GAGD Process

In addition of better understand the fluid dynamics of displacement and drainage
occurring during GAGD, the fluids production characteristics of each of the floods were
plotted together as in Figures 76 to 78 (from Table 20). The two major factors affecting
the oil, gas and water flow (injection rates as well as production and breakthrough times)
during GAGD floods are: (i) CO2 solubility effects in Yates reservoir brine and the oleic
phase (n-Decane or Yates stock tank oil) , and (ii) CO2 phase behavior during immiscible
flood pressure and temperature conditions.
The solubility effects of CO2 in Yates reservoir brine are reported in Section 5.1.3.
Solubility calculations suggest that the CO2 solubility in the core brine delays the oil
breakthrough times by nearly 0.5 pore volume. It has been hypothesized that the gas may
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not be available for CO2 mobilization and recovery until nearly all the brine becomes
saturated with the solvent.
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Figure 73: Oil Recovery and System Pressure Drop Data Plotted on a Time Scale for the
GSDH GAGD IRC # 1 Experiment

Secondly, the temperature of the immiscible GAGD floods (82 oF) being slightly
below the critical temperature of CO2 (87.8 oF), influence the oil, water and gas
production characteristics during the immiscible GAGD floods. This proximity of the
experimental conditions to the CO2 vapor pressure curve possibly resulted in the
liquefaction of CO2 in the transfer vessel (TV) and fluid lines during pumping due to
variations (increases) in the system injection pressure. This liquefaction results in CO2
being injected as a liquid phase (since the TV is at lower temperature (70 oF) than the
core (82 oF)) into the core. The produced gas volumes being measured by the gasometer
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at ambient conditions is about five times the injected liquid CO2 volumes (based on the
CO2 pressure-volume diagram.
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Figure 74: Performance Comparison of Various Immiscible GAGD Floods Completed

During secondary GAGD floods, majority of the oil gets produced before the gas
breakthrough; whereas in tertiary GAGD floods, water constitutes the majority of the
production before gas breakthrough. Since in the immiscible mode of injection during
secondary gas floods, the water being essentially immobile, two-phase flow is expected;
whereas in the tertiary floods three-phase flow is anticipated. The GAGD secondary
flood data support the former hypothesis for secondary mode floods; while during the
immiscible tertiary floods, the data appear not to support the anticipated three phase flow.
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Figure 75: Performance Comparison of Various Miscible GAGD Floods Completed

Experimental observations depicted in Figures 76 to 78, suggest that for the majority
of the multiphase flow, even during tertiary floods, is of two phases; and limited (if any)
three phase flow effects are encountered. For tertiary GAGD floods, the initial water
production is through gas-water displacements, whereas most of the oil is produced by
the gas-oil drainage process.
In secondary immiscible GAGD floods the oil production is found to decease to zero
after gas breakthrough, whereas in immiscible tertiary mode GAGD floods, the oil
production continues even after gas breakthrough. The latter effect appears to be a
commingled effect of the drainage and the displacement phenomena.
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Figure 76: Normalized Oil, Water and Gas Recovery Characteristics for Immiscible and
Miscible GSDH GAGD Experiments with 1-ft Berea, n-Decane and CO2
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Figure 77: Normalized Oil, Water and Gas Recovery Characteristics for Immiscible and
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Table 20: Rock and Fluid Characteristics for all the GAGD Corefloods Conducted during
this Study

Immiscible Floods: 500 psi
Miscible Floods: 2500 psi
System Temperature: 82 oF

PTEST

Abs.
Perm

(psi)

(D)

Core
PV (cc)

SWC
(%)

WF
Recvry

GF
Recvry

(%OOIP)

(%ROIP)

(A) GSDH Corefloods
Rock-Fluid System: Yates Reservoir Brine + n-Decane + 1-ft Berea Core
GSDH GAGD # 1 (Secondary Immiscible)

500

0.2224

116.26

31.53

N/A

64.83

GSDH GAGD # 2 (Tertiary Immiscible)

500

0.3028

116.26

40.14

68.95

59.06

GSDH GAGD # 3 (Secondary Miscible)

2500

0.2440

116.26

31.53

N/A

~ 100

GSDH GAGD # 4 (Tertiary Miscible)

2500

0.3331

116.26

31.53

58.28

~ 100

GAGD Frac # 1 (Secondary Immiscible)

500

0.7790

141.26

37.56

N/A

88.56

GAGD Frac # 2 (Secondary Miscible)

2500

0.7932

141.26

37.56

N/A

~ 100

GAGD IRC # 1 (Secondary Immiscible)

500

3.0061

756.39

36.67

N/A

72.86

(B) NSDH Corefloods
Rock-Fluid System: Yates Reservoir Brine + n-Decane + 1-ft Berea Core
NSDH GAGD # 1 (Secondary Immiscible)

500

0.1426

116.26

34.12

N/A

62.31%

NSDH GAGD # 2 (Tertiary Immiscible)

500

0.1784

116.26

34.98

60.82

47.27

NSDH GAGD # 3 (Secondary Miscible)

2500

0.1176

116.26

35.84

N/A

~ 100

NSDH GAGD # 4 (Tertiary Miscible)

2500

0.1509

116.26

35.84

61.64

~ 100

Rock-Fluid System: Yates Reservoir Brine + Yates ST Crude + Yates Reservoir Core
GAGD Yates # 1 (Secondary Immiscible)

680

0.2596

22

24.12

N/A

76.04

GAGD Yates # 2 (Tertiary Immiscible)

680

0.3858

22

27.36

67.46

78.85

GAGD Yates # 3 (Secondary Miscible)

2500

0.3574

22

21.91

N/A

~ 100

GAGD Yates # 4 (Tertiary Miscible)

2500

0.7797

22

31.94

72.66

~ 100

The high density difference existing between oil and gas during immiscible secondary
mode GAGD floods also appears to contribute to the drainage of the oil from the gas
zone to gas-oil interface. This drained oil accumulates ahead of the gas-oil front, thereby
forming an oil bank, which is being continually displaced immiscibly by the expanding
gas zone. The contribution of the displacement mechanism to oil production during
secondary immiscible GAGD flood is evident from the fact that oil production begins
immediately after gas injection (in both NSDH and GSDH modes of injection). This
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suggests that the displacement mechanism dominates early in the life of the flood, since
sufficient time for the formation of a gas zone (essential for drainage mechanism to
occur) has not elapsed.
Conversely, during miscible GAGD floods, single phase oil flow dominates during
secondary injection modes. Therefore, the pressure drop characteristics approach absolute
permeability values (Figures 49 and 57), and suggest that the second phase (CO2) does
not compete to flow with the oil. This results in higher production rates supported by
non-compressible liquid CO2 injection.
Until gas breakthrough, the gas production occurs primarily due to the displacement
mechanism, coupled with the formation of a miscible zone behind the front. It appears
that the GAGD fluid mechanics are characterized by two phenomena: single phase Darcy
displacement of pure oil, followed by an oil-solvent mixed miscible zone. Gas
breakthrough occurs when the leading edge of the miscible zone reaches the producer,
when the entire core pore volume is occupied by the miscible zone. After gas
breakthrough, the oil production rates decrease (as observed in all three miscible GAGD
floods in Figures 76 to 78), attributable to the solvent dilution of the oil. It is important to
note that the flow mechanics after gas breakthrough are the combined effects of
displacement and drainage effects. During miscible gas injection, the Figures 76 to 78
suggest that about 60% to 65% of the oil production with n-Decane occurs due to the
displacement mechanism at gas breakthrough. On the other hand, for the Yates reservoir
rock-fluid systems (Figure 78), this contribution increases to 74% oil production at gas
breakthrough. This appears to be the effect of high viscosity ratio of Yates crude-CO2
(16.0/0.1) compared to n-Decane-CO2 (0.92/0.1).
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5.10 Comparison of Laboratory Experimental Results to Field Data
Dimensional analysis of various field studies on gravity stable gas injection (see Chapter
4) suggested the use of various dimensionless numbers to characterize and correlate
GAGD oil recoveries. Literature review recommends the use two separate and equally
important dimensionless groups: capillary (NC) and Bond (NB) numbers for GAGD
characterization. Therefore these groups were employed as performance indicators and
the results are detailed below.
5.10.1 Immiscible Scaled GAGD Floods

The results obtained from the physical model (Sharma, 2005) and immiscible core flood
experiments were compared with data obtained from the gravity drainage field projects.
Significant variations in the NC and NB values for individual floods were observed,
making the performance evaluation difficult. To facilitate effective comparisons, as well
as to account for the relative variations of the Bond and Capillary numbers in each of
these floods, a single comparison parameter was hence required.
The gravity number is a combination of Bond and capillary numbers, and
incorporates the relative variations of the major reservoir forces, namely the gravity,
capillary and viscous forces. Therefore, the Gravity number appeared to be more
appropriate for the comparison of laboratory and field data. Therefore the results for all
the laboratory experiments (both the physical model and corefloods) and the field
recovery data were plotted against the gravity number in Figure 79.
From Figure 79, it can be seen that there is a good logarithmic relationship, with very
low data dispersion, between the GAGD recovery characteristics and the Gravity number.
This is very encouraging, since the data for this comparison are obtained from vastly
varied sources, such as from the atmospheric pressure, homogeneous 2-D sand packs, to
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the highly heterogeneous and high-pressure field flood projects. These findings indicate
that the performance of the GAGD process appears to be well characterized by the use of
the gravity number. Additionally the correlation developed can also be used for preprediction of oil recoveries for field GAGD projects if the NG value is known.
Figure 79 also suggests that there could be two logarithmic correlations between oil
recovery and gravity number, based on the wettability characteristics of the porous
medium. Although the oil-wet nature of the Yates corefloods has been confirmed from
contact angle experiments (Xu, 2005), the reservoir mineral composition of the field
study suggests it to be an oil-wet type of porous medium. This plot suggests that the gas
injection process performance is enhanced in oil-wet media, which also appears to be
supported by the literature review.
5.10.2 Miscible Scaled GAGD Floods

The miscible GAGD flood results for the physical model were not available due to
experimental limitations; hence characterization of these floods was completed using 1-D
GAGD corefloods and field results. However, the NG versus oil recovery plot did not
yield a very good correlation, as it did for the immiscible floods. However, the individual
plots of NC and NB versus recovery resulted in good correlations. Therefore, it was
hypothesized that there is some other important mechanistic parameter that is not well
represented in the gravity number, and a mathematical combination of the NC, NB and NG
groups with that mechanistic parameter should yield an improved correlation parameter.
Literate review suggested the importance of two ratios: density and viscosity (gas to oil).
The density ratio was factored into the newly defined group (Equation 19) below:
⎛ρ
⎞
New − Group = NG + ⎜⎜ G ( N C + N B ) ⎟⎟ ………………………...……………………..(19)
⎝ ρO
⎠
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When immiscible and miscible GAGD physical model (Figures 80 and 81), coreflood
and field data were plotted against this correlation, excellent correlation was obtained for
immiscible floods; while an acceptable (significantly improved fit over NG vs. Recovery)
correlation was obtained for miscible floods. Although this new number is significantly
more complex than NG, and its physical phenomena interpretation may be difficult; it is
definitely a positive step toward confident and improved characterization of the GAGD
process.
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6. ANALYTICAL AND CONCEPTUAL GAGD MODELING
Forecasting the reservoir behavior and the oil recovery characteristics is one of the most
important tasks of reservoir engineering. Since the GAGD process is new, its analytical
and conceptual coupling with the existing knowledge base is essential for better
understanding. The literature views on gravity drainage and gravity stable gas injection
were summarized in Section 3.1. This chapter attempts to identify the gravity drainage
flow mechanisms, and improve our understanding by using existing simple analytical
models to predict the recovery patterns from GAGD applications.

6.1 Inferences from Gravity Drainage Literature
The inferences resulting from the detailed gravity drainage mechanistic review (see
Section 3.1) relevant to GAGD modeling are summarized:
1. Literature seems to use the words ‘gravity stable gas displacement’ and ‘drainage’
interchangeably.
2. Although, the original Buckley-Leverett model was hypothesized to be applicable to
gas floods as well, the two assumptions used by Buckley-Leverett model, no mass
transfer between phases and incompressible phases, result in severely limiting its
application to GAGD type (gravity drainage) floods.
3. Buckley and Leverett (1942) theory suggests that the gravity drainage phenomenon is
“exceedingly slow”.
4. Terwilliger et al.’s (1951) model result in two inferences that appear to be relevant for
the mechanistic description of the GAGD process: (i) as oil production rate
approaches zero, the oil drains under its own weight, in the gas swept zone, fast
enough to maintain the “static capillary saturation distribution” in the gas-oil contact
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transition zone; and (ii) at very high production rates, oil drainage under its own
weight is negligible and recoveries approach those of horizontal gas drives.
5. It is interesting to note that Grattoni et al.’s (2001) studies on gas invasion under
gravity-dominated conditions, to study the effects of wettability and water saturation
on three-phase flow; reconfirm the first inference of Terwilliger et al.’s (1951) model,
which states that there exists a critical height in the porous medium above which the
oil saturation is negligible. The second inference, more relevant to the GAGD
process, also seems to be supported from the first part of the scaled GSDH GAGD
IRC # 1 experiment (see Section 5.8) conducted to study the influence of injection
rate on GAGD flood performance. Interestingly, the oil recovery (6.89% OOIP)
obtained in the first part, wherein the gas injection rate far exceeded the critical
injection rate, is very close to the average field scale horizontal mode immiscible CGI
(or WAG) recoveries of about 6.4% OOIP (Christensen et al., 1998).

6.2 Application of Traditional Gravity Drainage Models to the GAGD
Process
All the limited number of existing models of the gravity drainage process seems to be
limited by the fact that “…capillary pressure is usually neglected or considered
inappropriately (Li and Horne, 2003)”. To assess the applicability of various traditional
models to the new GAGD process, two models were chosen after careful review:
Richardson and Blackwell (1971) and Li and Horne (2003).
6.2.1 Richardson and Blackwell (R&B) Model

The R&B model was selected because of its simplicity and versatility. This model was
applied to the following secondary mode GAGD experiments: (i) gravity stable
displacement history secondary immiscible GAGD flood (GSDH GAGD # 1), gravity
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stable displacement history secondary miscible GAGD flood (GSDH GAGD # 3), nongravity stable displacement history secondary immiscible GAGD flood (NSDH GAGD #
1), and non-gravity stable displacement history secondary miscible GAGD flood (NSDH
GAGD # 3). The step by step procedures for calculating the oil recovery rates are
available in the Richardson and Blackwell (1971) reference. The model application
required some data that was not measured during regular experimentation. Therefore
CMGL’s Winprop® PVT simulator was used to generate some of the missing data. The
GAGD experiments conducted in the laboratory used a gas injection rate of 10 cc/hr. This
rate is less than one-half of the Dietz’s (1953) critical rates; hence the R&B model was
found to be applicable to these floods. The R&B model application procedure also
requires the reservoir to be ‘divided’ into blocks of equal size. Since all the GAGD
experiments were conducted on 1-ft Berea cores, six arbitrary divisions of 0.1667 ft each
were used for the model prediction.
The data used for the prediction of oil production rates using the R&B model are
included in Table 21. The calculated fractional flow of gas during GAGD experiments is
summarized in Table 22. The calculated vertical drainage rates and gas interface height
for each core block is plotted in Figure 82. Lastly the comparison between predicted and
actual oil recoveries is summarized in Table 23.
The R&B model was validated against the Hawkins Dexter field data, and the model
was found to under predict the ultimate oil recovery by 5.2% OOIP. From Table 23, it is
clearly seen that the maximum error generated by this model’s application to the GAGD
floods is 6.4%. This makes the R&B model a good prediction tool for gravity drainage
ultimate recoveries. However, since this model does not predict oil production rates,
another model was required for this purpose. To facilitate prediction of production rates,
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another model by Li and Horne (2003) was employed, and the results are discussed in the
following sections.
Table 21: Data Used for R&B Model Application
Experiment Number

Type

GSDH # 1

GSDH # 3

NSDH # 1

NSDH # 3

Pore Volume (Vp) (cubic ft)

Expt. Data

0.0041

0.0041

0.0041

0.0041

Cross-Sectional Area (A) (sq. ft)

Expt. Data

0.0218

0.0218

0.0218

0.0218

Permeability (Darcy)

Expt. Data

0.2224

0.2440

0.1426

0.1176

Density Difference (lbm/ft3)

Winprop

38.3655

44.8946

38.3655

44.8946

Oil Viscosity (cP)

Winprop

0.9250

0.9250

0.9250

0.9250

Gas Viscosity (cP)

Winprop

0.0165

0.1879

0.0165

0.1879

Relative Permeability to Oil (Fraction)

Expt. Data

0.1001

0.1001

0.1001

0.1001

Relative Permeability to Gas (Fraction)

Expt. Data

0.0018

0.0500

0.0018

0.0500

Recovery (%OOIP)

Expt. Data

0.7544

1.0000

0.7387

1.0000

Connate Water Saturation (Swc)

Expt. Data

0.0194

0.0194

0.0452

0.0624

Residual Oil Saturation to Gas (Sor)

Expt. Data

0.3516

0.0000

0.3804

0.0000

Critical Rate (Dietz's Model) (ft3/D)

Calculated

4.3674

0.0786

2.7998

0.0379

Critical Rate (Dietz's Model) (cc/hr)

Converted

5152.9055

92.6803

3303.4372

44.6689

Gas Fraction of Flowing Stream (Fg)

Calculated

0.5546

0.8064

0.5358

0.7570

Actual Rate of Frontal Movement (ft/D)

Calculated

0.0812

0.0559

0.0841

0.0595

Time to Breakthrough (Days)

Calculated

12.3096

17.8986

11.8912

16.8010

6.2.2 Li and Horne (L&H) Model

Since the R&B model did not predict the oil production rates, the Li and Horne (2003)
empirical model was employed. The important feature of this model is the ability to
incorporate capillary pressure data to improve gravity drainage recovery predictions. The
capillary pressure data for the GAGD experiments and L&H model application was
generated using the Brooks-Corey (1966) model.
To check the validity of this model as well as to calibrate the data, the L&H model
was employed to predict free gravity drainage data generated from 2-D Hele Shaw
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physical model runs (Sharma, 2005). The experimental and predicted recovery data
comparison for two free gravity drainage floods is summarized in Figure 83.
Table 22: Calculated Fractional Flow of Gas for GAGD Floods
Kor

Kgr

Fg1 (GSDH # 1)

Fg2 (GSDH # 3)

Fg3 (NSDH # 1)

Fg4 (NSDH # 3)

0.1001

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0900

0.0020

0.6069

0.1105

0.5882

0.1043

0.0800

0.0040

0.7987

0.2187

0.7766

0.2077

0.0700

0.0060

0.8883

0.3246

0.8666

0.3102

0.0600

0.0080

0.9373

0.4282

0.9175

0.4116

0.0500

0.0100

0.9661

0.5294

0.9489

0.5122

0.0400

0.0120

0.9833

0.6283

0.9692

0.6117

0.0300

0.0140

0.9934

0.7248

0.9825

0.7102

0.0200

0.0160

0.9986

0.8189

0.9913

0.8078

0.0100

0.0180

1.0005

0.9106

0.9968

0.9044

0.0000

0.0200

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

1.0000

Table 23: Comparison of Experimental and Predicted Ultimate Oil Recovery for Various
GAGD Floods
Experiment

Experimental Recovery

R&B Model

Model Error

%OOIP

%OOIP

Avg. Error: 5.6%

GSDH # 1

64.8%

75.5%

-16.5%

GSDH # 4

100.0%

94.2%

5.8%

NSDH # 1

62.3%

73.5%

-17.9%

NSDH # 4

100.0%

93.6%

6.4%

It is important to note that the L&H model is applicable only to free gravity drainage
floods. Application of this model to forced gravity drainage (FrGD) 1-D GAGD
corefloods and 2-D physical models resulted in over-prediction of the oil production
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rates. This is intuitive, since the pure (or free) gravity drainage performance is usually
better than the forced gravity drainage performance (Muskat, 1949).
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Figure 82: R&B Model Predicted Vertical Drainage Rates and Gas Interface Height for
Each Core Block
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Figure 83: Comparison of Experimental and L&H Model Predicted Oil Production Rates
for Two Selected Free Gravity Drainage Tests in a 2-D Physical Model
6.2.2.1 Proposed Modification to the Capillary Pressure Model Incorporated in the
L&H Model to Facilitate its Application to Forced Gravity Drainage

Sensitivity analysis of the L&H model application to the forced gravity drainage 1-D and
2-D scaled GAGD experiments suggested the inadequacy of the Brooks-Corey model for
capillary pressure modeling. Furthermore, the insensitivity of the pore size distribution
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index (λ) as well as dimensionless length (Zc) of the model in production rate prediction;
while the significant dependence on the depth corresponding to entry capillary pressure
(Ze) data suggested the need for modification of the L&H model.
Further consideration of the ‘demarcator’ concept of Cardwell and Parsons (1948) to
generate analytical models for gravity drainage in low IFT conditions and / or fractured
reservoir systems as well as regression analysis of the GAGD data suggested that for
improved GAGD recovery predictions, the Ze needs to be multiplied by a factor defined
by Equation 20.
( Entry )
⎛
⎞
PC
⎜
Ze = Ze⎜ L − ( Injection ) ⎟⎟ ………………………………………………………………(20)
Ps
⎝
⎠
*

Where, Ze* is the modified Ze, Ze is the original depth corresponding to entry
capillary pressure (Li and Horne, 2003), L is the equivalent length of the porous medium,
PC(Entry) is the entry capillary pressure calculated by Brooks-Corey model, and PS(Injection)
is the average system injection pressure (recorded during experimentation).
This modification is very similar to the ‘demarcator’ concept proposed by Cardwell
and Parsons (1948), and is also more representative of the multiphase mechanics
operational in the flood. And although the employment of this equation sometimes
generates negative dimensionless length (Zc) values; it does reflect the physical
phenomenon operational in the flood. For example, for coreflood experiments, Equation
25 generates a negative Zc value, physically suggesting that the entry capillary pressure
effects (or capillary end effects) are insignificant. On the other hand, this value is found
be zero or positive in free or forced 2-D Hele Shaw physical model runs, suggesting
stronger capillary end effects, which are also supported by visual inferences (Sharma,
2005). Finally, it is intended to make the capillary pressure modeling representative of
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the physical system as well as the improved performance prediction for the new GAGD
scaled laboratory experiments.
Tables 24 and 25 summarize the data employed for the application of the modified
L&H model to the GAGD process’s coreflood and physical model experiments.
Comparison of the modified L&H model predictions and the experimental results is
graphically depicted in Figures 84 and 85. As can be observed from Figures 84 and 85,
excellent match between the experimental and model results is obtained. Furthermore,
this modified model appears to be more representative of the various multiphase flow
phenomena (such as displacement, film flow and gravity drainage)
Table 24: Data Used for Modified L&H Model Application to 2-D GAGD Floods
Experiment Number

Type

FrGD # 1

FrGD # 2

FrGD # 3

FrGD # 4

Beta (β)

Calculated

0.016528

0.01552413

0.018871722

0.019756

Pore Volume (Vp)

Expt. Data

514.8

522

520

530

Recovery (%OOIP)

Expt. Data

0.675578

0.494708356

0.593096558

0.708109

Connate Water Saturation (Swc)

Expt. Data

0.203574

0.22605364

0.173076923

0.245283

Residual Oil Saturation to Gas (Sor)

Expt. Data

0.258378

0.391068629

0.336477847

0.220295

Initial Oil Production Rate (Qoi)

Calculated

4.578103

3.102686421

4.812883847

5.595865

Ultimate Oil Production by FGD (Npo Inf.)

Calculated

276.9869

199.8621759

255.0315198

283.2435

Average Residual Oil Saturation (Sor Avg.)

Calculated

0.258378

0.391068629

0.336477847

0.220295

Depth Corresponding to Entry Pc (Ze)

Expt. Data

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.35

Pore Size Distribution Index (λ)

Assumed

3

5

3

5

Dimensionless Length (Zc)

Calculated

0

0

0

0
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Figure 84: Comparison of Experimental, L&H and Modified L&H Models Predicted Oil
Production Rates for Forced Gravity Drainage 2-D Physical Model GAGD Floods
Table 25: Data Used for Modified L&H Model Application to 2-D GAGD Floods
Experiment Number

Type

GSDH # 1

GSDH # 3

NSDH # 1

NSDH # 3

Beta (β)

Calculated

0.0010

0.0014

0.0016

0.0016

Pore Volume (Vp)

Expt. Data

116.2600

116.2600

116.2600

116.2600

Recovery (%OOIP)

Expt. Data

0.7544

1.0000

0.7387

1.0000

Connate Water Saturation (Swc)

Expt. Data

0.0194

0.0194

0.0452

0.0624

Residual Oil Saturation to Gas (Sor)

Expt. Data

0.2408

0.0000

0.2494

0.0000

Initial Oil Production Rate (Qoi)

Calculated

0.0881

0.1603

0.1304

0.1773

Ultimate Oil Production by FGD (Npo Inf.)

Calculated

86.0000

114.0000

82.0000

109.0000

Average Residual Oil Saturation (Sor Avg.)

Calculated

0.2408

0.0000

0.2494

0.0000

Depth Corresponding to Entry Pc (Ze)

Expt. Data

0.3500

0.3500

0.3200

0.3500

Pore Size Distribution Index (λ)

Assumed

3.0000

5.0000

3.0000

5.0000

Dimensionless Length (Zc)

Calculated

-0.1483

-0.1483

-0.0499

-0.1483
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Figure 85: Comparison of Experimental and Modified L&H Model Predicted Oil
Production Rates for Forced Gravity Drainage 1-D GAGD Corefloods

6.3 Inferences and Recommendations for Future Modeling Work of
GAGD Process
The literature review on gravity drainage suggests that the fundamental understanding
and modeling of the gravity drainage process is still a challenge to the reservoir engineer,
mainly because of the limitations of the reservoir simulation tools to better include the
physics of the process into improved reservoir management. This section summarizes the
important mechanistic and dynamic characteristics of the gravity drainage process
identified and also attempts to distinguish between displacement and drainage
phenomena. Finally some recommendations for continued research on analytical
modeling of the new GAGD process are also included.
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6.3.1 Hypothesized Gravity Drainage Mechanisms and its Possible Distinction from
Buckley-Leverett Type Displacements

The literature review (Schechter and Guo, 1996) suggests that there are three distinct
categories of the gravity drainage processes: (i) forced gravity drainage by gas injection
at controlled flow rates, (ii) centrifuge simulated gravity drainage (not occurring in
natural systems), and (iii) free fall gravity drainage occurring in a variety of cases, such
as pressure depleted fractured and volumetric reservoirs, and gas injection (or pressure
maintenance) into highly fractured reservoirs.
It appears that the displacement (classical definition) is an indivisible characteristic of
the forced gravity drainage (GAGD) phenomenon. However, the displacement
phenomenon appears to be one of the several distinct phenomena occurring during the
GAGD process. Nevertheless, almost all the models used to characterize forced gravity
drainage (relevant to the GAGD process), employ the Buckley-Leverett approach. Inspite
of the inherent limitations of the B-L theory (imparted due to unrealistic assumptions
from gravity drainage injection view-point: see Section 6.1.2), its application to a wide
variety of scenarios with fair results, suggest it to be relevant and important to forced
gravity drainage (therefore GAGD) applications. However, from a theoretical point of
view, this argument appears to be valid only when there is little or no pressure variation
within the gas chamber, which may be achievable for constant pressure type and low
injection rate floods. Therefore, the B-L theory could be useful to model gravity drainage
until gas breakthrough.
It is interesting to note that all the forced gravity drainage models that employ B-L
approach appear to be valid only until gas breakthrough. This is a serious limitation, since
the modified B-L theory (which includes the capillary pressure effects on oil recoveries
and breakthrough times) suggests that in real reservoir systems (water-wet), the
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production rates decrease after breakthrough and this decrease is proportional to pore
volume injection, residual saturation and the corresponding oil relative permeability; and
therefore cannot be used to predict post breakthrough oil production rates. Furthermore,
for pure piston-like displacements, in water-wet porous media (ignoring capillary
pressure), ‘clean’ breakthroughs are observed, i.e. no oil production after water
breakthrough. This statement is also supported by the scaled secondary waterflood data
on realistic water-wet porous media (also reported in this study). GAGD experimental
data (presented in Chapter 5) clearly demonstrate that GAGD oil production rates do not
drop significantly even after gas breakthrough. This suggests that the spreading
coefficient and oil film flow rates are important for GAGD oil recovery (especially after
gas breakthrough) and must be incorporated into the GAGD analytical models. Gravity
drainage literature review also seems to support this view.
It is hypothesized that the GAGD process operates in three distinct multiphase modes:
(i) piston-like displacement (B-L theory, decline curve and continuity equation, and
Darcy’s law are valid), (ii) gravity drainage mechanisms (oil film flow under positive
spreading coefficient conditions), and finally (iii) extraction mechanism. The lumped
approach of Richardson and Blackwell (1971) and Pedrera et al. (2002) also seems to
support this multi-level and multi-mechanistic approach.
The first multiphase mode is supported by many authors (Terwilliger et al., 1951;
Hagoort, 1980; Li et al.; 2000) and is best depicted in Hagoort’s (1980) schematic of the
forced gravity drainage (gravity stable gas displacement) flood front (Figure 86). The
second multiphase mechanism stems from the limitations of the B-L theory to accurately
predict the oil production rates under forced gravity drainage (GAGD) floods. Scaled
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corefloods, physical model results as well as field reviews clearly demonstrate that oil
production rates may not drop after gas breakthrough.

Figure 86: Buckley-Leverett Saturation Profile for Stable Downward Displacement

(Hagoort, 1980)
Additionally, the B-L ‘shock-front’ concept does not appear to be applicable to the
forced gravity drainage process. The saturation shock (from initial oil saturation ahead of
the flood front to residual oil saturation immediately behind the front) does not appear to
be representative of the reservoir mechanics during forced gravity drainage (GAGD),
attributable to the presence of oil films, which act as high-speed conduits for oil
production. The laboratory studies on gravity drainage (see section 3.1.3) appear to
support this view since they stress the importance of thicker and continuous oil films to
promote improved film flow and consequently higher gravity drainage recoveries.
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The last multiphase mechanism was not apparent from ‘model’ laboratory fluids used
for scaled GAGD floods. This phenomenon was noticed during GAGD Yates corefloods,
wherein the color of the produced crude oil started fading towards the end of the flood.
The pictorial representation of this phenomenon is shown in Figure 87.

Figure 87: Gradual Color Fading of the Produced Oil for GAGD Yates Corefloods

The reduced color intensity of the produced oil suggested the possibility of the ‘insitu’ oil up gradation and increased API gravity of the produced oil during the GAGD
process. The possibility of dilution of the produced oil by the injected solvent was
limited, since this oil sample was recovered after the backpressure regulator (at ambient
conditions. Since the injected solvent (CO2) cannot exist in the liquid phase at ambient
conditions, the dilution effect is probably not relevant in this scenario.
A fully compositional numerical simulation model which included the effects of
molecular diffusion and interfacial tension (Darvish et al., 2004: Figure 88) reconfirms
the presence of the two mechanisms during forced gravity drainage, film flow gravity
drainage and extraction mechanism, and also attests that the film flow gravity drainage
phenomenon does not become active (at a given point in the porous medium) till that
point comes at the trailing end of the gas front.
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Figure 88: Numerical Simulations Demonstrating the Presence of Gravity Drainage Film
Flow Mechanism and the Extraction Mechanism in Forced Gravity Drainage (GAGD)
Type Flow (Darvish et al., 2004)
6.3.2 Inferences and Recommendations

The above discussion clearly suggests that the characterization and modeling GAGD
process is a multi-mechanistic approach. The modified L&H model and the proposed
multi-step explanation of the GAGD flood mechanism (consisting of Buckley-Leverett
flooding till gas breakthrough, film flow phenomenon and extraction mechanism),
appears to be well supported by previous work. One of the critical limitations of the
modified L&H model is its empirical nature, which significantly limits its scope of
application. Additionally, there appear to be many smaller multiphase mechanisms
operational during the GAGD process using CO2 such as: extraction, molecular diffusion,
non-linear film flow, solvent (CO2) dissolution, viscous displacement, capillary retention
etc. which need to be better understood. The next step to this work would be the
characterization of the contribution of these individual mechanisms in the gravity
drainage process and development of an analytical model of the phenomena.
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This section summarizes the conclusions resulting from this experimental study, and also
attempts to detail the possibilities for continued research work into gas assisted gravity
drainage.

7.1 Conclusions
7.1.1 Conclusions from Dimensional and Mechanistic Studies on GAGD Process

1. The critical multiphase mechanisms and fluid dynamics operational during gravity
stable gas injection (consequently the GAGD process) have been identified and
studied in detail in course of this study. The multiphase mechanisms identified to be
relevant to the GAGD process are: (i) gravity segregation, (ii) wettability, (iii)
spreading coefficient, (iii) miscibility and (iv) connate and mobile water saturation.
The fluid dynamics identified are: (i) gas injection mode, and (ii) reservoir
heterogeneity effects. Each of these multiphase mechanisms and fluid dynamics have
been experimentally investigated in this study.
7.1.2 Conclusions from Scaled GAGD Experimentation

1. The GAGD process could potentially outperform all the presently practiced
commercial modes of gas injection, namely CGI, WAG and Hybrid-WAG, as verified
by scaled laboratory corefloods. While the recoveries in immiscible CGI and WAG
scaled corefloods were 33.7% and 56.4% ROIP respectively, the immiscible GAGD
coreflood recoveries were 58.37% ROIP. On the other hand, the miscible CGI, WAG
Hybrid-WAG and GAGD coreflood recoveries, under miscible flooding conditions,
were 97.6%, 72.5%, 93.6% and 100% ROIP respectively. It is important to note that
the gas requirements to achieve these recoveries were lowest in the GAGD process.
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2. Although miscibility development is beneficial in many GAGD applications,
immiscible GAGD employment could generate comparable (in the range of 47.27%
to 88.56% ROIP) oil recovery characteristics, which has also been found to be nearly
5 to 8 times miscible WAG performance (average incremental field scale oil recovery
reported: 9.4% OOIP). Therefore, miscibility development may not be a controlling
economic decision for the commercial GAGD process application.
3. However, it is important to note that all the miscible GAGD corefloods conducted in
this study, eventually resulted in near perfect (near 100% ROIP) oil recoveries,
irrespective of core properties or experimental conditions.
4. The GAGD flood tertiary recovery factor (TRF) behavior demonstrated significantly
higher (nearly 2 to 3 times) gas utilization factors as compared to CGI, WAG and
Hybrid-WAG floods. This hastened TRF peaks and asymptotic (non-exponential)
decrease in TRF values throughout the life of the GAGD flood, as compared to steep
declines in TRF for WAG floods, indicates sustained and superior gas utilization.
5. The exponential pressure drop decrease observed in GAGD corefloods, as against the
sustained high pressure drops during CGI and WAG floods, suggests lower injectivity
problems during field implementation of the GAGD process. The rapid approach of
the flood pressure drop to absolute permeability pressure drop values is also
indicative of the higher sweep efficiencies of the GAGD flood.
6. Comparable oil recovery patterns in widely varied experimentation systems, ranging
from uniform porous media (Berea sandstone) to highly heterogeneous fractured
cores (Yates reservoir cores (dolomite)), in both miscible and immiscible modes,
clearly indicates that GAGD process appears to be immune to the effects of reservoir
heterogeneity, a serious concern for horizontal mode gas injections. Additionally, the
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presence of vertical fractures in the reservoir could be beneficial to the GAGD
process as observed from near perfect recoveries for miscible floods, and higher
immiscible recoveries of 88.56% and 64.83% ROIP, respectively, for fractured and
un-fractured GAGD coreflood experiments.
7. The long core experiment conducted to investigate the possibility of gas bubble
control during the GAGD process suggests that: (i) the premature gas breakthrough
(due to very high injection rates) very early in the life of the GAGD flood does not
negatively influence the ultimate oil recoveries achievable, and that (ii) the gas
bubble developed in the reservoir during GAGD flood is definitely controllable via
the rate of injection. Furthermore comparable oil recoveries for the variable rate
coreflood and constant rate coreflood experiment (72.86% and 64.83% ROIP
respectively) suggest that the GAGD recoveries are independent of injection rate
(provided they are below the critical injection rate)
7.1.3 Conclusions from Conceptual Studies on GAGD Process

1. Preliminary mechanistic and dynamic differences between the drainage and
displacement phenomenon have been identified and a new mechanism to characterize
the GAGD process fluid mechanics (consisting of Buckley-Leverett flooding till gas
breakthrough, film flow phenomenon and extraction mechanism) has been proposed.
2. To incorporate the relative variation in the capillary, viscous and buoyancy forces
into a single parameter and to provide with a common comparison and prediction
tool, a new dimensionless number [NG + {(ρG/ρO)*(NC+NB)}] has been identified.
Good correlation between the newly proposed number and GAGD recoveries was
observed. More importantly, the ability of this correlation to match immiscible as
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well as miscible GAGD flood performance makes it a useful tool for predicting
GAGD oil recoveries.
3. The Richardson and Blackwell analytical model was successfully applied to predict
the ultimate oil recoveries for the GAGD process, within 6.4% error.
4. Since the Richardson and Blackwell model could not predict the dynamic GAGD
behavior, an empirical Li and Horne model (developed for free gravity drainage
applications) was used. Although this model predicted the dynamic behavior of free
GAGD process, it was found to over predict the forced GAGD oil recoveries.
5. A new parameter (Ze*) was therefore introduced in the Li and Horne model for
improved prediction of the dynamic GAGD flood behavior. The introduction of this
parameter resulted in an accurate model (although empirical) to predict GAGD oil
recoveries.

7.2 Recommendations for Future Work on GAGD Process
7.2.1 Recommendations for Conceptual and Analytical Development

1. Detailed study of drainage versus displacement characteristics.
2. Development of an analytical or computational GAGD performance prediction model
using simple analytical models.
3. Development of GAGD screening criteria based on rock and fluid characteristics, to
enable reservoir screenings prior to GAGD process application (e.g. defining the
minimum vertical to horizontal permeability (kv/kh) ratio, porosity, oil API gravity,
connate water saturation (Swc) or residual oil saturation (Sor)).
4. Investigation of single-well GAGD applications in reservoirs commonly found in the
Gulf of Mexico: thin bedded, laminated sheet sands, shaly sands, highly faulted and
complex reservoirs (e.g. a channel-levee complex).
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5. Development of a flow regime characterization map for major flow regimes
generated during GAGD displacements and their cross-characterization with observed
oil recoveries.
6. Tools for pre-prognosis of possible operational and execution problems, such as gas
compressibility issues possibly resulting in decreased injectivity during immiscible
gas injections.
7.2.2 Recommendations for Further Laboratory Experimentation

1. Conducting scaled laboratory GAGD corefloods using different crude oils (with
varying fingerprint characteristics such as high ashphaltenes content, high paraffin
content, high resin content etc.) at respective reservoir conditions and with reservoir
cores, to study the dependence (if any) of the GAGD process performance on crude
oil characteristics and oil-gas interactions.
2. Investigation of possibly improved protocols for tertiary GAGD implementation (e.g.
producing mobile water before gas injection through horizontal well to decrease the
water-shielding effects and improved oil relative permeabilities, etc.)
3. GAGD studies using hydrocarbon and flue gas for offshore and CO2 sequestration
applications.
4. Investigation of reverse GAGD injection for gravity stable pressure and depletion
management (PDM) in hydrocarbon gas reservoirs (e.g. injection of water using
horizontal well and gravity stable gas production using vertical wells).
7.2.3 Recommendations for 2-D / 3-D Simulation or Experimental Model Studies

1. Micromodel studies for visualization of oil film flows during GAGD floods.
2. Investigation of the effects of withdrawal rates on GAGD gas chamber characteristics
and development.
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3. Investigation of the effects of reservoir heterogeneity, shale barriers and poor cement
job (channeling) on GAGD gas injectivity and oil recovery.
4. Characterization of reservoir wettability effects on GAGD oil recoveries.
5. Investigation of optimum injection well spacing as well as the true vertical span
between injector and producer for GAGD applications.
6. Studies to improve production rates in GAGD process (e.g. by possible variation
between the viscous / capillary / gravity force ratios).
7. Investigations of GAGD application in water drive reservoirs (e.g. strong bottom or
edge water drives).
8. Investigation of possible improved GAGD oil recovery rates by employment of
peripheral water injection in volumetric reservoirs, followed by the double
displacement process (DDP) to maximize both microscopic and macroscopic sweep.
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APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF DIMENSIONLESS NUMBERS
FOR FIELD PROJECTS – A CASE STUDY (WEST HACKBERRY
FIELD, LOUISIANA)
The West Hackberry Field is located in the Cameron parish in Louisiana. The GIS field
map (Source: Louisiana Department of Natural Resources – Strategic Online Natural
Resources System) is included as Figure A1 below.

Figure A1: GIS Map of West Hackberry Field – Cameron Parish – Louisiana

The important dimensionless numbers that need to be considered for gravity drainage
are: Capillary, Bond, Dombrowski-Brownell, Gravity and Grattoni et al.’s new group N.
For the calculation of these numbers Darcy velocity, grain size distribution, injection air
composition, reservoir fluid composition, reservoir petrophysical properties and injectant
/ reservoir oil PVT properties at reservoir conditions are required. The individual
calculations for the above parameters are shown below.
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A1 Calculation of Darcy Velocity

For the calculation of Darcy velocity displacement length, reservoir thickness, and
average injection rates (surface and bottom hole) are required.
Figure A2 shows the Camerina sand C-1 plan (Gillham et al., 1996). There are mainly
two air injectors in the field, Watkins # 16 and Gulf Land D # 51 as represented by solid
triangles below.

Figure A2: Cam C-1 Sand Map of West Hackberry Field – Cameron Parish – Louisiana

The shortest injection path is found to be 333.33 ft (from Watkins # 16 to Watkins #
18), whereas the longest injection path is 1600 ft (from Gulf Land D # 51 to Watkins #
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4). The average air injection rates (Gillham et al., 1996) for the Watkins # 16 and Gulf
Land D # 51 are shown in figure A3 below. It is seen that the average air injection rate
for Watkins # 16 is 500 MSCFD while the average air injection rate for Gulf Land D # 51
ranges from 3250 MSCFD to 3800 MSCFD for the time interval of Nov 1994 - 1995.

Figure A3: Average Air Injection Rates for Cam C-1 Sand Air Injectors
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For the calculations for the bottom hole injection rates the bottom hole pressure are
required. Figure A4 shows the BHP versus time for the West Hackberry Cam C-1 sand.
The variations in the BHP are from 2300 psia to 3400 psia. These limiting vales are used
for the calculation of the average bottom hole air injection rates by using gas law
equations. The ranges of the bottom hole injection rates are 30.3 Mft3/D to 21.3 Mft3/D.

Figure A4: BHP @ 9000’ (TD) Vs Time for Cam C-1 Sand

Shortest Displacement Path
Well # 8826 Injector (Watkins 16) to Well # Watkins 18 = 333.33 ft
Avg. Reservoir Thickness = 30.5 ft
Area = π*D*Thk = 3.14 * 333.33(ft) * 30.5 (ft) = 31939.5 ft2
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Average Injection Rate (Watkins 16) = 500 MSCFD
Bottom Hole Injection Rate (@ 2300 psi) = VSC *

= 500 *

1.072 * 661( R ) 14.7( psia )
*
= 4.33 Mft3/D
2314.7( psia )
520( R)

Bottom Hole Injection Rate (@ 3400 psi) = VSC *

= 500 *

z * T 14.7( psia )
*
P
520( R)

z * T 14.7( psia )
*
P
520( R)

1.112 * 661( R) 14.7( psia )
*
= 3.04 Mft3/D
3414.7( psia )
520( R)

Min. Displacement Velocity = 3.04E+3 / 31939.5 = 0.095 ft/D
Max. Displacement Velocity = 4.33E+3 / 31939.5 = 0.136 ft/D
Darcy Velocity Range for Shortest Displacement Path: 0.095 – 0.136 ft/D .

Longest Displacement Path
Well # GLD 51 Injector to Well # Watkins 4 = 1600 ft
Avg. Reservoir Thickness = 30.5 ft
Area = π*D*Thk = 3.14 * 1600(ft) * 30.5 (ft) = 153309.7 ft2
Average Injection Rate (Gulf Land # 51) = 3500 MSCFD (Avg. of 3250 & 3800)
Bottom Hole Injection Rate (@ 2300 psi) = VSC *

= 3500 *

1.072 * 661( R) 14.7( psia )
= 30.3 Mft3/D
*
2314.7( psia )
520( R)

Bottom Hole Injection Rate (@ 3400 psi) = VSC *

= 3500 *

z * T 14.7( psia )
*
P
520( R)

z * T 14.7( psia )
*
P
520( R)

1.112 * 661( R) 14.7( psia )
*
= 21.3 Mft3/D
3414.7( psia )
520( R)

Min. Displacement Velocity = 21.3E+3 / 153309.7 = 0.139 ft/D
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Max. Displacement Velocity = 30.3E+3 / 153309.7 = 0.198 ft/D
Darcy Velocity Range for Longest Displacement Path: 0.139 – 0.198 ft/D.

Figure A5: Electric Well Log for Watkins # 16 Air Injector
A2 Grain Size Distribution Determination
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The grain size distribution for the Camerina C-1 Sand is defined as ‘Medium’ to
‘Coarse’. The Spontaneous Potential (SP) logs for the Watkins # 16 and Gulf Land D #
51 air injectors are included as Figures A5 and A6. The SP clearly shows the welldeveloped sand bodies and the coarsening upward trend of the sand grains. Furthermore
the increasing difference between the 9’ lateral and 18” normal resistivity traces clearly
indicates the increasing permeability consequently the grain size. The folk grain size
classification / Wentworth grade scale (Figure A7 Poppe et al., 2003) was employed for
the further characterization of the grain sizes.
The grain size classification systems along with the electric logs suggest that the grain
sizes for Camerina C-1 Sand ranges from 1 mm to ¼ mm. This range of values was used
as the characteristic lengths for the calculation of Capillary, Bond, DombrowskiBrownell, Gravity and Grattoni et al.’s new group N.
A3 Injectant / Reservoir Fluid Compositions

The injection air composition is 21% Oxygen and 79% Nitrogen (Gillham et al., 1996).
The reservoir fluid composition was obtained from Gillham et al. (1996). The
representative sample compositions were obtained from producer Gulf Land D Well # 9,
and the PVT properties reported (Gillham et al., 1996) were obtained by simulations
using Amoco Redlich Kwong Equation of State and Hall Yarborough equations.
However, PVT properties used for this work were obtained by using the SoaveRedlich-Kwong EOS model in WINPROP® PVT package and compositions reported
(Gillham et al., 1996). The component properties of the feed stream are included as
Figure A8. The simulated (using WINPROP®) properties of the injection / oil phase are
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summarized

in

Figure

A9.

Figure A6: Electric Well Log for Gulf Land D # 51 Air Injector
A4 Dimensionless Number Calculation for Cam C-1 Air Injection Project

Example calculations for the Capillary and Bond numbers for reservoir conditions (3500
psia and 201 oF) using 0.095 ft/D displacement velocity and 1 mm grain size are included
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below. A spreadsheet has been developed for these calculations and the results are
included as graphs in Figures A10 and A11 below.
Capillary Number (3500 psia & 201 F) (Variation in Darcy Velocity)
NC =

V (m / s ) * µ ( Pa.S )
σ ( N / m)

NC =

0.095( ft / D) * (0.0000035 m / s / ft/D) * 0.3791(cP) * (0.001 Pa.S / cP)
4.4869(dyne/cm) * (1E − 3N / m / dyne / cm)

NC = 2.81E-08 .

Figure A7: Wentworth Grade Scale / Folk Grain Size Classification
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Figure A8: Component Properties of Feed Stream

Bond Number (3500 psia & 201 F) (Variation in Grain Size)
NB =

∆ρ (kg / m 3 ) * g (m / s 2 ) * l 2 (m 2 )
σ ( N / m)

3
3
3
2
2
2
NB = (51.0656 - 12.7301)(lbm / ft ) * (16.01846 kg/m /lbm/ft ) * (9.80665 m/s ) * (0.001 m )

4.4869(dyne/cm) * (1E − 3 N / m / dyne / cm)

NB = 1.3421 .
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West Hackberry: Injected Fluid Properties
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West Hackberry: Reservoir Fluid Properties
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Figure A9: Injectant / Reservoir Oil Properties for West Hackberry Tertiary Project
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West Hackberry: Operating Capillary Num bers
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Figure A10: Calculated Operating Capillary, Bond and Dombrowski-Brownell Numbers
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West Hackberry: Operating Gravity Num bers
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Figure A11: Calculated Operating Gravity and N Group Numbers
Table A1: Ranges of Values of above Calculated Dimensionless groups (Table continued
on next page)
Number

Formula

Max. Value

V (m / s ) * µ ( Pa.S )
σ ( N / m)

4.5639E-09

4.1798E-08

∆ρ (kg / m 3 ) * g (m / s 2 ) * l 2 (m 2 )
σ ( N / m)

0.03171

0.79367

NC =

Capillary Number

Bond Number

Min. Value

NB =

247

Gravity Number
DombrowskiBrownell Number

New Group

NG =

N DB =

∆ρ .g.k
∆µ .u

∆ρ .g .k

σ

N = N B + A(

µD
).N C
µG

0.38546

1.5932

1.50235E-07

7.83296E-07

0.0361

1.62736
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“To improve is to change. To be perfect is to change often.” [ANON]
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